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When you ride the DSK Benelli TNT 25, the 
world gives way. A sports inspired motorcycle 
with distinctive design and superior 
performance, the DSK Benelli TNT 25 will 
make waves wherever it goes. So ride on, 
become a legend with the DSK Benelli TNT 25.

www.dskbenelli .com   dskbenelli indiaP U R E  P A S S I O N  S I N C E  1 9 1 1

DSK Benelli - Pune (Company Showroom): 020 - 6605 1001, DSK Benelli - Ahmedabad: 80007 00090, DSK Benelli - Bengaluru: 080 - 4170 1414, DSK Benelli - Chandigarh: 0172 - 4666211, 
DSK Benelli - Chennai: 044 - 2434 2063, DSK Benelli - Delhi: 011 - 6400 0318, DSK Benelli - Goa: 92259 03877, DSK Benelli Guwahati: 73990 08800, DSK Benelli - Hyderabad: 040 - 2311 3004, 
DSK Benelli - Indore:  95225 70157,  DSK Benelli - Jaipur: 0141 - 255 2616, DSK Benelli - Kochi: 0484 - 3939 739, DSK Benelli - Kolkata: 033 - 4033 9999, DSK Benelli - Mumbai: 80820 59999, 
DSK Benelli - Surat: 0261- 6988802. For dealership opportunities, contact info@dskbenelli.com | Toll Free No.: 1800 - 266 - 2324

*The bike shown is only for representative purpose. Always wear protective gear and observe road traffic regulations.
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New tech with the power to dent the universe

P R E S E N T S…

GameChanger

LIGHT L16
Every now and again, something sensational comes along that turns the established way  
of things on its head. The Light L16 looks set to do just this in the world of camera tech. 
A while ago, we witnessed the Lytro Illum shake things up with its ability to change the focal 
point of images after they’d been taken. Now, the Light L16 brings something arguably better: 
the power of a high-end DSLR in a tiny, smartphone-esque body. So, no clunky, weighty unit 
and multiple lenses to carry – just one sleek slab that’ll fit in your pocket. But how, you might 
ask? Looking like a camera version of Frankenstein’s monster, the L16 has 16 individual cameras 
nestled in its front, ten of which work in unison, capturing multiple images and stitching them 
together to create one gloriously huge, 52MP picture. Like the Illum, the L16 harnesses depth-
mapping tech to adjust focus in post-production. Most importantly, it’ll be point-and-click  
easy to use, so no need for a Bachelor’s in photography.
Price `1,44,900 Available Late 2016 URL light.co



This is a busy month for us at T3 India. 
With CES setting the tone at the start of 
the year, we’re riding along to see what 
will be hottest trends for 2016. Speaking  
of which, our cover story for the first 
month of this brand new year focuses on  
the best tech segregated for guys, gals, 
moms, dads, and kid too.
 
We also take a look at Dot’s Braille 
smartwatch that is expected later this 
year and could be a real gamechanger for 
visually impaired people. 
 
As far as gadget reviews go, we take an 
in-depth look at Apple’s latest and 
seriously expensive iPad Pro. 
 
I hope you enjoy reading this one because 
next month promises to be even more 
powerpacked, with exclusive and extensive 
CES coverage, and the inaugural edition 
of our Technology and Imaging Awards!
We hope 2016 begins on a great note for 
all you readers. We’re sure tried to make 
it happen for you! Have a happy new year!

Editor’s letter
Let’s welcome 2016 with a look  
at some of the year’s best tech
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 Select 
NOISE-CANCELLING HEADPHONES

B&O BEOPLAY H8
`39,975, www.beoplay.com

PHILIPS FIDELIO NC1
`18,999, www.philips.co.in

AKG N60 NC
`22,999, www.akg.com

BEATS STUDIO WIRELESS
`19,999 www.beatsbydre.com

SENNHEISER MOMENTUM 
WIRELESS 
`37,999, www.sennheiser.com

 The NC1s are the cheapest cans here and 
feel basic, but that’s not entirely a bad thing: 
the controls are fuss-free and there’s no wireless 
to worry about. They’re seriously portable, and 
their space-saving on-ear design is comfortable. 
All these things point to a pair of headphones 
that are more interested in performing – and in 
some areas they do perform well. Noise-
cancelling is decent (though not the best in this 
test), and in isolation they sound good, with a 
controlled low end. However, the rest of the 
spectrum is a bit fl at and they lack dynamism in 
more complex tracks.

 These Beats look great on paper, but in the 
fl esh they lack fi nesse, with cheap build quality 
and a smudge-tastic piano-black fi nish. On the 
plus side, comfort is good, with the over-ear 
cans fi tting nicely. On the whole, they sound 
good, too – more balanced than Beats of old 
– though in some tracks they lack sparkle, 
while in others the sound can be too intense. 
Noise-cancelling is decent, though a little 
fuzziness remains in background ambient 
noises. The controls are simple and effi  cient, 
while connecting them via Bluetooth is 
fuss-free and you’ll get 12 hours of battery life.

B&O has taken Beats’ title of ‘most banging 
cans’ with its H8s; they’ll really thump your 
drums, though it can be a bit much in 
bass-heavy tracks. These aren’t just bangers, 
though – they’re extraordinarily bright-
sounding and realistic in the mid-high 
spectrum, with great stereo separation. They’re 
not the most balanced, but you’ll feel truly 
connected to your music, and noise-cancelling 
is fi rst-rate. The H8s are the most expensive, 
but they look and feel incredible. The goatskin 
on-ear pads are comfy for hours, the controls 
are intuitive and wireless lasts 14 hours.

 Like the Philips Fidelio NC1s, the AKGs are 
big on portability. They’re even easier to pack 
than the NC1s, and you get better audio 
performance. The sound is bright and wide, 
and they’re especially good with music played 
by real instruments, so if you favour guitar riff s 
to bleeps, look no further. The noise-cancelling 
dealt with background sounds easily, but more 
voices got through than we would’ve liked. The 
AKGs are probably the least comfortable of 
the three pairs of on-ear headphones here, and 
the build quality feels rather basic – even more 
so than the NC1s’.

 We were expecting big things from these, 
and weren’t disappointed. They sound 
incredible, boasting the balance of the Boses 
and the thump of the B&Os. But unlike the H8s, 
they’re not overbearing; they just sound like a 
big hi-fi . Stereo separation is top-notch, and all 
the details are accurately replayed. You also get 
good noise- cancelling and wireless, with an 
unbeatable 22 hours of battery life. They’re 
comfortable, too. Just a couple of gripes: the 
controls are a little fi ddly, and they don’t feel 
special enough. 

ilence is golden, so the 
saying goes, and nowhere 
is this proverb more 
applicable than when 

you’re listening to your favourite 
tunes in public. 
When you don a pair of cans in the big, 
wide world, your music is competing 
with a huge variety of ambient sounds, 
whether it’s a buzzing air-conditioner, 
people chatting or a vibrating train. It’s 
a less than ideal scenario for audio 
lovers to enjoy their tracks. Sure, you 
could whack up the volume and risk 
permanent hearing loss, but the 
smarter choice would be to buy 
yourself the only pair of headphones 
you’ll ever really need: noise-cancelling 
ones. Not only will they rid your ears 
of the majority of unwanted external 
noise, they’ll make your music sound 
better than ever. 

04 ONE FOR AUDIO OPULENCE01 ONE FOR BUDGET SILENCE 05 ONE FOR TRAVELLING ROCKERS02 ONE FOR FANS OF HIP BRANDS 06 ONE FOR SUBLIME SOUND

BOSE QUIETCOMFORT 25 
`25,200, www.boseindia.com

  What a package: the QC 25s have a 
reassuring fi nish, with a solid build, smooth 
hinges and a simple on/off  switch. They look 
nicely understated and are dead comfortable 
to boot. Audio-wise, they’re the most balanced 
cans here, with a bright, detailed sound that 
really brings out the vocals; ultra-wide stereo 
separation and fl awless noise-cancelling. The 
case is clever, too, with various accessory slots 
– and it even shows you how to fold your 
headphones. There’s no wireless and they’re 
the only pair here powered by an AA battery, 
but otherwise these are exceptional cans.

03 ONE FOR DISCERNING TASTES

 The art of 
no noise

Words: Nick Odantzis

LISTEN TO YOUR MUSIC IN 
PEACEFUL BLISS, EVEN IN THE 
LOUDEST OF PLACES, WITH THE 
BEST NOISE-CANCELLING 
HEADPHONES YOU CAN BUY

S
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THE VERY BEST TECH 
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DEFINITELY COME TO THE 
RIGHT PLACE. 
T3 Elite is the best gadget-buying guide 

you’ll ever encounter. To create it, we’ve 
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count, to bring you rock-solid 

recommendations. 
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4̀3,699, microsoft.com

Microsoft? Lumia? What’s this, the 
ghost of smartphones past?
Ouch! Microsoft has been quiet on the 
phone front of late, but it’s been 
biding its time, waiting for the 
opportune moment to pounce. The 
Lumia 950 is its new fl agship 
smartphone, and with Windows 10 on 
board, it means business.

Business, you say? Sounds dull.
The Lumia 950 has strong business 
potential, that’s for sure, but it’s not 
all suit and tie. The 5.2-inch Quad HD 
display is perfect for movies and 
gaming on the go, and the heap of 
power Microsoft has squashed inside 
means you can throw pretty much 
anything at it.

Can it take a good picture?
You betcha. Round the back, the 
20MP camera promises big things, 
with 4K video recording, a triple RGB 

Microsoft 
Lumia 950

Multi-tasking is a cinch, thanks 
to a Qualcomm Snapdragon 808 
hexa-core processor – similar to 
the one found in the LG G4  

fl ash and fi fth-generation optical 
image stabilisation. That means 
red-eye will be a thing of 
the past, while your shots will be less 
blurred and low-light performance will 
be enhanced. There’s even a 
dedicated physical shutter key on the 
side. You know, like you get on a real 
camera.

Does it have a party piece?
How do you unlock your current 
phone? A PIN? A pattern? Boring! The 
Lumia 950 uses infrared camera tech 
to scan your face, so you can unlock it 
with a look.

Oh my gawd! I want to do that!
Course you do, and you’re in luck 
because the Microsoft Lumia 950 – 
along with a 5.7-inch version, the 
950XL – will be hitting stores any day 
now, just in time to get one in your 
Christmas stocking.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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NOKIA LUMIA 950
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Microsoft is back in 
contention with its new 
fl agship handsetfl agship ha

W W W.T3INDIA.COM

Vital stats
32GB
There’s a nice slug 
of storage inside, 
plus a microSD slot

30 minutes
The time it takes to 
recharge the battery 
to 50 per cent

5.2 inches
The size of 

the stunning 
Quad HD display

20MP
The rear camera 

promises detailed 
pics and video

The 20MP rear camera is a selling 
point, offering excellent low-
light shooting and reduced blur 

Internet browsing and movie 
watching are a treat on this 
Lumia’s 2,560 x 1,440-pixel screen

At 8.22mm thick, the Lumia 950 is 
chunky compared to the iPhone 6s, 
but you do get a 3,000mAh battery

With Windows 10 on board, 
the Lumia 950 packs in all of 

your favourite Microsoft 
products, including Office, 

Cortana, OneDrive and Outlook

Using a PIN, password or 
fingerprint to unlock your 
phone is so passé. The Lumia 
950 scans your mug instead 
(and no, we don’t mean that 
thing you drink coffee from)
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`69,990, www.dji.com

This is from DJI, right? So where’s my drone, fool?
Oh, it’s you again. Well, listen up, drone boy: 
DJI has indeed released a new product, and it 
has zip to do with fl ying.

What? Outrageous! So what am I looking 
at here?
Expand that quadcopter-obsessed mind of yours 
and you’ll see that the Osmo is DJI’s exciting new 
4K video and photography system, comprising a 
powerful Zenmuse X3 camera and a three-axis 
gimbal stabiliser, plus a detachable, ergonomic 
handle that’s leading a double life as a joystick. 

A joystick? What’s up with that?
Well, the handle not only houses the Osmo’s 
rechargeable lithium-polymer 980mAh-capacity 
battery, it also features a series of built-in controls 
for the camera and gimbal. You can use the joystick 
for panning and tilting the gimbal, as well as 
controlling the start/stop button for the camera’s 
recording function. There’s also a shutter button 
and a trigger, enabling you to toggle through 
modes. 

Neat! You may now tell me about the camera.
Wow, gee, thanks for the permish. The Osmo’s 
Zenmuse X3 camera has a 1/2.3-inch sensor, and 
captures 4K video and 12MP stills. There are seven 
still-photography modes to explore, including time 
lapse, selfi e panorama and auto panorama. With 
the last of those, you can hoist the Osmo above 
your head, tap the shutter button and fi lm the entire 
scene as the camera rotates. To see what your 
camera is seeing, download the DJI Go app to your 
phone, place your phone in the (removable) phone 
holder and you’re in business. 

I could do stuff  with that. Is it stable, though?
Remember that three-axis gimbal we mentioned 
earlier? It integrates completely with the camera, 
keeping the Osmo as steady as a rock, even if 
you’re shaking like a leaf. This means you can 
nail blur-free action shots like a boss.

DJI Osmo

Vital stats
64GB
The maximum-capacity 
microSD card 
supported by the Osmo

201g
The weight of the 
easy-grip handle 
(including battery)

8s–1/8000s 
The camera’s 

electronic shutter speed 
(up to 30s on M mode)

Eight
The number of still-

photography modes, including 
time lapse and panorama

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

VIBRANT VIEW
The Osmo captures 4K video 
at 24, 25 or 30 frames per 
second, and nails 12MP stills

SMART CONTROLS
Download the DJI GO app to 
your smartphone, and you can 
control all of the Osmo’s 
shooting modes. Your phone 
can also be used as a 
remote for the device 
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`24,999, www.yuplaygod.com

What’s this new phone from YU?
Yutopia is a new phone from Micromax’s subsidiary, YU.

How does the device fare against the competition?
The phone is priced aggressively that gives some of the 
higher-priced phone a run for their money. It comes loaded 
with some of the best components you’ll fi nd in a 
smartphone. 

Interesting. What exactly does it have?
Well, the phone is powered by Qualcomm’s Snapdragon 810 
processor, which is an octa-core chip and has a 4GB DDR4 
RAM. Furthermore, the phone uses a 5.2-inch Sharp IPS 
display that supports WQHD resolution (2560x1440) pixels. 
There’s also a fi ngerprint sensor at the back that can be 
used to unlock the phone in under half a second.

That’s impressive! But I click a lot of pictures, what does it 
have on the camera front?
Yutopia comes with a 21MP Sony sensor that is capable of 
shooting some good pictures in low light, optical image 
stabilization (OIS) and Phase Detection autofocus that 
focuses on the subject in just 0.2 seconds. On the video 
side, the camera is capable of recording 4K videos and slow 
motion videos up to 120fps in HD resolution. The front-
facing 8MP camera has a wide 86° fi eld of view and f/2.2 
aperture making it a good camera for selfi es. 

What about the design?
The phone has a unibody design and claims to use “aircraft 
grade aluminium” that gives the phone durability and 
premium looks. The saturn ring at the back also marks its 
return and packs in everything in just 7.2mm of thin chassis.

What else does it have?
Yutopia supports Qualcomm’s Quick Charge 2.0 that allows 
fast charging of the device. Moreover, on the software side, 
it’s equipped with Cyanogen OS 12.1 and Around YU service 
that sits on the home screen, giving access to services like 
Ola, Zomato, Ixigo, etc. 

Is it available now?
Yes, the phone currently sells on Amazon.

YU Yutopia

Vital stats
3000mAh
Battery capacity 
in YUTOPIA

64-bit
SOC supports 64-bit 
processing

570ppi  
It has a high-

resolution display

4GB LPDDR4
Uses state-of-the-art 

DDR RAM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Around YU is a suite of 
services for travel, food, 
entertainment rolled in a 
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`80,990, www.asus.com/in

Oh, so a new gaming laptop from Asus?
It’s actually an updated model of the 
previously available ROG GL552. 

So what has been updated?
The processor has got a slight bump but 
the main upgrade is on the GPU front. It’s 
equipped with Nvidia’s GTX GeForce 
950M with 4GB of RAM. Going forward, 
Asus has also confi rmed that a 
majority of its ROG lineup will 
include a minimum of 4GB 
RAM. Additionally, the laptop 
supports Nvidia technologies 
like GameWorks and GeForce 
Experience. 

What about the rest of the 
hardware specs?
It’s a gaming laptop so it’s 
obviously no slouch. It runs 
Windows 10 out of the box, has a 
15.6-inch matte display that supports 
Full HD resolution with a brightness of 
200 nits and 8GB RAM with an easy 
accessible slot to add more. Moreover, it 
has a 1TB 7200RPM hard drive, HDMI 1.4, 
Wi-Fi 802.11ac, USB 3.0 support, Gigabit 
LAN.

Can you tell me about the design?
The laptop has a design inspired from an 
F22 Stealth fi ghter. It also features a 
one-piece construction keyboard that has 
a low profi le with a red backlight, giving 
the laptop a gaming-centric look.

Anything else I should know?
The laptop is also equipped with other 
technologies like Asus’ SonicMaster 
Premium and ICEpower for audio and 
Gamefi rst III technology to reduce pings 
during online game play. 

Asus ROG GL552JX 

Vital stats
Core i7-4750HQ
Intel processor with 
2GHz clock speed

178-degrees
Viewing angle of 
the display

2.6kg 
Its on the heavier 

side

Intel WiDi
Wireless Display 

support

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4GB GPU RAM will ensure games 
will work buttery smooth on 
the laptop
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`11,990, www.panasonic.co.in

What’s the selling point of this phone?
The Panasonic Eluga Mark emphasises on 
the security. 

What type of security features are we talking 
about?
For starters, it comes with a fi ngerprint sensor 
and where most phones max out the number of 
fi ngerprints at fi ve, Eluga Mark allows one to store 
up to eight fi ngerprints. It also comes with 
Android for Work support that makes it easier for 
businesses to allow personal devices to work on 
secure corporate networks. 

How does its features stack against the 
competition?
The Mark runs Android 5.1 with FitHome user 
interface. On the hardware side, the phone has a 
5.5-inch HD display, 1.5GHz Snapdragon 615 
quad-core processor, 2GB RAM, 16GB internal 
memory and expandable with microSD card. 

How’s the camera like, and the battery?
You’ve got a 13MP camera at the back acting as 
the main camera whereas the front sports a 5MP 
one. In terms of battery, the phone comes with a 
2500mAh battery. 

Can I buy it?
Yes, the phone is on sale now.

Panasonic Eluga Mark
Vital stats

720p
Display resolution 
of the device

32GB
Max. capacity of 
microSD card

8.2mm  
Thickness of the 

device

Dual-SIM
Supports dual-SIM 

connectivity 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fingerprint sensor can 
store up to 8 fingerprints 
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approx. ̀ 1,00,000, 
microsoftstore.com

Mmm, that’s a pretty Windows laptop.
Agreed. We could see the Surface Book 
being used by the sort of people who sit in 
coff ee shops and pay a few hundred rupees 
for a bowl of cereal. It looks a bit like a shiny 
MacBook, but it’s actually the fi rst laptop 
made by Microsoft (hard to believe, we 
know), and it runs Windows 10.

Eh? So Microsoft copied Apple?
Even Steve Jobs wouldn’t have said yes to 
that. Pressing a button on the Surface 
Book’s keyboard detaches the 13.5-inch 
PixelSense display, enabling you to draw on 
it using a pressure-sensitive stylus. As a feat 
of engineering, Microsoft’s machine is way 
ahead of the competition.

So it’s versatile, but what about muscle?
The Surface Book, with Intel’s latest 
processors, a huge 1TB of storage, 16GB of 
RAM and dedicated Nvidia graphics, is one 
of the beefi est laptops around. With 12 
hours of battery life in laptop mode, it’s one 
of the longest-lasting, too.

Next, you’ll be saying it’s not out yet.
You’re a mind-reader! Can you tell us next 
week’s Lottery numbers while you’re here? 
But yeah, we don’t know exactly when 
Microsoft will be bringing the Surface Book 
to India, but we expect it to be 
sometime next year.

 Microsoft Surface Boo

HEART OF GLASS
The glass-covered 

trackpad feels smooth as 
butter, while Palm Block 
tech means you can rest 
your hand on the display 

without accidentally 
activating something 

SWIVEL ON THIS
A ‘dynamic fulcrum 

hinge’ enables you to 
fold the screen forward 

(for transportation) 
or back (for getting 

up close and personal 
with the display)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Vital stats
13mm 
The thickness of 
the Surface Book’s 
mag-alloy chassis

1GB 
The amount of VRAM 
in the Surface 
Book’s Nvidia GPU

267 
The pixels-per-inch 

rating of the 
Surface Book’s display

12 
The battery life 

(in hours) when it’s 
in laptop mode
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Dot Watch
approx. ̀ 20,000, www.dotincorp.com

This is an unusual looking 
smartwatch?
That’s because this is not for the average consum  
It’s called the Dot smartwatch that has been 
designed for the blind.

Wow, pretty interesting. How do  
this work?
The fi rst and foremost requirement for the user is
know how to read Braille. The four active dynami
braille cells work to bring messages and 
notifi cations from the smartphone.

What devices can Dot Watch 
connect to and what sort 
of notifications does it support?
Apart from the ability to display braille text, the D
Watch is like a regular smartwatch. It supports bo h
iOS and Android OS and will show any regular 
notifi cation that you see on your smartphone like 
tweets, emails, messages and more. 

Will the watch have to be 
connected to the smartphone 
all the time?
If you want to receive notifi cations from the phon
then yes. However, Dot Watch will display the tim  
without any requirement of tethering with a 
smartphone.

What about the style options?
Dot Watch is carved out of 7000 series aluminium 
that not only makes it look premium but also highl  
durable. It will come with a circular dial but will off  
22mm band options either in leather or sport.

Braille on a smartwatch is all 
fine and good but is Dot workin
on other devices that can aid th  
visually impaired? 
As a matter of fact, yes. Dot’s CEO, Eric Ju Yoon 
Kim, confi rmed to us during TEDxGateway Mumb
recently that they’re working on a Kindle-like Dot
Pad that will make e-book reading with Braille 
support aff ordable and handy.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

D W
has 4 active 
braille cells

Vital stats

Bluetooth LE 4.1
Integrates the latest low 
energy Bluetooth standard

400mAh
Battery Capacity of 

the smartwatch

7000
It uses top-quality 

grade aluminium 

42mm
Size of the watch
Androiddual-SIM connectivity
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`9,099, www.polaroid.com

What do we have here?
It’s the Cube action camera from Polaroid. 

Oh, so it’s like a GoPro?
Well, yes but it’s smaller! Also, add the choice of 
colours like black, blue or red to personalise the 
Cube. 

Enough with the looks. Tell me what can it do.
It’s a no-frills action camera. It has a 6MP camera 
and supports up to 1080p Full HD resolution and 
pressing the only button on the device will start 
video recording or allows to take pictures. It has a 
124-degree wide-angle lens ensuring you get a 
wide enough shot. There’s also a switch hidden at 
the back of the camera to switch the resolution 
(720p/1080p) and has a slot for microSD card (up 
to 32GB) and microUSB port for charging. 

What about the battery life? 
Unfortunately, that’s just 1.5 hours.

What sort of accessories are compatible with 
the Cube?
The Cube can be used with a number of 
accessories, such as a Bumper Case, Helmet 
Mount, Monkey Stand, Waterproof Case & Suction 
Mount, Bike Mount, Tripod Mount and Strap 
Mount. The base of the Cube is magnetic, so in 
case you wanna go solo with the camera, you can 
attach it to any metal surface. 

Can I see what I am recording on a mobile 
device?
Unfortunately no, which is why it’s better to place 
it in the perfect position before you begin the 
adventure.

Is it on sale?
Yes, you can buy from Flipkart.

Polaroid Cube

Vital stats
10m
Water resistant up 
to 10m

30fps
It records at 30 
frames/sec  at 1080p

1  
Button to toggle between 

videos and photos

35mm
It’s a compact 35mm 

cube DDR RAM

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Simple functioning makes it 
Cube really easy to use
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Woah – that’s very black.
Yep, the Zeppelin Wireless is 
a brooding, Hindenburg-shaped beast 
of a speaker, and thankfully it has the 
sound to match. This thing has been 
engineered using tech from Bowers & 
Wilkins’ super-high-end speakers, 
topped off  with powerful digital 
wrangling of the sound – and it shows.

What does it sound like?
A megaton of bass comes out of this 
thing, but it’s tight and focused enough 
for the vocals and other instruments to

h h h h l
h l l d k 

w f  
d  

f
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Bowers & Wilkins
 Zeppelin Wireless

Vital stats
44Hz to 28KHz
The quoted frequency 
response. The upper 
end is audible only 
to non-humans 

6.5kg 
It’s a heavyweight 
speaker with 
heavyweight 
sound 

150W
That power comes from 

two 25W mid-range 
drivers, two 25W 

tweeters and a 50W sub

192kHz/24bit 
DAC 

The Zeppelin upscales 
all inputs for better 

listening

Almost nothing 
is left of the 
original Zeppelin; 
every component has 
changed, apart from 
the screws. The 
enclosure walls are 
thicker and the body 
is just… blacker, man

The ultra-minimalist 
ook continues round 
the back, with skip and 
volume controls, 3.5mm and 
Ethernet inputs, and very 
little else

Previous B&W Zeppelins had iPod 
docks on the front, but I see this one 
is ‘full wireless’.
Almost correct. There’s a 3.5mm line-in 
round the back, but the key 
connectivity here is AirPlay and Spotify 
Connect, via either Wi-Fi or Ethernet, 
and Bluetooth. 

No DLNA or support for HD audio? 
The shame!
Realistically, most Apple fans are going 
to use AirPlay, Spotify is pretty much 
universal among techy music lovers 
these days, and then Bluetooth covers 
everyone else.  The really cool thing 
about the Zeppelin is that it can take 
fairly average inputs like Spotify 
Connect and make them really boom. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

approx. `49,999, bowers-wilkins.net
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1 Illy Francis 
Francis Y5 Milk 
$399 (£260),
shop.illy.com

2 KitchenAid 
Nespresso 
£309,
kitchenaid.com

3 KitchenAid 
Artisan £369,
kitchenaid.com

4 Jura Z6 
£1,900,
jura-z6.com

COFFEE MACHINES
Six bean addicts test four coffee makers to 
find out which is the best for home brewing

Siobhan Wade 
AGE: 26 
CAFFEINE ADDICTION: Latte

LIKED: The Jura was easy to use, with a handy 
screen for choosing the type of coffee you want. It seems more 
suited to an office, though. For me, the easiest to use was the 
KitchenAid Nespresso - just pop in a capsule and go!
DISLIKED: The barista-style KitchenAid Artisan was a bit 
messy to use, but I did like the fact that you can froth the  
milk yourself. 
VERDICT: They’re all good machines, but I liked the design and 
ease of use of the KitchenAid Nespresso. Choose your capsule, 
choose your strength and – boom - job done. No mess, no fuss.

TTONE

Jack Brown
AGE: 32 
CAFFEINE ADDICTION: Cappuccino

LIKED: All the machines were good in their 
own unique way. The Illy is a great all-in-one 

machine with a decent price tag. The Jura is the smartest 
machine. 
DISLIKED: The KitchenAid Artisan takes a lot of working out – 
though I reckon that once you get the hang of it, you could 
really start experimenting with different types of coffee.
VERDICT: If I could afford it, I’d buy the Jura. It makes really 
tasty coffee, it’s easy to use and it looks perfect. But 
considering I’m not made of money, I’d probably go for the 
KitchenAid Nespresso.

READER TWO

HANDS-ON WITH

For some reason, coffee 
always made him giggle

1

2

3

4

offee machines are all the same, right?  
Well, they are in the sense that they’ll all make you 
a cup of coffee in the morning. But in  

truth, there’s a wide spectrum when it comes to taste, style 
and functionality, and choosing the right machine for you and 
your kitchen can be a headache. To make the task easier, this 
month T3 and a selection of our readers tested a range of 
machines that we believe cover all the home-brewing bases. 

For starters, we had the Illy Francis Francis Y5 Milk – a 
pod-type machine that uses Illy’s own proprietary capsules, so 
put that Nespresso one away! It’s an espresso/coffee machine 
with a milk container and integrated frother, so you can choose 
to have a shot of the black stuff or a full-on latte. Then there was 
the KitchenAid Nespresso – a conventional espresso-making 
machine that creates coffee using Nespresso capsules. The 
Artisan, also by KitchenAid, is the coffee-experimenter’s choice, 
with a barista-style handle for adding coffee, and a separate 
milk frother for lattes. Finally, we had the crème de la crème 
(milky pun intended), the Jura Z6 – a fully automated coffee 
machine to rule them all, with bean grinding built in and a price 
tag to match. But which offered coffee nirvana?  
Six coffee fans got drinking and gave us their shaky verdict…

C
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 Hype
COFFEE MACHINES

READER THREE

READER  FOUR

READER  FIVE

READER SIX

Carson Trimby 
AGE: 38 
CAFFEINE ADDICTION: Flat white or espresso 
 
LIKED: I thought the KitchenAid Artisan was  

the most beautiful machine on test. The Illy, on the other hand, 
looks like it’s from the Eighties. Taste-wise, the Jura made the 
best coffee, thanks to the freshly ground beans.
DISLIKED: I’m not a fan of capsule machines – they just don’t 
seem right! And I found that, while it was fun to use, it was tricky 
getting the perfect cup of coffee from the Artisan. 
VERDICT: None of the machines were faultless, but the Jura 
definitely stood out – great coffee and easy to use.

Maria Williams
AGE: 39 
CAFFEINE ADDICTION: Soya caramel latte  

LIKED: The KitchenAid Nespresso looks really  
cool in a retro kind of way, and it was super-easy to use. I’m a 
sucker for high-end tech, though, and the Jura certainly ticks that 
box, even though it’s a bit hefty to put in smaller kitchens.
DISLIKED: There’s no milk frother with the Nespresso. The Illy 
looks good but I didn’t find it easy to use and the coffee was only 
OK.
VERDICT: The Jura looks amazing and there’s no mess or faffing 
around with capsules. It would minimise my trips to Starbucks!

Chris Jones
AGE: 34 
CAFFEINE ADDICTION: Espresso 

LIKED: I like my espressos, and the Illy seemed  
to make them the strongest – tasty, too. It’s just a shame it 
doesn’t look that great. The Nespresso machine was the  
easiest of the bunch, as well as being the best-looking.
DISLIKED: I don’t want to mess up coffee when I’m in a rush,  
so the Artisan wouldn’t do it for me - it’s just too much like  
hard work.
VERDICT: Sure, the Jura would be the perfect machine, but I 
could never afford it! I loved the one-push operation of the 
KitchenAid Nespresso, and the capsule system is a no-brainer.

Jenny Wells
AGE: 36
CAFFEINE ADDICTION: Latte

LIKED: The Illy machine makes surprisingly good 
coffee, and I like the fact that you get a milk container, which you 
don’t often get built into capsule machines. 
DISLIKED: Though I didn’t dislike the Artisan machine, I prefer the 
mess-free style of the pod machines.
VERDICT: The Jura is a very cool, very civilised way of making 
coffee; it’s just a shame about the price! So for me, the Illy is the one 
to have. It’s stylish, easy to use, and it makes great-tasting coffee – 
I’d be happy to have one of these in my kitchen.

The KitchenAid Artisan was deemed 
tricky to use by some readers

“Look, I’m not even joking, my nose 
really is stuck”

The red KitchenAid Nespresso would undoubtedly be a statement addition  
to your kitchen – it also happens to make a rather nice cup of coffee

While she was enjoying the coffee, she couldn’t help thinking it would’ve 
tasted better with a couple of Bourbon biscuits

“The KitchenAid Nespresso is 
great. Choose your capsule and 
strength, and the job is done”







TALKING TECH

Duncan Bell 
is getting old
…Although not as old as the people at th  
recent launch of a new streaming service

OPINION

recently met a guy called 
Sparkles. It wasn’t his real 
name, but he was – and is 
– a YouTube celebrity. 

I had to confess that, as I’m over 40, 
he was going to have to explain what 
he did very slowly, using short words.

Actually, this turned out to be quite 
straightforward, as what he does is play 
games and put the videos online. You’ve 
probably, maybe, heard of PewDiePie? 
Well, this guy is like a UK version of 
him. (Why do all these YouTube 
gaming-celeb blokes have such weirdly 
cutesey, childish names? I don’t know.) 

Anyway, he was a lovely chap. 
We talked for a bit about VR (he found 
that it gave him nausea and headaches, 
so he persisted with it, and now the 
nausea and headaches have receded 
– that’s dedication), and then he went 
off in search of a club where they 
played “hard dance”, whatever that is.

At this point, I became extremely 
concerned that I might be old.

Sparkles – who will accept your 
own gaming videos on his site, by 
the way, but it must be “only CRAZY 
footage” – had comprehensively 
generation-gapped me with his 
super-modern way of making a living. 
Th e fact that he was utterly charming as 
opposed to bratty and obnoxious made 
it worse, too. He was explaining it to me 
like I was a teacher, or a friend’s dad. 

Th e thing about tech is that, as it just 
keeps on coming out, iteratively 
changing, if you work in or write about 
the subject, you always feel pretty 
damn up-to-date and cutting edge. I 
can tell people at parties all about 
wearables and VR and most other techy 
areas, until their eyes start to glaze over 
and they start muttering something 
about needing to go and fi nd a bottle 
opener.

But you can’t watch everything, and 
whole swathes of online social 
interaction have become massive 
without me even noticing. And the 

Sparkles had totally 
generation-gapped me, 
with his super-modern 
way of making a living

I
problem with that is you suddenl  fi d 
yourself talking like a high-cour  
judge. “Who are ‘Th e Beatles’?” “  
is ‘a YouTube celebrity’?” “Why m  
all these young people attach row  f 
cartoon faces and a short, anima  
fi lm to all of their emails?” Th at s  f 
thing.

Better in my day…
It’s a fact that a lot of tech is m d  

by, and for, either young people  
slightly not-so-young people 
desperately trying to appear young. 

Th at hasn’t stopped the rise of 
‘silver surfers’, of course. Th e fact that 
the over 50s and 60s have embraced 
tech is probably down to two things. 
One is that tech now (unlike few years 
ago) is suffi  ciently reliable that it can be 
more or less trusted to, hey, ‘just work’.  

Th e other is that the kids of those 
people can serve as IT support when 
they do go wrong. “Hi Mum, have you 
tried manually setting the subnet mask 
on the DHCP server? Th ought not.”

I also went to a launch this month of 
a product that I think you could say was 
aimed at old people. Oldies and those 
who are clueless about tech, anyway. 

It was essentially a Spotify rival, and 
had all the trappings of a Spotify rival: 
millions of tunes, a regular 
subscription, curated playlists.

Th e key difference was that it was 
called Electric Jukebox – they might as 
well have called it Fab Gear Rockola Box 
for Dads – and it literally came in a box. 
Oh, and the playlists were compiled by 

h d bb ll  
rather than anyone called ‘Zane’.

It was aimed at people who fi nd 
using a mobile phone to play music too 
confusing. So you just plug your 
Electric Jukebox into the back of your 
telly, choose tunes from the on-screen 
menu and settle back to enjoy the 
sounds of Emerson, Lake & Palmer, or 
whoever, through your telly speakers.

Another difference here was that, 
where many tech products launch 
somewhere cutting edge and full of 
young people, this launched at BAFTA’s 
fusty HQ on Piccadilly, and was 
presented via an interminable chat 
between a bunch of music biz ‘legends’, 
and (comedian and presenter) 
Alexander Armstrong off the telly.

As these old codgers waxed lyrical 
about the joys of communal listening, 
the crackle of vinyl, silently enjoying 
Crosby, Stills & Nash around the 
front-room record player, I thought, 
“You’re not so much launching a 
product as trying to recapture your 
own youth. Times have changed. 
Nobody needs a ‘jukebox’. Get with it, 
Daddio.”

I did think, maybe, there’s a market 
for this in people who are genuinely 
scared by technology, to the point 
where they think playing Spotify 
through a speaker is really hard and 
need a totally simple means to do it. 
Maybe. 

However, what I mainly thought 
was, “But I don’t know any people 
like that. Hallelujah! I’m not that old.” I
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GaGu is not just a gadget 
guru, he’s also known 
around town as an “ace 
face” of fashion, always up 

to date with the correct length of 
trouser.

A lot of men don’t like trying 
clothes on in shops. That’s because we 
know the fl imsy door on the changing 
room could simply fall off  at any 
second, revealing you in your 
undercrackers to the entire shop, who 
will laugh at you. 

Now, obviously you’ve got your 
Mr Porters and your Asoses, and Guru 
fi nds that these are a great way to try 
on clobber in your bedroom, before 
sending nine tenths of the gear back 
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HE’LL GIVE YOU HIS TECH SECRETS, 
BUT HE’LL HAVE TO KILL YOU

I want to smarten up 
my ‘look’. Can tech help?

ABOVE If you have 
the looks and 
personality of 
a squashed snail, 
a dapper outfit 
is essential

because, now you’ve thought about it, 
purple polka dots and a rubber kilt 
just aren’t really you.

Taking it to the next level, though, 
is Thread.com. Fill in its lengthy 
questionnaire – “Do you like rubber 
kilts?”, “Do you own a brown tie?”, 
“Do you know what a hat is?”, “Which 
brands do you like: Armani, All Saints, 
George at Asda or…?” and so on – and 
a canny blend of computer alogrithm 
and an actual human stylist will 

choose entire outfi ts to suit, with 
casual and smart looks catered for.

GaGu tried Thread and, to his 
surprise, found it was largely uncannily 
good at picking stuff  he liked. It’s a 
free service, although obviously you 
will have to pay for the clothes. 

Too posh to wash your own pants? 
Try ZipJet. Like a kind of Uber for 
soiled garments, this app summons a 
dry cleaner/launderer on wheels, 
who’ll grab an 8kg bag of mixed, dirty 
clothes off  you, and bring it back 24 
hours later looking as good as new, for 
`1,450. 

If you need dry cleaning and/or 
ironing, ZipJet can also do that. Shirts 
start at `250, two-piece suits from 
`1,100.

Maybe the most exciting, if it works, 
is Orpiva.com. Launching soon, this 
lets you upload pics of outfi ts you’ve 
seen, analyses them using magic, then 
breaks down what each garment is 
and lets you buy it. It also suggests the 
George at Asda equivalent of 
whatever Daniel Craig, or whoever, 
is wearing…

“GaGu tried Thread and found, to his 
surprise, that it was largely uncannily 
good at picking clothes he liked”

PRESENTS
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Music lover GaGu has had 
so many cherished pairs 
over the years that it’s 
almost like choosing which 

of his children – Hercules, the twins 
Mairée Dolphin and Mimsy Frou-Frou, 
or Alta Vista – he loves the most. 
Actually, that’s easy; it’s Hercules. The 
twins never call or reply to his messages 
on either Myspace or Bebo, and 
four-year-old Alta Vista just runs around 
shouting, “Look at me, I’m a big jelly 
man!” like some kind of halfwit. 
Firstly, Guru has never had total joy with 
wireless headphones, with little 
dropouts and interference bursts 
always putting him off  his workout or 
love-making. Whether this is because 
the metal plate in his head causes 
interference, he’ll never know. 
However, he’s currently lovin’ the 
`19,900 Gibson Trainer. “Inspired by 
Usain Bolt”, whatever that means, this is 
festooned with features, including 
a pop-out band so that it grips your 
head better as you run or play rugby 
or whatever, ear-mounted LED 
headlights so you can be seen 
running in the dark (yes, really), and 
“NASA space-technology fabric” so 
your head doesn’t get too hot.
For sporty in-ears, it’s got to be the 
wired Monster Adidas Responses 
(`6,900). These penetrate the ear 
oh so deeply, and also anchor to the top 
of your lugs so they can’t be dislodged 
by even the most vigorous activity. The 
sound quality is good for the price, too. 
Guru is also a huge fan of  Sennheiser’s 
’phones. They usually look a bit dowdy, 
though, so he’s impressed that its 
Urbanite ‘style’ range (from ̀ 8,000) 
actually look both ‘fresh’ and ‘fl y’, as 
today’s young people say. But it’s the 
Momentum range (from ̀ 8,900 in-ear, 
`12,900 on-ear) that really hit the spot.
And fi nally, at the top of the heap is 
B&W’s ̀ 25,000 P5 Series 2 (not the 
wireless version). It is what GaGu 
reaches for when he wants a touch 
of audio luxury and the soft kiss of 
leather on his ears. Seriously great cans.

What ear- and 
headphones 
do you rate, 
Guru? 

BIPIN MISTRI

A

If Guru is being honest, 
he’s still a plasma man at 
heart, and rues its 

passing almost as much as he rues 
the passing of the more intimate 
side of his relationship with Mrs 
Guru. OLED defi nitely has its 
advantages, the main one being 
contrast. So if you want blacks that 
are as black as a basement made 
of coal during a power cut, it’s 
defi nitely worth a look. There’s a 
bit of an early-adopter’s penalty 
with this screen tech, though. You 
can pick OLED TVs up from around 
`2,00,000 now, if you really shop 
around – that’s small change to 
GaGu (not) – but there are a few 
issues with motion, and the colours 
can get so vibrant they actually 
look a bit mad. The blacks 
however? Very black. 

JAY PANDE 

A

Is it worth 
upgrading to 
an OLED TV? 

CROWDFUNDED

Gi FLYBIKE

WHAT IS IT, GAGU?
It’s a fold-up e-bike with a kerr-azy name! 
The Gi FlyBike, created in Argentina and 
funded on Kickstarter, looks whackily 
futuristic in curved white metal, and 
“folds as fast as a cat can clap” – or, if 
you’re old-fashioned, “in one second”. 
It’s available to pre-order for $2,290 
(`1,48,850-ish) and ships in spring.

WHAT’S ITS USP?
It combines the convenience of an 
electric bike with the, er, convenience 
of a fold-up bike.  

WHAT’S GOOD HERE, GAGU?
The fact that the FlyBike can be folded 
so quickly and easily – and if you watch 
the YouTube video, it really does fold in a 
trice – makes it potentially handy for 
anyone who has to take a train and then 
has a few miles to go from station to 
offi  ce. It also makes storage at home 
easier.

ANY OBVIOUS FLAWS?
Mainly that electric bikes are a foulness 
that’s unnatural and wrong. Just get a 
proper bike and pedal! More prosaically, 
GaGu frets that the way the Gi FlyBike 
folds means you’ll scrape the saddle to 
buggery in no time. It ends up at ground 
level to act as some kind of stand, but 
there’s a reason saddles are generally 
kept away from harsh, unyielding 
pavement slabs. He also feels that Gi’s 
marketing is decidedly whimsical for a 
product you’ll be dicing with death with 
on a daily basis (if your commute to work 
is anything like Guru’s).

HOW DID ITS FUNDING GO?
It stormed it, pulling in $426,980 from 
311 backers – though GaGu worries that 
might already be all the people in the 
world who are willing to stump up a 
grand and a half for an e-bike from an 
untested brand.

DESIRED OUTCOME?
“To transform the way millions of people 
commute!”

GURU VERDICT?
It’ll transform the way hundreds of 
people commute. A bit.
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GO COLD-WATER 
SURFING AND
FILM THE ACTION  
Finisterre’s new high-tech wetsuit will help 
you brave the icy swells this winter, and 
Polaroid’s Cube+ Wi-Fi Lifestyle Action Camera 
is the perfect choice to capture the thrills

SURFBOARD-FRIENDLY
Polaroid’s new Cube+ Wi-Fi Lifestyle 
Action Camera can be slipped into a 
waterproof casing and attached to a 
surfboard-friendly suction mount to 

capture (and share) your session in HD

OFF THE HOOK
Finisterre’s incredible new cold- 
water surf wetsuits will keep you 
toasty if you’re surfing in Wales, 
southern England and Europe this 

winter and into early spring



 AGENDA
GO COLD-WATER SURFING
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Winter has taken its sweet time to 
arrive, but the cold weather is finally 
here. For surfers and wild swimmers, 
this usually spells a depressing end to 

the season. With ethical sport brand 
Finisterre’s toasty new cold-water wetsuits, 
however, there’s no need to hibernate until 
the mercury creeps up again in spring. 

These durable wetsuits were made in 
collaboration with pro wetsuit designer Mat 
D’Ascoli, and tested in frigid winter waters by 
over 250 dedicated cold-water surfers. 

Finisterre’s 4mm wetsuit features a 
4.5mm-thick chest and back panel to keep 
your core insulated, with 3.5mm-thick arm 
and leg panels keeping you cosy in waters 
ranging between nine and 14 degrees. The 
thicker 5mm suit will keep you comfortable 

down to four degrees, with 6.5mm-thick 
chest and back panels, 4.5mm-thick arms 
and legs, and a hood to banish god-awful 
brain freeze when you wipe out. 

Both wetsuits have been designed with 
extra panels for enhanced heat retention, 
and the Finisterre custom neck design 
means less ingress of icy water – not to 
mention easier wetsuit entry and exit when 
you’re dressing on windy beaches. 

So you’ve chosen the right wetsuit for 
your cold-water surf session… Now it’s time 
to capture all that salty action in glorious 
HD using Polaroid’s tiny Cube+ Wi-Fi 
Lifestyle Action Camera. Team it with the 
company’s Waterproof Case and Suction 
Cup Mount, designed especially for use 
with surfboards, and you’re all set.

START YOUR ADVENTURE
 Decide how cold you’re prepared to  

go, then buy the right wetsuit from  
www.finisterreuk.com. The 5mm hooded 
model will set you back `39,000, and the 
4mm option is `36,000. 
 Drop approx `13,000 on the Polaroid 

Cube+, plus a Waterproof Case and 
Suction Cup Mount (approx `2,500) from 
www.polaroid.com. Then download the 
Polaroid Cube2 app (iOS, Android) to 
live-stream or share footage and remotely 
control the camera.
 Finally, download the Surf Report app 

for detailed information on the best surf 
spots. It’ll provide you with everything 
from wave conditions and local weather to 
that all-important water temperature. 

POINT BREAK 
The 4mm and 5mm Finisterre wetsuits 
are designed to keep your core 
insulated and to reduce ‘flushing’ 
(water entry), meaning these suits 
won’t wipe out even if you do
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We’ve all heard of hands-free driving, but 
what about hands-free riding? Livall has 
you covered with the Bling Helmet (`8,385, 
livall.com), which uses everything from 
LED lights to a Wi-Fi speaker to keep you 

on the grid while riding. The helmet can even send a 
pre-set emergency message if you take a major spill 
and need help.

With 80 LED lights positioned across the shell, you’ll 
be highly visible on dark evenings. Eight of the lights on 
the back of the helmet double as turn signals, which 
you can activate via the Jet Bluetooth remote 
mounted on your handlebars. Another fi ve rows of 
LEDs on top pulse with diff erent colours.

A pair of stereo speakers above the ears enable 
you to listen to music without headphones, while 
the wind-proof mic is for hands-free calls. And 
what about that emergency fail-safe? “We added 
the three-axis G-sensor to the helmet to make 
sure you can get help in time if you fall when 
cycling alone,” explains Livall. “Once the 
G-sensor senses an unusual gravity  
acceleration, the emergency signals on the 
helmet will be turned on and an SOS alert 
will be sent to your emergency contacts.”

Meet the smart bed cover 
that improves your sleep 
and makes you a cup of 
Joe the minute you wake up

Communicate with other cyclists or simply stay connected 
to the outside world with a snazzy bike lid that doubles 
as a microphone and speaker

On the surface it’s just 
a stylish mattress cover, 
but beneath that snug 
outer fabric lies a heap 

of tech that can not only improve 
the quality of your sleep, but  
control a smart coffee machine and 
other connected-home devices. 

When you utilise its free app, 
the Luna smart mattress cover, 
available in four sizes (from 
`15,275, lunasleep.com), monitors 
your heart rate, breathing and body 
temperature. It even monitors your 
sleep phases so that you can figure 
out what affects your slumber. 

Compatible with Apple Health, 
the Luna uses data from other 
devices (such as fitness trackers) 
to take your daytime exercise and 
eating patterns into account. You 
can use the Luna to prepare for the 
ultimate sleep, adjusting the 
temperature of your side of the bed 
(your partner can opt for a 
different temperature) and setting 
it to change throughout the night. 
Luna then chooses the 
moment of lightest 
sleep to wake you.

It can also 
connect to a number 
of smart-home 
devices: the Luna 
will adjust your 
thermostat, turn 
off the lights, 
lock the door and 
set your alarm. 
It’ll even activate 
your Wi-Fi-
connected coffee 
machine the moment 
you wake up, so your 
morning cup of Joe is 
waiting when you enter the 
kitchen.

“With 80 LED lights positioned across 
the Bling Helmet, you’ll be highly 
visible on dark winter evenings”

03
Make coffee 
from your bed

CYCLE SMARTER 
AND SAFER
THIS WINTER 02

The Bling comes with the Jet, a handlebar- 
mounted sensor. It also acts as a camera, 
and shoots stills and video straight into 
the Livall Riding app on your smartphone
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 AGENDA
CAPTURE MOVIE-QUALITY VIDEO

If you want to join the growing 
4K-video movement but lust 
after something a little more 
unusual than your average action 

camera, prepare to have your world set 
alight by the DJI Osmo, one of the most 
exciting new camera systems to debut this 
winter. Featuring a Zenmuse X3 camera with 
a 1/2.3 sensor, the Osmo is capable 
of capturing crisp stills at 12MP (in Adobe 
DNG raw fi les) and video up to 4K. 

Aside from the impressive photography 
and videography capabilities, this new 
off ering from DJI (a company famous for 
its drones) has an impressive stabilisation 
system, enabling you to maintain absolute 
clarity while capturing blur-free shots. 

Off ering one hour of video on a full charge 
(the Osmo also has a clever sleep mode to 

DJI’s new handheld, stabilised action camera is the latest 
photo tech capable of capturing extreme-sports footage, 
special occasions and, um, your dog dive-bombing in the snow

save power when not in use), the Osmo 
comes with an ergonomic, secure-grip 
joystick handle – featuring built-in controls for 
the camera – that’s light enough for 
prolonged use. Attached to the camera is a 
three-axis gimbal stabiliser that cancels out 
movements in three directions, meaning the 
Osmo stays still even if you’re trembling. 

 The gimbal system also makes capturing 
360-degree footage a snap. The Osmo’s 
Automatic Panorama mode makes it easier 
still: hold the Osmo above your head, tap the 
shutter release and watch the camera glide 
serenely around, capturing the entire scene 
around you. 

Elsewhere, you can explore the Osmo’s 
time-lapse mode, or have fun taking long 
exposure shots – without the use of a tripod 
– that are sharp, detailed and dramatic.

04

Boasting great stabilisation and 
easy-to-use software, the DJI Osmo 
is fun for newbies and pros al

Osmo comes with lots of goodies, 
i luding a wrist strap, a phone 
h der, a 10.8Wh lithium-polymer 
b tery (with charger), a storage 
c e, a shoulder strap, a wrist 
st ap, a 16GB MicroSD card and more!

CAPTURE BLUR-FREE 
ACTION SHOTS

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 The DJI Osmo is available to buy now, priced 

at ̀ 69,990). 
 Once you’ve got your new DJI camera, 

download the DJI GO app to your phone. 
To see what the Osmo is viewing, place your 
smartphone into the included phone holder 

d ontrol the action with a tap of your 
fi ger. The app enables you to control 

the camera’s shooting modes via your 
phone, too.
 For those of you who don’t wish to 

purchase the gimbal and camera (er, 
why?!) yet want to take advantage of 

h easy-grip, ergonomic handle, the 
Handle Kit (approx `17,485) comes 

h he handle, a battery, a charger and a 
h e holder.
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These days, home entertainment 
systems are big business, and 
that means you’ll need to hand 
over some equally big bucks to 
get them. Well, Japanese firm 

Onkyo has other ideas. Its powerful 
HT-S5805 model is a full-blown AVR 
set-up in its own right, replete with 
an impressive 5.1 sub-sat speaker set.

The system also incorporates Dolby 
Atmos tech, utilising 128 audio tracks 
to create a rich, enveloping sound 
worthy of the big-screen experience. 

Data: it’s everywhere, in 
unimaginable amounts, and it’s 
being generated and gathered at 
an astonishing rate. If you’ve got 
your head around what that means 

for you, we’re impressed, but for most of us 
this 21st-century phenomenon, and its possible 

eff ects on the world around us, is beyond the 
realms of the imagination. 

In December, a landmark exhibition titled Big 
Bang Data will explore the data explosion that’s 
transforming our lives. The exhibition aims to 
examine the way data is organised, used and 
interpreted, the negative issues it creates, and 

A new London exhibition will use art to uncover the hidden 
truths behind the modern-day data deluge. Brace yourselves... 

Give your home cinema system the professional touch,
or blast your favourite tunes with roof g b
and sound, using Onkyo’s acclaimed Dolby  

Get a Dolby Atmos 
system for less06

And that’s pr ’
with the Onk ’  
state-of- th
`75,000.

For that p  
AV receiver th t b t d t  
all media de h t
built into t  
supported by b d  
separate spe
Bluetooth te
you can even  
audio from y d

 05EXPLORE THE BIG 
DATA EXPLOSION

how big data can be used to enhance lives 
and shape our future for the better. 

The Big Bang Data exhibition features 
work from a variety of international 
new-media artists including Ryoji Ikeda, 
James Bridle, and Eva and Franco Mattes. It’ll 
trace and follow the origins of data, reveal its 
industrial infrastructure, visualise hotly 
discussed data sets – from migration patterns 
and artifi cial intelligence through to the global 
population of cats (yes, really!) – and consider 
the advantages and dangers of data right 
now. 

But watch out, because the artists 
have sourced sets of data not only from 
research centres, but also from the public. 
Will that controversial statement you tweeted 
last year make an appearance?

Also on site will be a Data Store (gadget 
shop), selling gadgets that use data to 
enhance our lives: think home- energy 
monitors, Fitbit fi tness trackers, Raspberry Pi, 
and a device called the Prayer Companion, 
which delivers the latest news to cloistered 
nuns to suggest possible prayers. Hallelujah! 

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 Big Bang Data runs from 3 December 

to 28 February 2016, between 10am and 6pm 
(or until 9pm on Thursdays and Fridays) at 
Embankment Galleries, Somerset House, 
London.
 Head to bigbangdata.somersethouse.org.

uk to buy a ticket for ̀ 1,250 (`950 
concessions, under 12s go in for free).
 Do some homework. The infographic at 

http://goo.gl/hWJtiQ gives a fascinating 
insight into the big data explosion from 
a business perspective.

Once you’ve taken delivery of the 
HT-S5805, you’ll need to calibrate it 
to suit your current set-up. You have 
four HDMI v1.4 inputs at your 
disposal – if you want to link it up 
to an analogue device, make sure you 
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STRETCH IT OUT ON  A SMART YOGA MAT

The benefits of yoga are well 
documented. You know you 
should do it, but heading out 
to a yoga studio to align your 

chakras at the break of dawn isn’t 
appealing. Enter the SmartMat, an 
interactive yoga mat that makes it possible 
to become a skilled yogi in the comfort of 
your living room. 

This tech-filled mat is compatible with 
iOS and Android devices, and uses an app/
sensor combo to assess your body and 
movements before suggesting a suitable 
‘class’ for you to participate in. A Siri-style 
voice gives real-time feedback on your 

body alignment and balance (depending on 
the mode you choose – keep reading), so 
you can adjust your pose accordingly; 
essentially, your routine will evolve as your 
technique improves.

There are also three modes that you can 
use the SmartMat in: In Home Private (select 
a yoga class on the SmartMat app and 
follow it), In Class Assist (do your  
own yoga flow, or take the mat to a public 
class but get feedback from SmartMat), and 
Zen (the mat records your yoga practice for 
you to review afterwards).

The SmartMat looks and feels like a 
standard yoga mat (you can even roll it up), 

“With SmartMat, you get a one-to-one 
yoga class in the comfort of your home”

charges via USB and has a six-hour battery 
life. There’s no need for an internet 
connection, either, so you can head to the 
park to get your asanas on in the summer.

START YOUR ADVENTURE 
TODAY
 Pre-order a SmartMat now for `23,200 

(plus shipping) from www.smartmat.
com. The mats are available now.
 Download the SmartMat app and let  

it assess your movements, body shape, 
size and limitations before you start. 
That way, it can provide a routine that’s 
specific to your body/ability.
 Use the app to monitor your progress. 

There are plenty of free yoga classes  
to choose from, but you can also buy 
additional classes from the well-stocked 
SmartMat Marketplace. 

Focus your body and mind with a guided yoga class courtesy 
of SmartMat, the world’s first interactive yoga mat 

 STRETCH IT OUT ON  
A SMART YOGA MAT07

There’s no need to keep looking 
up at a screen – real-time 
audio feedback leaves you free 
to focus on your asanas
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THE BEST

FOR 2016



From wearables to audio, 
smartphones to computing, 
here’s the hot tech that you can 
look forward to this coming 
year…

1 Devialet Silver Phantom 
 Weighing in at 12kg, this 

must-have speaker pumps 
out 3,000 watts and goes up 
to 105dB. You can literally 
feel the ultra-dense sound as 
its lateral domes thrust the 
beat out into the air. Don’t 
know what that means? Just 
listen and enjoy!
`1,69,000, devialet.com 

1

2

3

4

2 Apple iPad Air 2 
 The best tablet out in the 

market that not only looks 
good but also offers a lot 
more on the performance, 
productivity. Perfect 
gadget for work on 
business days and  
play during the weekend.

`35,900, apple.com/in 
 

3 Google Nexus 6P
 The P is for ‘premium’,  

and Google has dialled up  
the ante with a smartphone 
that looks elegant but feels 
functional in your palm, with its 
5.7-inch high-res screen and 
front-facing stereo speakers. 
`39,999 with 32GB, flipkart.com

4 Nixon Ranger 
Stormtrooper  

 The Star Wars Stormtrooper 
armour inspired this retro sci-fi 
timepiece. It’s got a stainless-steel 
wristband coated in Cerakote, and 
Star Wars artwork on the back.
`28,000, nixon.com

FOR HIM
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Lyle & Scott bPay Contactless Jacket
 Make winter bearable with a bit of 

wearable. This Lyle & Scott jacket has a 
tab in the sleeve for a bPay contactless 
chip, so you can pay for stuff  just by 
holding out your wrist.
`15,000, lyleandscott.com

Sony PlayStation 4 (1TB)
 The top games console on 

the market today comes with Metal Gear 
Solid V, Bloodborne, PES Soccer and more. 
Sleek and powerful, it has Blu-ray, a great 
interface and Sony’s best controller yet, the 
DualShock 4.
`37,990, playstation.com

KNOMO Bude 
Backpack

 This lightweight 
bag is made from 
treated cotton 
and has a 
compartment 
to keep your 
laptop protected. 
`12,900, 
knomobags.com

Philips Series 
7000 S7320/12

 Suff er from 
redness/irritation 
when shaving? 
The Series 7000 
boasts three 
DynamicFlex 
heads to off er a 
super-smooth cut. 
`9,995, philips.co.in

SteelSeries 
Sensei Wireless

 Picture the smile 
on your gamer 
pal’s face as they 
unwrap this. They 
won’t be worried 
about lag with 
this bad rodent.
`11,000, steelseries.
com

Libratone Diva
 This soundbar 

will boost your TV’s 
audio with the help 
of an integrated 
subwoofer. It also 
doubles as a 
Wi-Fi/Bluetooth 
speaker. 
`79,990, 
libratone.com

Sony Cyber-shot RX1R II
 Capture all your happy memories in 

super-high res with Sony’s new RX1R II 
camera. It’s got a tiny frame, captures 
mind-blowingly huge images, and has a 
fi xed 35mm F2 Zeiss Sonnar T* lens.
`2,59,990, sony.co.in

AKG N90Q
 Looking gorgeous in 

gold and black, these cones 
produce the kind of warm 
sound you need in the winter 
chill. You won’t even need t  
fi ddle with the EQ and 
calibration features – jus  
unwrap and listen.
`1,30,000, akg.com

LEGO Dimensions
 Dive into a block-

fi lled world with 
LEGO Dimensions for 
Xbox, PlayStation and 
Wii U. Pair the LEGO 
Toy Controller with 
your console and 
unlock new levels and 
more. 
From ̀ 1,499, lego.com

Huawei Watch
 One of the fi rst 

Android Wear 
watches to pair 
with the iPhone, 
this smart ticker 
marries Swiss 
style with cool 
tech.
`32,900, 
store.google.com
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FOR HIM

Marshall London
 The amp 

maker’s phone 
boasts killer 
audio playback 
via the included 
earphones or the 
device’s front-
facing speakers.
`39,900, marshall 
headphones.com

Basis Peak 
 Keep tabs on 

your run, ride or 
doze with this 
fi tness and sleep 
tracker – now 
available with a 
choice of festive 
red or green 
straps.
`13,999, mybasis.com

Ted Baker 
Falconwood  
Cabin Case

 This nylon/
leather case is 
lightweight, 
tough and 
manoeuvrable. It 
looks good too!
`19,900, 
caseluggage.com

Belkin Road 
Rockstar

  It ends your 
device charging 
woes with its 4-port 
charger. Off ering up 
to 2.4A of power 
and 6-ft cable, it can 
easily reach at the 
back. 
`2,999, belkin.com/in

g -T cker
 f f l, 

thi l t i bik k 250W lithium 
b f 48km 
a k h h cing 
m f ff !
F `3 95,000, l b k .com

WAHOO ELEMNT
 Never mind the dodgy 

spelling – Elemnt is a 
GPS bike computer that’ll 
track your ride whether you’re 
in Lapland, Lucknow or 
London. It mounts on your 
handlebars, and displays your 
speed and distance travelled, 
maps of the area and more.
`27,999, 
wahoofi tness.com

PROPORTA BAMBOO 
APPLE WATCH 
AND iPHONE CHARGING 
STAND

 Give your Apple Watch and 
iPhone the Zen treatment with 
this natural-look bamboo 
charging stand. The 
watch rests easily over its 
charging lozenge, while your 
iPhone will stand 
to attention next to it.
`1,999, proporta.com

MAXWELL SCOTT 
THE LUZZI iPAD CASE

 Made from the fi nest Italian 
leather, and available in a 
choice of colours (tan, dark 
brown or black), The Luzzi will 
protect your iPad and even 
has a pocket on the front for a 
notebook. It’s a perfect treat 
to give yourself.
`8,700, maxwellscottbags.
com

THE DAIMON BARBER 
CLASSIC POMADE NO2

 A combination of 
white beeswax, avocado and 
coconut oil, The Daimon 
Barber’s No2 concoction 
off ers über-control in men’s 
hair styling. Don’t leave home 
without it.
`1,500, thedaimonbarber.
com

ISAW EDGE
 For the adrenaline junkie 

wanting to capture their 
extreme sports moments 
without worrying that their 
camera will get smashed to 
pieces, the Edge shoots at 
professional HD quality, and 
also has Wi-Fi recording and 
playback.
`17,999, isawcamera.com

Recon Jet
 This stylish wearable tech is perfect for 

the fi tness enthusiast among your friends 
and family. Up-to-the-second exercise 
data is displayed just under the right lens 
of these GPS, motion-sensing shades. 
`32,300, reconinstruments.com

Sony Bravia X93C
 This 4K telly is just the thing for kicking 

back with a glass of sherry and watching 
your favourite fi lms on a lazy holiday. There 
are 55-, 65- and 75-inch versions, and they 
include high-res audio and Android TV.
From `2,00,000, sony.co.in
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Air Hogs Millennium 
Falcon Drone

 Nuts about Star Wars? 
Make sure you add this 
drone to your wish list of 
things to purchase in 2016, 
and practise re-enacting the 
Battle for Endor. Cue 
Chewbacca roar.
`13,962, amazon.co.in

Thrustmaster T300 
Ferrari Integral Racing 
Wheel Alcantara Edition

 This force-feedback set is 
perfect for anyone who 
wants to replicate the 
Ferrari experience in their 
PC and PlayStation racing 
games.
`39,900, thrustmaster.com

Yamaha MusicCast ISX-80
 Wrap this up as a present 

and the recipient might think 
they’re getting a picture 
frame, but it’s really a wireless 
speaker that’ll sit on a desk or 
can be wall-mounted. There 
are dual tweeters and 
woofers inside.
`40,000, yamaha.com

REVELL CONTROL 
QUADCOPTER BACKFLIP

 While your dad drones on 
in his armchair after a heavy 
dinner, you can drone on in a 
totally diff erent sense down 
the local park. Revell’s 
Quadcopter is known for its 
in-fl ight stability and 
180-degree fl ip function.

`6,000, revell.de/en

HIPLOK V1.50 WEARABLE 
CHAIN LOCK

 Doubling as a tough-
looking belt, this bike 
lock by Hiplok has an 
8mm hardened steel chain 
inside its nylon casing, 
and a smooth, steel key-lock 
mechanism.

`6,500, hiplok.com

EDGE OF BELGRAVIA 
PRECISION CHEF 
COMPLETE SET

 These designer Japanese 
steel knives are fantastic for 
slicing and dicing with speed 
and precision. The set 
comprises a bread knife, 
a chef’s knife, a deba knife 
and a paring knife, and they 
fi t beautiifully in the Black 
Diamond Knife Block (sold 
separately).  
`6,900, edgeofbelgravia.co.
uk

HAYNES MILLENNIUM 
FALCON MANUAL

 The ultimate spoof manual 
will help you get to grips with 
the inner workings of a 
modifi ed YT-1300 Corellian 
Freighter – also known as the 
Millennium Falcon. 1977 
model, of course.

`1,500, haynes.com

NEW BALANCE 
VAZEE COAST 

 Let’s face it, nobody wants 
to be caught wearing 
Christmas stockings, 
especially a month after the 
big day! New Balance’s Vazee 
Coast trainers, on the other 
hand, are the footwear to be 
sporting. They’re lovely, 
comfy and ever so street.

`6,500, newbalance.com

Clearaudio Concept Wood 
 The layered wood base is rather lovely, 

but what will really steam your sprouts is 
the sound quality this turntable produces, 
thanks to its frictionless magnetic head. It 
plays records at 33.3, 45 and 78RPM, and 
is an audiophile’s dream pressie. 
`2,99,500, clearaudio.de

TP-Link TL-WA854RE Range 
Extender 

 Forget dead spots as this nifty device will 
easily and quickly extend your home’s 
wireless range to the areas where it could 
not reach before. WPS button and support 
for Android and iOS apps makes it easier 
to set it up and run within minutes.
`1,800, tp-link.in
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FOR HER 1 B&O Play H7
 These wireless over-ear 

Bluetooth headphones not  
only ooze quality and 
deliver B&O’s exquisite 
signature sound, but 
everything from volume and 
track-skipping to answering 
calls is controlled via the 
touch interface on  
the right ear cup. Swish.
`32,900, beoplay.com

2 Apple Watch Sport 
 There’s so much to love 

here; the fitness-tracking 
tech alone is enough to 
make her fall for Apple’s 
super-gadget. Porting all 
sorts of smartphone 
functionality – like tickets 
and boarding passes, text 
pings and more – into a 
watch, Apple has come up 
with something very 
convenient.
`34,900, apple.com/in

1

3

3 Lomography Belair  
X 6-12 Jetsetter

 Shooting panoramas has 
never been easier, thanks  
to the Belair’s automatic 
exposure shutter and choice 
of a 90mm or a 58mm 
wide-angle lens, while  
the vintage style of this 
medium-format film camera 
screams old-school 
glamour.
`26,900, lomography.com

4 LG Nexus 5X
 Looking for a phone that’s 

small and manageable? 
Check out the Nexus 5X 
from LG that brings the 
goodness of Android 
Marshmallow in a compact 
yet powerful chassis. Potent 
camera, fingerprint sensor, 
fast charging are some of 
the highlights that add to its 
long list of features.
From `23,999, lg.com/in

2

With so many awesome tech treats to 
choose from, including sleek 
smartphones, opulent high-res audio 
players and stylish cameras, you 
wouldn’t find a better place than here 
to pick something awesome
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4

HTC One A9
 Despite some 

inspiration from the 
competition, the 
One A9 stands out 
from the crowd 
with its design, 
13MP camera, 
Dolby Audio with 
Hi-Res Audio, 
32GB of internal 
storage, microSD 
slot for more.
`29,999, htc.com/in

Dell XPS 13
 This little 

beauty has a 
13.3-inch Infi nity 
Edge, UltraSharp 
QHD+ resolution 
display, plus 
powerful Intel 
Core processors 
that gives an 
amazing 
performance.
From `81,900, 
dell.com

Foreo LUNA Mini
 Experience some 

designer luxury 
facial care with 
this soft-touch 
silicone facial 
brush. Designed to 
unclog pores and 
make skin glow, 
the LUNA Mini 
uses sonic-pulse 
technology to 
revitalise her skin.
`9,900, foreo.com

Sony NW-ZX100HN
 Now enjoy high-res audio 

wherever you go, thanks to 
this NFC-enabled Walkman. 
It’s designed with 
ClearAudio+ tech, Sony’s 
S-Master HX digital amp and 
LDAC, a new technology 
that enables you to enjoy 
high-quality wireless audio 
via Bluetooth.
`50,000, sony.co.in

Google 
Chromecast

 The very latest 
Chromecast 
enables her to 
stream music and 
shows from the 
phone or tablet to 
a non-smart TV. 
`3,000, google.
com/chromecast

HoMedics 
Duo Pro 

 This device 
removes facial 
and body hair 
while ensuring 
skin rejuvenation 
and reducing the 
appearance of 
fi ne lines.
`24,900, boots.com

Withings Home 
 A device that 

allows to remotely 
check your home, is 
fi tted with motion 
sensors to detect 
intruders and air 
quality sensor to 
check air quality. 
`22,000, 
withings.com

Nikon D3300
 This evergreen, 

entry-level DSLR 
has a super-
sharp 24MP 
sensor and 
beginner-friendly 
controls. A great 
choice if you’re a 
DSLR fi rst-timer.
`24,500, nikon.com

Garmin 
Vivoactive 

 This GPS 
activity monitor 
features built-in 
sports apps 
that will track 
progress even 
when you are 
away from the 
phone.
 
`19,999, 
garmin.com

Moov Now
 The second-gen fi tness 

tracker from Moov features 
a tweaked design and a 
nine-axis motion sensor for 
daily activity monitoring. But 
the best feature of this funky-
looking multi-sport wearable is 
still the in-ear voice coach, 
which keeps you in check 
throughout your workout. 
`5,399, welcome.moov.cc
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FOR HER

Drop Scale
 One to use together, this 

kitchen scale and free recipe 
app work together so that 
you can make meals with 
ease. The smart scale will 
even recalculate a recipe’s 
ingredients if you don’t have 
quite enough to hand.
`7,999, getdrop.com

Fossil Q Grant
 Fossil’s new 

chronograph smartwatch 
is absolutely gorgeous. A 
feast of supple leather 
and brushed steel, 
it will track your activity 
and enable you to receive 
notifi cations on the wrist.
`18,500, fossil.com

Withings Aura 
 A high-tech alarm clock and lamp that can be 

programmed to enjoy a simulated sunrise, 
personalised Spotify playlist and a number of 
wake-up programmes, the Aura will help you rise 
and shine on those dark winter mornings.
`19,000, withings.com

LOGITECH TURNAROUND
 A protective iPad case that 

doubles up as a stand. The 
rotating frame means 
it can hold your tablet in 
landscape or portrait mode.
`2,999, logitech.com

FITBIT ARIA WI-FI SMART 
SCALE

 These scales use clever 
technology to track weight, lean 
mass, body-fat percentage and 
BMI, and sync with the Fitbit 
app to display stats and trends 
to track your progress.
`7,992, fi tbit.com

WACOM BAMBOO SOLO
 Turn your tablet into a paper 

notebook with this third-
generation stylus for sketching 
and writing. Perfectly balanced 
and featuring a responsive 
carbon-fi bre nib and aluminium 
cap, the Solo comes in six 
colours.
`1,200, wacom.com

MISFIT BEDDIT
 This monitor measures sleep 

cycles and quality, and sends 
the data to her smartphone so 
you can discover your snooze 
habits. 
`5,000, misfi t.com

FitFox Sophia 
 If the plan for 2016 is to get fi tter, this 

smart skipping rope is the way to go. 
Skipping burns fat and increases stamina, 
and this rope has in-built sensors to off er 
data on workouts. The app enables you to 
challenge other Sophia users, too.
`3,185, sophiatherope.com

VOLT Kensington
 This beautiful, 250W e-bike covers up 

to 88.5km on a single charge and comes 
fi tted with safety power-cut brakes, front 
and rear lights, an LCD cycle computer, 
eight gears, a two-year warranty and 
much more. 
`1,30,900, voltbikes.co.uk

LaCie Mirror 
 An exquisite 1TB 

hard drive – a must for 
any woman who 
appreciates beauty 
and power. It has a 
USB 3.0 connector 
and comes with an 
ebony-wood stand.
`23,000, lacie.com
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FOR DAD
Have a mind to buy something 
for your dad? Th ey can be tough 
to buy for, but we have a huge 
selection of tech for the home, 
garden and golf course, from the 
likes of Sony and Canon

1 Cambridge Audio CXN 
 Maker of some of the fi nest music 

systems on the planet, Cambridge Audio 
has the perfect gift for your audiophile 
father. The CXN is the company’s top-line 
network player, and its stunning acoustics 
are matched by its solid and sleek design.
`70,000, cambridgeaudio.com

2 Epiphone Gary Clark Jr 
‘Blak & Blu’ Casino 

 The envy of pub covers band when you 
get your hands on this stunning blues-rock 
guitar, designed in collaboration with 
Grammy Award- winning singer/guitarist 
Gary Clark. Featuring Gibson USA P-90 
pick-ups and a unique ‘blak & blu’ colour-
burst fi nish, this electric looks as incredible 
as it sounds.
`64,900, epiphone.com

3 iRobot Roomba 880
 What better gift is there than something 

to do the housework for you? The Roomba 
will scoot around lifting dirt and dust from 
every nook and cranny, and it’s so easy 
to program that even your dad can do it.
`69,900, irobot.in

4 Hornby Spectre Scalextric Kit
  A fi tting gadget for Bond-loving dads, 

this Spectre edition of the classic Scalextric 
set-up includes a 532cm fi gure-of-eight 
track, and miniature versions of the Aston 
Martin DB10 and the Jaguar C-X75. Give 
your kid one of the two controllers and 
enjoy a Christmas tear-up.
`12,999, scalextric.com

1

2

3

4
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Sony VPL-VW320ES
 If you have money to burn and a 

friend or relative who likes to watch 
fi lms like a King, splash out on this 
projector. It beams 1,500-lumens 
4K onto any fl at white surface, and 
is also compatible with 3D.
`5,85,000 sony.co.in

Kairos MSW115
 A traditional 

and stylish watch 
augmented by 
a dot matrix 
smart overlay 
that displays 
texts and 
notifi cations.

From `77,935, 
kairoswatches.com

LED Lenser 
XEO19R 

 The XEO19R is a 
powerful  headlamp 
that boasts a 2000 
lumen brightness 
with a 20 hours of 
battery life and a 
beam distance of 
300 meters. 
`17,990, 
ledlenser.com

LG G4
 LG’s fl agship smartphone is a 

high-spec, leather-backed beauty 
with a stunning QHD screen and a 
great camera – and with the latest 
Android on board, it’s an even 
more desirable gift.
`32,999, lg.com/in

Vector Luna
 Vector’s smartwatch answers the 

question, “What do you mean I’ve got 
to charge it every day?” with a 
month-long battery life, and its subtle 
design means you can wear it without 
attracting too much attention.
`29,900, vectorwatch.com
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l l  
`49,900, p i com

Imperial War 
Museum GPO 
Turntable

 This retro 
gadget features 
built-in stereo 
speakers, and 
you can record 
vinyl to a USB 
stick.
`10,000, 
iwmshop.org

B
SoundTouch 10

 The 
SoundTouch 10 
wireless music 
system is so tiny, 
you can place it 
anywhere in your 
home and stream 
your fave tunes.
`19.000, boseindia.
com

Remington 
Beard Kit

 Central to this 
set is a trimmer 
with self-
sharpening, 
Titanium-coated 
blades – Dad’s 
facial fuzz will look 
tidier than ever. 
`4,999, 
fl ipkart.com

aëdle VK-1 
 French fi rm 

aëdle’s VK-1 cans 
deliver stunning 
sound, and have 
a premium feel 
that is totally 
worth the 
equally premium 
price.
`30,000, 
aedle.net
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FOR MUM
Get your mum a host of 
cool, stylish tech to 
enhance her wellbeing 
and fitness, or enable her 
to blast her vintage rock 
and pop playlists 
wherever she is…

1

2

3

4
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1 Kindle Voyage
 The top-end Kindle 

eliminates refresh fl icker and 
brings the smoothest page-
turning animation yet. It’s 
also got a print-like 300-pixels- 
per-inch display quality, 
with adaptive front lighting.
`16,499, amazon.in

2 Fitbit Charge HR
 The highly rated Charge HR 

is perfect for mums who want 
to use tech to get themselves 
fi t. It boasts a heart-rate 
monitor and motion-tracking 
features, and is compatible 
with over 150 types of phone.
`10,400, fi tbit.com

3 Motorola Moto G 
 Available in couple of 

colours, the Moto G boasts a 
slick metal-eff ect fi nish and 
smooth curves. Your mum will 
also love the vivid fi ve-inch 
screen, while the modest 16GB 
of RAM is easily upgradeable. 
`12,999, motorola.co.in

Bric’s Life 46cm Weekender
 Classic design, hand-crafted, 

lightweight and with a 47-litre capacity, 
this bag comes in olive with fetching 
cognac trim. Wing pockets add extra 
carrying fl exibility, and there’s a zipped 
valuables pouch inside, too. 

`26,900, caseluggage.com

Babolat Play 
Pure Drive

 This smart tennis 
racket has sensors 
to detect power, 
impact location 
and shot type, and 
send the info to an 
app.  
`20,000, 
milletsports.co.uk

4 Libratone ZIPP MINI
 This fabulous portable 

speaker delivers punchy, 
high-end sound. The 
wool sleeve (`19 extra) 
comes in several colours, 
and Libratone’s new 
SoundSpaces app means 
Mum can connect multiple 
ZIPP speakers, if you’re kind 
enough to buy them for her! 
`17,900, libratone.com

Withings Activité Pop
 Walking, running, 

swimming, sleeping – no 
matter how your mother 
chooses to work off  the 
holiday weight from year-end 
festivities, her eff orts can be 
tracked on this elegant and 
lightweight activity watch. 
Personal fi tness goals can be 
set and tracked via an 
accompanying app.
`13,900, withings.com

Sensio Spa Ionic 
Hydrotherapy 
Facial Sauna

 This revitalising 
facial spa will be 
just what she 
needs after 
slaving over a hot 
stove on a busy 
day. 
`7,999, argos.co.uk

Smarter 
iKettle 2.0

 The iKettle can 
be switched on 
remotely via her 
smartphone, and 
have the water 
ready when she 
steps through the 
door.
`9,999, smarter.am

Panasonic Eluga Switch
 The top becomes the bottom and vice 

versa, depending how you hold it 
because this phone does not make such 
distinction. It comes with dual front facing 
speakers that makes it easy to talk on the 
phone irrespective how you’re holding 
the phone. 
`15,990, panasonic.co.in

OnePlus 2
 The OnePlus One 

was a cracker – the 
2 has a better 
camera, an 
improved screen 
and a fi ngerprint 
scanner. It also has a 
world fi rst: a USB-C 
charging port.
`24,999, oneplus.net
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FOR KIDS & TEENS

2

3

1

4

Th e younger you are, the 
cooler your toys seem to get 
- just take a look at this 
incredible collection for hard 
evidence. Time to raid that 
piggy bank…

1 Parrot Jumping 
Race Jett 

 The Jumping Race Jett is a 
powerful addition to Parrot’s 
Mini Drones range, reaching 
up to 13kmph in Boost mode. 
Use it in Jumper mode and it 
can leap up to 2.4 feet!
`15,999, parrot.com 

2 Sphero BB-8 
 This is a must-have toy. 

Based on the diminutive robot 
that’ll appear in the 
forthcoming Star Wars 
Episode VII: The Force 
Awakens, the BB-8 is an 
app-enabled autonomous 
droid that accepts voice 
commands and changes its 
personality based on your 
interactions.
`12,999, amazon.co.in

3 Apple iPod Touch 2015 
 The sixth-generation iPod 

Touch is a great introduction 
to Apple’s iOS ecosystem for 
teens. Its four-inch display 
has a pixel density identical 
to the iPhone 6s, there’s a 
wealth of brilliant apps and it 
has a pretty decent camera, 
too.
From `15,500, apple.com/in

4 Anki Overdrive 2015 
 Imagine something like 

Scalextric but with no slots 
and added frenzied battles. 
That’s what you get with 
Anki Overdrive – simply 
build one of eight unique 
battlefi elds, download the 
Overdrive app, and it’s 
hammer time.
`14,999, anki.com
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`29,999
m l .in

Gamaya 
Legends

 A nifty way to fuse 
Indian mythology 
with technology. 
The game wants 
you to buy 
character toys to 
unlock their abilities 
in the virtual game, 
available on iOS and 
Android.
`3,499, 
restorethelegend.in

Kidz Gear 
Bluetooth 
Wireless 
Headphones 

 These cans use 
auto-syncing 
tech, and feature 
an mnidirectional 
boom mic for 
study and online 
gaming.
`5,000, 
gearforkidz. com

XBOX ONE HALO 5 BUNDLE
 Comprising 500GB of storage and 

controller, plus Master Chief’s complete 
story, right from Halo Combat Evolved: 
Anniversary to Halo 4. There’s no Halo 5 
bundled but still a good deal.
`29,990, amazon.in

CREATIVE SOUND 
BLASTER FREE

 Creative makes some of the 
best and most fl exible Bluetooth 
speakers around, and this one is no 
exception. It can stand up or lay fl at on 
its side, and it dishes out heaps of 
stunning sound for one so small.
`7,999, creative.com

LOGITECH PLAY COLLECTION 
WIRELESS MOUSE M238 

 This colourful wireless mouse comes in 
a variety of cute geometric characters, 
our favourite being Francesca Fox. They 
all feature Logitech’s Advanced Optical 
Tracking and, happily, will give you up to 
12 months’ use from a single AA battery.
`1,960, logitech.com

MISFIT FLASH
 Want to encourage your teenage 

daughter to get out of bed before noon? 
Give her this funky wearable, which 
comes in a range of colours and runs on 
a coin-cell battery that only needs 
replacing every six months. Made to 
track her sleep habits and activity, it’s 
also water-resistant to 30 metres.
`1,999, misfi t.com

SMART NUMBERS
 Want your kids to engage with tech, 

but love the look of wooden games? 
Smart Numbers bridges the gap 
between traditional play and new 
technology. A collection of wooden 
numbers connected to three iOS apps 
(each number will interact with the apps), 
the game helps kids aged three to seven 
learn how to add, subtract and divide. 
`2,500,marbotic.fr

JSF TITAN 4 QUADCOPTER 
 A great starter drone for those who 

want to get serious about 
quadcoptering. It comes with a 0.3MP 
camera, and its 500m range, 3m/s speed 
and manoeuvrability make it ideal for 
learning stunts.
`7,000, halfords.com

Lomography 
Lomo’Instant 
Havana 

 Instagram is so 
yesterday… Well, it’s 
not as yesterday as 
fi lm, but this awesome 
instant camera has 
various lens options 
and endless shooting 
possibilities.
`12,900, 
shop.lomography.com

LEGO Ferrari F40
 With this LEGO 

Creator Expert kit, you 
can help your mini-me 
build a stunning replica 
of the car, complete 
with its distinctive red 
spoiler and other cool 
features like pop-up 
headlights and a 
Ferrari-logo steering 
wheel.
`6,600, lego.com
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`5,000 & UNDER
1 Revell Kamera 
Quadrocopter SPOT

 Revell is bringing out a host of 
new remote-control toys – 
including quadcopters that can 
fl y and land upside down. But we 
love this beginner-friendly fella 
with its three speeds, fl ip 
function and onboard camera for 
shooting video and stills. 
`3,999, revell.com

2 Homido 
 Here’s proof that you don’t 

have to spend a fortune to 
sample virtual reality. Slot your 
smartphone in front of the lenses 
and enjoy 360-degree immersion, 
as well as 3D fi lms right in front of 
your eyes. 
`4,999, amazon.co.in

3 Joby Suction Cup 
& GorillaPod Arm 

 Attach this industrial- 
strength suction cup and twisty, 
bendy arm to your handlebars, 
helmet, car, etc, and you can 
manoeuvre your action camera 
into any angle quickly and easily.  
`4,499, amazon.co.in

4 Twelve South Forté
 For Apple Watch 

 Th is elegant stand is a rather 
handsome place to keep your 
Apple Watch safe while charging 
it. Th e brilliant chrome dock 
with leather-wrapped base gives 
you a constant reminder of the 
glory of your wrist-based 
companion.
`4,999, apple.com/in

1

2

3

4

Any of your family and friends 
would be delighted to have one 
of these great gadgets – and 
they won’t cost you the earth
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booq Taipan spacesuit
 booq’s Taipan MacBook sleeve 

comes in black or grey, and 11-, 
13- and 15-inch sizes to fi t Air 
or Pro models. Inspired by 
spacesuits, it’s just the 
ticket for any Mac-toting 
science geek. Its honeycomb 
structure and soft interior 
protect and look great, too.
`3,000, booq.com

Gramofon 
 Th is is for anyone 

with epic sound 
systems. Gramofon 
turns your existing 
hi-fi  into a Wi-Fi music 
player. Th is little black 
box can wirelessly 
stream music from 
many services, such as 
Spotify, Napster and 
TuneIn, and there’s 
even more to come.
`4,400, 
gramofon.com

Quench 
Products 
Bar10der

 Cocktail lovers 
need this ten-in-one 
tool, which contains 
a muddler, a knife, 
a reamer, a stirrer, a 
channel knife, a 
strainer, a jigger, a 
corkscrew, a zester 
and a bottle opener.
`2,999, iwantone 
ofthose.com

Halfords  Remote 
Control Mini 
Cooper

 Th e perfect gift for 
Mini Cooper fans, 
remote-control fans 
and fans of scaring 
household pets, this 
battery-powered car has 
illuminating lights and 
all the speed you need 
for some indoor fun on 
lazy afternoon.
`2,000, halfords.com

Google 
Chromecast 
Audio

 A teeny device 
that plugs into 
the back of your 
speakers, this Google 
gadget enables you to 
stream music over 
Wi-Fi from various 
devices and play it 
through your speaker 
set-up. 
`3,000, google.com

TRIBE STAR WARS 
YODA USB FLASH DRIVE 

 Star Wars is massive once more 
(has it ever really gone away?), and 
what better way to celebrate the 
new movie than by giving someone 
the gift of 8GB of fl ash storage in 
the form of Jedi Master Yoda?
`1,700, qvc.com

GILLETTE FUSION LIMITED 
EDITION TRAVEL PACK

 Gillette’s Fusion razor ensures a 
clean shave and comes in a handy 
travel pack along that makes it easy 
to pack in inside your luggage. It 
also bundles in two Fusion blades 
for good measure. 
`599, amazon.in

XSORIES MINI BENDY
 Just the thing to help you 

capture creative angles when 
shooting either video or stills, 
this fl exible tripod fi ts all compact 
digital cameras. The Mini Bendy 
features jointed foam legs that can 
bend and wrap around virtually any 
object – and at under 15cm long, 
it’s easy to carry around with you. 
Choose from fi ve colourways, too.
`1,300, xsories.eu

LUCKIES OF LONDON 
SMARTPHONE PROJECTOR

 This fun box – and that’s what it 
basically is: a cardboard box with 
faux vintage styling – is a piece of 
genius. It has an 8x magnifi cation 
lens at one end, and will project 
your smartphone videos against 
any nearby wall for all to marvel at.
`1,795, luckies.co.uk

BROLLYDRY SLINGER
 Stay ahead of the rains this year 

and make dripping umbrellas a 
thing of the past. Designed for golf 
umbrellas, this carry case has an 
absorbent microfi bre lining and a 
handy carry strap. Cases also 
available for small brollies at £799.
`1,500, brollydry.com

Xiaomi Mi Band
 Th e cheapest fi tness band  around, 

this funky wearable tracks your every 
move, thanks to its military-grade 
sensor, and has a 30-day battery life 
from a full charge. Available in six 
colours, the Mi Band sets you daily 
exercise targets and even offers 
feedback on your sleeping habits.
`799, mi.com
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Bop It!: Star Wars R2-D2 Edition 
 Th is Star Wars edition of 

the mega-popular Bop It! adds 
a cool, intergalactic twist to this quick-fi re 
game. Featuring the real sound of R2-D2 and 
the voice of C-3PO, it’s a must for little 
and big Star Wars fans alike.
`1,999, hasbro.com

üutensil Stirr
 Th is battery-

operated kitchen 
gadget is an 
automatic stirrer, 
meaning you can 
pop it in your pan, 
switch it on and 
leave it to gently stir 
your soup, sauce, 
custard or other 
gloopy dish while 
you potter 
elsewhere. 
`1,699, uutensil.com

Rollei 
ePano Selfi e

 We haven’t quite 
reached selfi e peak 
yet, as this 360-
degree rotatable 
head demonstrates. 
It takes panoramic 
selfi es thanks to 
its infrared remote 
control and fi ve-
metre range, and 
battery life is around 
three hours.
`4,100, rollei.com

UTICO Remote 
Control Nano 
Brick AE86 Car

 Can’t decide 
whether to buy 
your nephew some 
LEGO or an RC car? 
Th is self-assembly, 
app-controlled 
vehicle is made of 
LEGO-style blocks, 
so if he crashes it he 
can build it up again.
`4,000, science 
museumshop.com

Gear4 Espresso 
Wireless 
Bluetooth 
Speaker

 It’s a portable 
speaker that looks 
like a coffee cup. 
Anything else you 
need to know? OK, it 
plays for four hours 
on one charge and 
streams from any 
Bluetooth device.
`2,499, 
gear4music.com

BOSCH IXO SPICE MILL
 This is actually an adaptor 

for the German tool-maker’s 
brilliant IXO screwdriver – 
attach it and you can grind 
spices, salt and pepper at 
the table with a power tool. 
You can also get a corkscrew 
and BBQ attachments.
`1,499, bosch-do-it.com

SMARTPHONE 
CUFFLINKS

 These cuffl  inks are ideal 
for adding a subtle element 
of tech geek chic to your 
suited and booted look – and 
they beat the hell out of that 
cheesy dull boring tie you 
always end up wearing.
`2,000, cuffl  inks4you.com

RETRO TECH COASTERS
 Drips and stains from 

mulled wine can be a 
constant worry – especially 
if you have children in the 
house. These cool coasters 
will mop up any mess, and 
give you a happy feeling of 
nostalgia for gadgets past.
`699, iwantoneofthose.com

SPLASH SPRAY-ON 
WATERPROOF COATING

 This spray-on coating for 
smartphones creates a 
water-resistant barrier of air 
lasting 12 months, protecting 
handsets from any spillages. 
It won’t help your clumsy 
mate who keeps dropping 
their mobile down the loo, 
but everyone else is covered. 
`1,500, 
carphonewarehouse.com

`5,000 & UNDER
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We’ve got the very best tech all 
wrapped up in our top 10 – make 
sure these gadgets are on your list, of 
things to buy this new year…

1 DJI Phantom 3 Standard
This drone simply must go on 
your Christmas list. Easy to 
fly and with a camera as 
standard, it’ll beam whatever 
it sees back to your 
smartphone, which you can 
mount on the easy-to-grip 
controller. Its automatic  
hover mode takes the stress  
out of take-off completely.
`64,900, store.dji.com 

2 Microsoft Surface Pro 4
Microsoft’s super-thin laptop/
tablet has a 12.3-inch screen 
and is muchos powerful, 
particularly if you go for an 
Intel Core i7 with 16GB of 
RAM. The redesigned Type 
Cover with backlit keys lights  
up beautifully.
`67,999 (expected),  
microsoft.com

3 SAMSUNG GEAR VR
Designed to fit the Samsung Galaxy S6, S6 
Edge, S6 Edge+ and Note 5, the Gear VR 
will catapult you into the world of virtual 
reality. VR gaming is fun and video watching 
captivating with a 360-degree viewing 
experience and greater pixel density. 
`24,000, samsung.com/in

4 Apple iPhone 6s
The groundbreaking 6s brings with it a 
feature called 3D Touch, which enables  
you to ‘poke’ into the interface a bit.  
For instance, previews of links appear  
in emails if you poke them. And with Live 
Photos, you can capture 1.5 seconds  
of video and audio with each snap. Neat!
From `52,000, apple.com/in 

1
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Samsung G y 
S6 Edge

 With the wo fi  
dual-curved h
screen, the S d
a thing of pu
the edges ju d  
on each side f  
magnifi cent 
display. It’s p f  
too, with the
octa-core ch f 
RAM and a 1
camera.
`44,900, sam / n

e Round
 Th ld lightest, 
h rtwatch, 

t is a feast 
f ade 

l l and 
l h ll ack your 
d l and your 

tify you of 
ll d emails 

phone. Its 
LED backlight means 
its ideal for night owls.
Approx `22,000, pebble.
com

GoPro Hero 4 Session
 Mount this tiny cubic camera 

to a bike helmet, surfboard or 
ski goggles, and capture your 
high-adrenaline adventures in 
1080p video. It auto-adjusts 
for low light, records dual 
audio, and has a tag button on 
the side to hit at key moments, 
which you can then fi nd 
quickly when viewing later on.
`26,499, amazon.in

Denon HEOS 1
 Denon’s solid-looking 

wireless speaker can work on 
its own or sync with a second 
unit for a perfect stereo set-up. 
It processes and equalises the 
digital signal to craft a smooth, 
natural sound, and has special 
humidity resistance built in 
so that you can, erm, use it 
in the bathroom, no problem.
`19,900, denon.com

Olympus OM-D 
E-M5 Mark II

 With an LG G4-style faux-
leather eff ect on the body, this 
Olympus has a retro vibe that 
carries through to the fl exible 
fl ash mounted on the top. With 
HDR shooting, you can boost 
the standard 16MP clarity right 
up to 40MP, and there’s Wi-Fi 
built in, too.
`68,000, olympus-imaging.co.in

LG 65EC970T
 This 65-inch 3D, 4K smart 

TV will make you want to park 
yourself on a comfy sofa on a 
lazy holiday, forget about 
catching up on work or 
errands, and kick back to 
enjoy some immersive viewing 
on its OLED screen – with the 
help of its Harman Kardon 
surround sound.
`5,79,900, lg.com
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The man

Rob Carney has 
never brewed his 
own beer, but he’s 
drunk enough of it 
to think he could 
give it a go.

The tech

THE FUTURE IS

Moor Beer has 
the very latest 
brewing tech 
installed – from 
a massive mash 
tun to enormous 
fermenting 
vessels and a 
state-of-the-
art £300,000 
(`3,00,00,000) can- 
sealing machine. 

The mission

To brew our own 
craft pale ale, 
with the help 
of independent 
brewery Moor 
Beer, based in 
Bristol. Can we 
create a beer with 
distinction and 
flavour? We’d like 
to think so...

JOBY SESSIONSPHOTOGRAPHYROB CARNEYWORDS

 
T3 VENTURES INTO A BREWERY TO SEE 

IF IT CAN ACTUALLY ORGANISE A PISS-UP…

BEER
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T3 begins the year on a 
note of DIY invention, by 
taking up the challenge to 
create our very own craft 
beer. Truth be told, I was a 
bit reluctant to accept this 
mission – not because I 
don’t like beer, but because 
I like it too much. Could I 
survive a day in a brewery, 
mixing the fundamental 
ingredients of a T3 tech 
beer? Could I avoid falling 
head first into a vat of 
fermenting alcohol? Would 
I be flat on my face by 
midday (again)?

MY KIND OF WORK DAY
I headed to Moor Beer in Bristol (I liked 
the name straightaway), a multi-award-
winning micro-brewery specialising in 
craft beers and exporting to 22 countries. 
The fi rst consideration was what a T3 
craft beer would taste like. Would it be 
a rich, dark ale with sophistication, á la 
the Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge? Or would 
it be lighter and versatile like an iPad 
Mini? After tasting a few of Moor’s brews, 
it was decided that the T3 beer should 
in fact be a variant of the brewery’s 
So’Hop – a “highly sessionable pale ale 
balancing rich British fl oor malt with 
tropical Southern Hemisphere hops”. 
Whatever that meant, it sounded delicious. 

Now, I have no idea about brewing 
beer. My experience of beer is vast, but 
I’m usually on the other side of the brewery 

door. So it was time for a chat with Moor’s 
brewer, Tom Scrancher. As we walked from 
the bar at the front of the brewery through 
to the fermentation rooms, I was almost 
sent into a trance by the beautiful smell of 
hops. There were small timers everywhere 
– devices that could be equally at home in 
a doctors’ surgery. The fl oor was wet with 
drainage throughout, so I got changed into 
wellingtons (there was no way I was ruining 
my Kurt Geigers) and, taking a deep 
breath, Tom and I got down to brewing 
talk. 

For those of you unfamiliar with how 
that lovely, lovely amber liquid that tastes 
so good and makes you forget all of your 
troubles is made... Hmm, don’t you just love 

beer? Sorry, where was I? Oh yes, 
how it’s all created. Firstly, you need good 
malted barley and wheat. This particular 
pale ale uses grain from the famous 
Tuckers Maltings located in Newton 
Abbot – the makers of the fi nest ‘grist’ 
around, according to Tom. This is known 
as a grain bill, and, as Tom explained, this 
is what’s needed to create a wort – the 
liquid extracted from the grain, through 
mashing in a giant vat called a mash tun 
(which is appropriately nicknamed ‘Big 
Momma’).

The grain is held in a giant hopper 
above the mash tun – which Tom said, was 
invented by Dennis Hopper during fi lming 
breaks in Easy Rider. I think he may have 

GET YOUR BREW ON
Fancy making your own craft beer? Here’s some of our fave home-brew kits

Takes the guesswork, 
and effort out of 
brewing your own lagers 
and ales. Simply throw 
all the ingredients 
into the barrel, add 
water, give it a turn 
after a day, and in 
five days you have beer 
on tap. You can vary 
your ingredients to 
customise the beer. 
`2,500, 
brewbarrel.co.uk

 BREWBARREL 

The sensibly named 
Brew Craft Beer has 
all manner of quirky 
kits for brewing pale 
ales, IPAs and more. 
It’ll take a bit more 
effort, because you 
have to do a bit of 
cooking up in your 
kitchen, but the 
results are impressive 
and the beer is tasty.
3̀,000, 
brewcraftbeer.co.uk

 BREW CRAFT BEER 

With beers such as 
Evil Dog Double IPA 
and Hammer of Thor, 
what’s not to like 
about these kits? 
Combining traditional 
quality with the 
latest home-brew 
tech (hop pellets in 
teabag technology, for 
instance), kits are 
fun and easy to use.
`2,500, 
bulldogbrews.co.uk

 BULLDOG BREWS 

If you’re more serious 
about making the 
perfect beer at home, 
this stainless-steel, 
fully automated system 
is for you. You don’t 
even need to stir the 
beer, as the wort is 
gently circulated 
inside the unit. Makes 
ten glorious litres.
`90,077, speidels-
braumeister.de

 SPEIDEL’S 
 BRAUMEISTER 

This kit enables you 
to brew 40 pints of IPA 
(Indian Pale Ale, of 
course) in 21-28 days. 
Perfect prep for your 
Christmas do. The box 
includes everything you 
need to get started, 
with a 33-litre vessel, 
a thermometer, a trial 
jar, a siphon system 
and much more.
`8,500, 
youngsgroup.co.uk

 YOUNG’S THE 
 MICRO BREWERY 

Nothing says Christmas 
like a strong ale, 
right? Well, you’re in 
luck - Festival’s kit 
for brewing 6% ale 
is just the ticket. 
Boadicea hops, woody 
character and well- 
balanced sweetness 
with hints of vanilla 
await. Better get your 
order in soon!
`2,400, the-home-brew-
shop.co.uk

 FESTIVAL PREMIUM   
 OLD SUFFOLK 

Work experience 
has never been 
so very, very 
appealing...

1 2 3 4 5 6
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THIS PAGE 
Rob goes all 
catalogue model 
while getting 
hands-on. The 
Moor Beer brewing 
process is a 
perfect mix of 
tradition and tech

My experience 
of beer is vast, 
but I’m usually 
on the other 
side of the 
brewery door

One press of this button and the beer’s 
all mine! Mwah-ha-ha...

Rob goes all Walter White next to a 
vat of acid – essential for hygiene 
purposes

Rob gets stuck into high-tech brewing 
with, well, a tile on a stick
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been lying. But anyway, the grain 
– now extracted of all of its sugars – is 
emptied into a big sack ready for cows 
to eat. It smells like bran fl akes. Very hot 
bran fl akes. Looking again, I saw Tom inside 
the mash tun, sweeping it out and getting it 
ready for sterilisation. It was the perfect 
balance of precision technology and good 
old-fashioned labour.

WORTS AND ALL
Next, the vorlaufed – or clarifi ed – wort 
is added to a kettle, or copper, to boil and 
sanitise. And this is where the hops are 
added. Interestingly, Tom explained that 
adding the hops – in this case Southern 
Hemisphere hops – at the beginning of 
this process makes a more bitter product; 
at the end a more subtle fl avour. I added 
the hops to our T3 Tech Tipple. In a 

You’re funny, you are! Nothing to do 
with the beer. Nope, nothing at all...

nutshell, this liquid is then pumped through 
to the fermentation vessel, where yeast is 
added. Fermentation takes anywhere from 
a few days to a week. So I’d be back soon 
to see how our T3 pale ale was doing. As 
an aside, Tom explained that Moor has its 
own ‘yeast pimp’ – a man who comes and 
checks the amount of active yeast in the 
brew. This is how the brewer knows when 
to crop (or remove the yeast) and crash- 
cool. Of course, when you chill the beer, 
the yeast goes to sleep. The fermentation 
vessels are crash-cooled using Glycol-clad 
cooling jackets, which takes the beer from 
20 degrees to minus-four degrees in 24-
48 hours. There’s a whopping 3,300 litres 
of beer in each vessel, which is siphoned 
off  to the fi lling machine. Madness.

Then there’s the canning process. Of 
course, cans are cool again, and no longer 

associated with a sub-par beer. And this 
is where I was amazed by an awesome 
bit of industrial tech: namely, the Lubeca 
Can Seam two-head seamer. This 
£300,000 (`3,00,00,000) piece of 
huge mechanical magic ensures that no 
beer ever touches the metal, thus 
ruining the fl avour (the cans have a 
membrane inside, and this is never torn 
by the Lubeca). It goes at a frightening 
pace.

The cans are actually fi lled by yet 
another impressive machine – the 
Leibinger Counterpressure Filler. Cans 
are purged with CO2, which removes 
oxygen before the fi lling process begins, 
and then the Lubeca takes over the 
crimping and seaming. It’s a hugely 
impressive process. If there’s one thing I 
learnt on my T3 beer-brewing 
adventure, it’s that precision is key. The 
master brewers at Moor Beer leave 
nothing to chance – theirs is a craft 
that’s built on history but facilitated by 
modern brewing technology.

Finally, returning to the brewery, it 
was time to sample some T3 Tech Tipple 
– served to us by Justin, the brewery’s 
owner no less. A 4.1 per cent variant on 
Moor’s excellent can-conditioned 
So’Hop, it’s a slightly fl oral, smooth pale 
ale that’s extremely drinkable – and I still 
don’t know if the latter is a good or bad 
thing. We’ve ordered a load of Tech 
Tipple to send out to some of our best 
friends, assuming the T3 team doesn’t 
get its grubby hands on it fi rst. 

Now, if I could just 
redirect this chute to 
the boot of my car...
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State of the Art

PRO AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPHY GADGETS OR EXPENSIVE TOYS?  
T3 HEADS SKYWARD WITH THREE OF THE LATEST SUPER-DRONES…

Words: Chris Barnes  Photography: Joseph Branston

RONES, OR UAVS 
(UNMANNED AERIAL 
VEHICLES), ARE THE 
SOURCE OF MUCH 

CONTROVERSY. ANTI-DRONE 
CAMPAIGNERS SAY THEY’RE AN 
INVASION OF PRIVACY, AND WILL 
ULTIMATELY FALL FROM THE SKY 
AND KILL US ALL (CAPTURED  
IN GLORIOUS HD, OF COURSE!). 

But as evolving technology makes the 
specialist skills required to operate drones ever 
more redundant, so spectacular aerial footage  
is slowly replacing shaky camera and phone 
clips as the amateur snapper’s video of choice.

One major drone manufacturer claims to 

D

Game of 
   drones

be selling around 30,000 units per 
month,and it’s no surprise: YouTube is 
brimming with unbelievable amateur drone 
footage, and their use is prolific in the world 
of TV and film, too. Police are tracking 
criminals from above with the miniature spy 
gizmos, and Amazon predicts that your 
Rocky box set could be delivered by drone in 
the future. However, with so many rules 
governing their operation, and with cases of 
misuse recently hitting the headlines, a 
complete aerial takeover is way off.

The four-propeller drones tested here are 
a far cry from the intimidating war machines 
we see on the news, but they’re no cheap 
plastic either. The trio represent a new 

breed of drone: supremely easy and safe to 
fly, they’re loaded with formidable tech, 
including live HD-video streaming to mobile 
devices over dedicated Wi-Fi connections. 
They also have GPS, powerful smartphone 
apps, intuitive photography modes and 
multi-axis camera gimbals for slick and 
stable cinematic shots. 

In this mega-test, we’re pitting the very 
latest products from drone pioneer Parrot, 
Chinese tech giant DJI and the fledgling 3D 
Robotics, in an aerial dogfight for 
supremacy. They aren’t cheap, but if you’re 
looking to up your game and capture a 
dazzling new perspective in your videos 
without chartering a helicopter, read on.
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WHAT’S ON TEST…

1 DJI Phantom 3 Standard
A cheaper take on DJI’s 
Phantom 3 Professional and 
Advanced models, the Standard 
rocks a 2.7K camera and a 
Beginner mode, so newbies 
can hit the ground running. 
Price: `64,900  URL: dji.com

Parrot Bebop Drone 
The smallest, lightest and 
cheapest drone of the three. 
We tested it with the optional 
Skycontroller, but it can be 
flown from a mobile device.
Price: `39,999 (̀ 79,999 with 
Skycontroller) URL: parrot.com

2 3D Robotics Solo
The world’s first ‘smart’ drone, 
the Solo boasts two 1GHz Linux 
processors and can connect 
to a GoPro via a three-axis 
gimbal (sold separately).
Price: `97,995 
URL: 3drobotics.com

3

 State of the Art 
DRONES
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TEST 01:

 The earliest version of 
a drone might not be what 
you expect. How about a 
balloon fi lled with 
explosives? In 1849, a year 
after Venice revolted 
against Austrian rule to 
declare itself a republic 

S S
WEIGHT: 1,216g
CAMERA: 1/2.3-inch, 
12MP sensor
VIDEO: 2.7K/2,704 x 
1,520p at 30fps
LIVE-STREAMING VIDEO 
QUALITY: 720p at 30fps
WI-FI VIDEO-LINK 
OPERATING FREQUENCY: 
2.4GHz

RANGE: 1,000m
MAX ALTITUDE: 120m
MAX FLIGHT SPEED: 
16m/s (36mph approx)
MAX ASCENT SPEED: 
5m/s
NAVIGATION SYSTEM: 
Built-in GPS
FLIGHT TIME FROM FULL 
CHARGE: 25 mins (max)

BATTERY CHARGE TIME: 
60 mins (approx)
CONTROLLER BATTERY: 
2,600mAh li-po 18650
DRONE BATTERY: 
4,480mAh li-po 4S
MEDIA: MicroSD card
APP COMPATIBILITY: 
iOS 8.0 or later/ 
Android 4.1.2 or later

THE ORIGIN OF DRONES
A dewy-eyed look back at the first ever UAV

again, the Austrians 
retaliated 
by blockading the city. 
Austrian Artillery Lieutenant 
Franz von Uchatius devised 
a dastardly plan to launch a 
series of unmanned balloons 
fi lled with explosives into 

Venice. The balloons, each 
of which measured 5.7 
metres in diameter and was 
carrying 15kg of explosives 
with a 30-minute lit fuse, 
were released. The attack 
was largely unsuccessful 
in terms of damage to 
the city, but the starving 
citizens of Venice still 
surrendered two days later.

DESIGN
Three drones. Three very different 
designs. But which is the best?

t the heart of the Parrot Bebop Drone 
is a hard polystyrene body that 
houses the camera, GPS, Wi-Fi 
antennas and 8GB of fl ash memory, 

all supported by an ABS-reinforced structure. 
A lithium-polymer battery clips behind the body 
and is held in place by a fl imsy strip of Velcro. 
Optional polystyrene bumpers attach beneath the 
motors for peace of mind during your fi rst, 
crash-prone fl ights. Th e Bebop’s fl at profi le 
restricts take-off options, meaning long grass is a 
no-no, and our red model (blue and yellow are 
also available) was not easily visible  at a distance. 
Th e bulky Skycontroller is also  an eye-watering 
4̀0,000 upgrade.

Th e Solo is a mean-
looking motherplucker; 
the heaviest drone on test 

Th e DJI Phantom 3 Standard boasts reassuring 
weight and a curvaceous body that stands 100mm 
off the ground for improved take-off clearance in 
comparison to the Bebop. Th e Phantom’s white 
body and metallic, coloured-stripe detail make it 
more visible at altitude. Underside LEDs not only 
distinguish the front from the back, but change 
colour to alert the pilot of operational issues. 
Motors are  spun by curved electromagnets, 
adding up to smooth action, control and long-
term durability. Th e underside camera is built into 
a three-axis gimbal to keep your shots steady. Th e 
precision engineering is impressive, but a major 
collision could expose the gimbal’s fragility. 

Th e matt-black 3D Robotics Solo is a mean- 
looking motherplucker, and the heaviest drone on 
test. Th e body sits about the same height off the 
ground as the Phantom, and features similar 
active underside lighting, making it perfectly 
visible in the air. Motors are connected by plug and 
socket, rather than hardwired, and are therefore 
easily replaced in the fi eld if one fails.

Th e Solo’s gimbal costs extra and is only 
compatible with a GoPro, but it’s uncomplicated 
and engineered to last. Th e gimbal connectivity 
lets you control, and charge, your GoPro from the 
ground via the 3DR Solo app. Th e compact and 
comfy Solo controller includes buttons for instant 
take-off and landing, plus a colour screen that 
guides you through everything from set-up and 
calibration to controlling camera functions.

A

DJI PHANTOM 3 STANDARD

DJI decided to
keep things simple 
with the Standard’s 
controller

DJI’s Intelligent Smart Battery features integrated power management for 
optimal performance. You’ll get around 25 minutes in the air from a charge
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 Gimbal This is the pivoted 
support that enables your 
drone’s camera to rotate 
on single or multiple axes, 
helping you to capture 
stable aerial stills and video.

S S
WEIGHT: 420g
CAMERA: 180-degree 
fish-eye, 1/2.2-inch, 
14MP sensor
VIDEO: 1,920 x 1,080p 
at 30fps
LIVE-STREAMING VIDEO 
QUALITY: Unreported
WI-FI VIDEO-LINK 
OPERATING FREQUENCY: 
2.4GHz/5GHz

RANGE: 250m
MAX ALTITUDE: 150m
MAX FLIGHT SPEED: 
13m/s (29mph approx)
MAX ASCENT SPEED: 
6m/s
NAVIGATION SYSTEM: 
GNSS (GPS + GLONASS)
FLIGHT TIME FROM FULL 
CHARGE: 11 mins (max)

BATTERY CHARGE TIME: 
60 mins (approx)
CONTROLLER BATTERY:  
1,200mAh li-po 20C
DRONE BATTERY: 
1,200mAh li-po 20C
MEDIA: 8GB internal 
flash memory
APP COMPATIBILITY: 
iOS/Android/Windows

S S

 Robust, stylish and 
packing loads of cutting-edge 
on-board tech, the Solo sits 
just ahead of the DJI and 
leaves the Bebop in the dust 

3D ROBOTICS SOLO
Test 01 winnerBASIC DRONE TERMINOLOGY

Become an instant pro by learning the 
language of these aerial adventurers

 Flyaway When malfunction 
or interference causes 
your drone to fly off without 
returning to base. This is 
becoming less common 
as technology improves.

 HD live stream The 
drone’s ability to beam 
HD-quality camera footage 
directly to your mobile 
device.

 Quadcopter, hexacopter, 
etc Drone ‘types’ based on 
the number of propellers 
they have. A quadcopter has 
four, a hexacopter has six 
and an octocopter has eight.

WEIGHT: 1,800g 
(with removable 
gimbal and GoPro)
CAMERA: GoPro Hero 3+ 
Black and Hero 4
VIDEO: GoPro Hero 3+ 
Black – 1,920 x 1,080 
at 30fps; GoPro 
Hero 4 – 4K/3,840 x 
2,160 at 30fps
LIVE-STREAMING VIDEO 
QUALITY: 720p

WI-FI VIDEO-LINK 
OPERATING FREQUENCY: 
2.4GHz
RANGE: 804m
MAX ALTITUDE: 122m
MAX FLIGHT SPEED: 
25m/s (55mph)
MAX ASCENT SPEED: 
5-10m/s, 
dependent on mode
NAVIGATION SYSTEM: 
Built-in GPS

FLIGHT TIME FROM FULL 
CHARGE: 25 mins (max)
BATTERY CHARGE TIME: 
90 mins
CONTROLLER BATTERY: 
2,600mAh li-ion
DRONE BATTERY: 
5,200mAh li-po
MEDIA: MicroSD card
APP REQUIREMENTS: 
iOS 8.0 or later/
Android 4.3 or later

3D ROBOTICS SOLOPARROT BEBOP DRONE

Wi , 
dr d m
con  
bo t d b t  
1G pu

The Parrot Skycontroller includes 
a dual-band 2.4GHz/5GHz Wi-Fi antenna

The G p 5The Parrot Bebop Drone can be flown directly from the FreeFlight 3 app

BEST FOR
DESIGN
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TEST 02:

 If you’re more excited by 
high-speed drone fl ight 
than the sedate pace 
required to fi lm a sunset, 
FPV (fi rst-person-view) 
drone racing could be your 

THE NEED FOR SPEED
Think photography is the only fun you can 
have with a drone? You’d be wrong…

bag. This high-octane 
fl ying experience requires 
lightning-fast refl exes to 
manoeuvre your drone 
around an obstacle 
course, competing against 

other pilots. The gut-
wrenching twist is that 
pilots are in the heart 
of the action, wearing 
fi rst-person-view headsets 
that display the drone’s 
camera view. The best 
pilots reach speeds of 
up to 112.5kmph. The 
fi rst US Drone Nationals 
competition was held in 
California last year.

FLYING
Which drone soars like a boss 
straight out of the box?

efore your maiden fl ight, it’s 
essential to download your drone’s 
free companion app – the nerve 
centre for monitoring its altitude, 

speed and battery life, controlling its key 
functions and displaying the live camera view.
All three drones share the same fundamental 
connection process. Th e controller generates 
a Wi-Fi hotspot for your mobile device to 
connect to. Th e controller, mobile device and 
drone then communicate with each other 
to display a live camera feed on your screen, 
and enable you to adjust settings and modes 
in-fl ight, directly from the app. Fire up the Solo 
and DJI Phantom, and you’ll be fl ying 
in minutes, but the Parrot Bebop Drone proved 
problematic on a number of occasions, eating 
into the battery’s meagre 11-minute fl ight time.

Th e Parrot Bebop Drone 
proved problematic on 
a number of occasions

Each drone has been designed with safety 
and ease of fl ight in mind. GPS records the 
take-off point, with the drone returning to 
that home point at the touch of a button – or 
automatically if signal is lost or battery life is 
critical. At take-off, each drone hovers in place, 
giving newbies time to familiarise themselves 
with the controls. Th e DJI’s Beginner mode 
restricts altitude and distance to 30 metres 
until you’re ready to hit the throttle. Maximum 
altitude, speed and distance can be customised 
to match user experience and the environment.

Th ere are similar features across all of 
these drone, then. But what about actually 
fl ying them? Th e Bebop is a little whippet, 
particularly with the bumpers removed, 
reducing wind resistance. Controller feedback 
is a touch slower, especially when signal 
interference kicks in near the limits of its 
shorter range. Th e DJI feels very stable 
and sure-footed in the air. It reacts almost 
instantly to sensitive stick movements (on 
the controller), can turn on a dime and never 
feels out of control. Th e Solo is also a dream 
to fl y, but unsettlingly fast. A neat touch is 
the controller’s air-brake button that brings 
the drone to an immediate halt in mid-air; 
peace of mind if you fi nd yourself hurtling 
towards something solid. Or with a pulse!

B

DJI PHANTOM 3 STANDARD

If you’re left-handed, or prefer an alternative configuration, 
controller- stick arrangement can be changed easily within the apps of 
all three drones

DJI and 3D Robotics propellers are all threaded and removable, making 
their drones easier to transport to and from your chosen flight location

LEDs on the underside indicate how much battery power the drone has left

BEST FOR
DESIGN
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 While the regulations 
diff er from country to 
country, it’s easy to get into 
hot water by fl ying your 
drone inappropriately. Key 
rules to follow, according to 

 An ideal choice for 
beginner pilots, with enough 
clout once the ‘training 
wheels’ come off to make 
for safe yet thrilling fl ights 

DJI PHANTOM 3
Test 02 winnerFLYING WITHOUT WINGS

Whether for business or pleasure, drone pilots 
must understand the rules before taking off

UK’s Civil Aviation 
Authority, are: always keep 
line of sight with your 
drone; don’t fl y higher than 
121.9 metres or near aircraft 
and airfi elds; don’t fl y 

within 50 metres of people, 
vehicles, buildings or other 
congested areas. If you 
want to fl y your drone 
commercially, there 
are more rules and 
regulations, including 
establishing your capability 
of safely operating a drone 
for the intended use via 
an approved pilot-
competence course.

3D ROBOTICS SOLOPARROT BEBOP DRONE

Performing stunts appeals to the big kid in all of us, but stunt mode 
here is a reminder that the Bebop is more of a toy than a camera

The Solo controller acts like an aircraft’s black box, logging flight data, 
including faults. This helps 3D Robotics’ support team fix any issues

Each drone app includes free tutorial videos to give the inexperienced 
pilot pointers, and to get them in the air as quickly as possible

As well as verbal warnings, the Solo’s controller gives haptic feedback, 
where it vibrates to alert the pilot of any issues or settings changes

Remove the Bebop’s bumpers and, due to the reduction in wind resistance, it 
becomes a speedy little thing. Bumpers are recommended for beginners, though
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TEST 03:

 For TV and fi lm 
photography, the Aeronavics 
SkyJib 8 octocopter is a 
common sight on set. It is 
designed to safely lift heavy 
camera gear – everything 
from DSLRs to Red’s 5K Epic 

SKY MOVIES
The spec on these test drones is impressive, 
but you’ll need more to conquer Hollywood

movie shooter – it can fl y for 
an impressive 15 minutes 
with a 5.5kg payload. The 
basic drone chassis 
measures 1,160mm across, 
and features shake-reducing 
damping tech and titanium 

engine-mount bolts for 
strength. Drone kits start at 
around ̀ 2,00,000; that’s 
before the tens of 
thousands you’ll need for 
essentials such as a 
controller, a gimbal, 
a camera, a fl ight case and 
more. If you’re splashing 
out on all that kit, throw in 
some more cash for 
drone-pilot lessons, too.

FOOTAGE
Which drone is likely to get you 
stills and video to die for?

o, you’ve positioned your drone 
100 metres above a stunning, rock- 
strewn valley. What now? Drones are 
only as good as the camera and 

photography settings on board, and this is where 
we separate the haves from the have-nots.

Th e Bebop’s fi sh-eye camera has the lowest 
resolution on test. Its movement is limited to 
180 degrees and, because it’s fi xed to the drone – 
rather than a gimbal – image-stabilisation 
technology is only functional to a certain point. 
Stills and footage are passable, but it’s by no 
means a professional tool, which places it last 
in this category.

Th e DJI rocks an altogether more impressive 
shooter: mounted to a precision stabilising 
gimbal, it captures stills of up to 12MP, plus 
2.7K video. Th e gimbal and a compatible GoPro 

If you want 4K from DJI, 
you’ll need to shell out on 
the Professional model
for the Solo incur additional cost on top of 
an already-expensive unit. Th at said, you’ll 
be able to shoot amazing 4K video using the 
top-fl ight Hero 4, so it’s worth the investment. 
If you want 4K from DJI, you’ll need to shell 
out for the pricier Professional model (£1,159).

It’s the intuitive capture settings without 
the need for any real fl ying skill that makes 
both the DJI and the Solo an amateur 
photographer’s dream. Th ese modes are most 
easily accessible and controllable on the Solo, but 
both units offer similar features, just with 
slightly different names. Point of Interest 
on the DJI enables you to select a point on the 
map for the drone to automatically circle, 
keeping the camera stable and focused on that 
point. Altitude, speed and circumference are 
all adjustable here. 3D Robotics calls this Orbit.

Both drones have a Follow mode, in 
which the drone – somewhat creepily – follows 
whoever has the controller. Plot a specifi c route 
in Waypoints mode within the DJI app, and the 
drone will fl y along that route. Similarly, 3D 
Robotics’ Cable Cam mode lets you set A and B 
points for the drone to fl y between. 

Th ese settings cleverly handle the fl ying 
of the drones, leaving the pilot free to confi dently 
manipulate the camera for those dramatic, 
sweeping shots we all aspire to.

S

The DJI camera can be set to point ahead or directly down, or moved between 
both positions using the dial on the shoulder of the controller

DJI PHANTOM 3 STANDARD

You can adjust white balance, ISO, shutter speed, video size and frame 
rate, and add Instagram-style filters, from within the DJI Go app
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 DHL In 2014, DHL 
announced its drone delivery 
service to the German island 
of Juist, using a quadcopter 
to deliver parcels. The drone 
takes an automated route to 
a landing site on Juist, where 

 Th e Solo has the most 
controllable gimbal, intuitive 
camera modes, and future 
camera upgrades limited only 
by GoPro’s imagination 

3D ROBOTICS SOLO
Test 03 winnerDRONE DELIVERY

Before you know it, you could have your pizza 
brought to your house by air

a DHL courier collects the 
parcels and delivers them.

 Domino’s Pizza In 2013, 
Domino’s unveiled a 
concept video in which a 
DomiCopter delivered 

pizzas by drone. Critics 
laughed it off  due to
the legal and ethical issues.

 Google Last summer, 
Google demonstrated its 
prototype drone delivery 
service: a fi xed-wing drone 
that doesn’t need to land to 
deliver, instead lowering items 
on a tether while it hovers 
overhead.

3D ROBOTICS SOLOPARROT BEBOP DRONE

Video recording can be engaged and stopped via a button on the 
Skycontroller. The camera position can also be adjusted from the controller With the GoPro attached to the Solo, top-quality 4K footage is guaranteed

In Cable mode, point A and B are set using buttons on the controller. The 
drone then flies between them at your command while you control the camera

The Bebop’s camera position means that at certain angles, your footage will 
pick up peripheral propeller motion, which could frustrate perfectionists

The Solo’s Selfie mode flies the drone up and away from the person holding 
the controller – perfect for large groups or those epic scenery shots

BEST FOR
DESIGN
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T3 RATES: This is an ide
drone for beginners seek n  
an affordable, confidenc -
boosting photography too .
T3 SLATES: The camera is 
great but not upgradeabl .
T3 SAYS: It’s feature-pac e  
stylish and fantastic va u .

 2nd DJI Phantom 3
Standard
Price: `64,900
URL: dji.com

3rd P t
Be p
P ` , (` ,
w )
U L m

01 LOAD UP ON 
TUTORIALS
Many of the Solo’s features 
are designed to help you 
capture cinematic shots 
regardless of your drone-
fl ying experience, but if you 
really want to shoot movies 
like Steven Spielberg or 
Francis Ford Coppola, it 
might be worth brushing up 
on your piloting skills before 
you get going. For the 
Maverick (from Top Gun) in 
all of us, there’s a plethora of 
useful videos within the 3D 
Robotics Solo app, and also 
on the 3D Robotics YouTube 
channel, to guide you 
through everything from 

your fi rst fl ight to advanced 
photography.

02 GET LOST IN 
SPACE
To maximise the Solo’s top 
speed and range, you’ll need 
to fi nd a test spot that not 
only adheres to CAA rules, 
but is remote enough that 
you can explore the skies and 
expand your skills without 
interruption from kites, 
pensioners, etc.

03 POWER UP
The Solo’s battery doesn’t 
last especially long (a 
maximum of 25 minutes on a 
full charge), but invest in 

three batteries and you’ll get 
around an hour in the air. 
These prolonged sessions at 
the controller will have a 
major impact on your fl ying 
chops.

04 JOIN THE CLUB
As the drone phenomenon 
continues to soar (pardon 
the pun), so the online 
community dedicated to the 
activity expands, with clubs 
and events springing up all 
over the world. It’s a great 
way to meet like-minded 
people (both in person and 
virtually), and to trade skills 
and ideas. The British Model 
Flying Association’s website 

T3 RATES: If you’re serious 
about aerial photography, 
the Solo is a powerful tool 
that grows with you. Push the 
speed and altitude limits as 
your ability and confidence 
improve, upgrade the camera 
as the latest tech emerges, 
and fully realise your 
potential with the easy-to-

h t h d .

T3 SLATES: It’s the most 
expensive drone on test 
and is currently limited t  
GoPro cameras, so if you’  
not a fan of the fish-ey
lens, it might not be fo .
T3 SAYS: Shoot your most 
stunning videos yet with the
most reliable tool for th job.

 1st 3D Robotics Sol
PRICE: `97,995  URL: 3drobotics.com

Th e overall 
winner is…

(bmfa.org) features a 
comprehensive club fi nder 
for UK citizens.

05 GO BACK TO 
SCHOOL
If you’re thinking of going into 
business with your newfound 
aerial-photography skills (and 
there are lots of companies 
who could use that kind of 
footage), you’ll fi rst need to 
sign up for an offi  cial course. 
There are plenty of options 
available, and many schools 
off er training on the drones 
featured in this test. Consider 
it an investment, as you could 
eventually earn some good 
money from it.

WAYS TO GET MORE FROM YOUR 3D ROBOTICS SOLO 
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01 LEARN TO EDIT
 Download iMovie or a 

similar, budget-friendly 
editing software, and learn 
to chop and tweak your 
footage. Add some epic 
music (that you have 
permission to use!) and 
you’ll be busting out edits 
worthy of Peter Jackson 
before you know it.

03 CAPTURE
THE SHOT

 If your local park isn’t 
the photogenic setting 
you’d hoped for, book a 
trip to somewhere visually 
mindblowing. There is 
no dearth of photogenic 
locales with stunning 
scenery, ideal for shooting 
drone movies.

02 BECOME A 
YOUTUBE HIT

 There’s no point going 
to all the eff ort of making 
aerial videos if people 
never get to see them. 
So create a YouTube 
channel, upload your vids 
and watch the view count 
rise. You never know who 
might be watching...

04 GET 
COMPETITIVE

 Dronestagram is a real 
thing. Seriously. Every 
year, it runs an aerial-
photography contest, 
with National Geographic 
photographers appearing 
on the judging panel. Who 
knows what doors that 
could open?

05 START 
A BUSINESS

 Companies are always 
on the lookout for unique, 
professional footage of 
their properties, products, 
events and more for their 
marketing fodder, so why 
not market yourself? Don’t 
forget your approval, 
though. 

FIVE MORE TIPS TO CAPTURE AND SHARE BRILLIANT DRONE FOOTAGE

essential
3D Robotics 
Solo add-ons 
Awesome accessories to help you 
really own your drone shoots

 3 KEYOU  
MOT S 

RUNNIN
 ...And tha  g  f  

motor pods,  
A damaged o    
doesn’t have t   g    
an expensive re      
replace them an      
perfect shot aga
$59.95 (`3,896), 

 2 GIVE YOUR SOLO PROPS It’s wise to stock up on spare 
propellers, too. The Solo’s multiple 

safety features mean you should  
crash at all, but it’s always goo
prepared for any eventuality.
`1,295, wexphotographic.com

 1 BUY THE OFFICIAL
SOLO BACKPACK

 If you’re planning on 
lling with your Solo, 

pending a long time 
n the field, this is an 
ntial purchase. The 
shell and moulded 
t securely house your 
e and controller, tools, 
ponents, chargers 
two spare batteries.

` ,999, slrhut.co.uk

 4 SHOOT 4K VIDEO For the full Solo experience, 
you’ll need the add-on gimbal 

and a GoPro. The gimbal works 
brilliantly and the Hero 4  Black 
shoots stunning 4K video.
`30,000, slrhut.co.uk 
(gimbal)/`41,799, amaozn.in 
(GoPro Hero 4 Black)

 5 SUPERCHARGE YOUR STORAGE
 You can set the Solo to save 

footage to your smart device, but you’ll 
quickly max out. If you’re shooting at the 
highest resolution, stock up on quality 
MicroSD cards and a card reader.
`850, amazon.in
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How we test…



here are some people 
who see the iPad Pro as 
Apple turning its back 
on its past. “It’s got a 

stylus!” they cry, frantically waving 
the picture of Steve Jobs on stage 
laughing at using a pen input.

Except they’re entirely missing 
the point of what Apple is trying to do 
with the iPad Pro. This isn’t the iPhone 
replacing the blocky PDAs business 
people the world over were forced to 
use. This is Apple fi nally jumping into 
the laptop-hybrid category to bring a 
new level of ability to its tablet range.

The iPad Pro will batter you in the 
face with one feeling when you pick 
it up: it’s a big iPad. There’s no easier 
way to describe it, but where the iPad 
Air 2 was mostly capable of helpful 
things like editing video and pictures, 
it wasn’t necessarily adept at it.

Compare that to the iPad Pro, 
which is easily the most powerful 
tablet Apple has ever created. There’s 
no doubt that it can handle any 
task an app can throw at it, easily 

The big Apple
WE’RE IMPRESSED BY THE iPAD PRO, APPLE’S HEFTY NEW TABLET – BUT IF 
IT’S A LAPTOP REPLACEMENT YOU’RE AFTER, YOU’D BETTER LOOK ELSEWHERE

T
rubbing people out of pictures with 
Photoshop precision in microseconds 
while letting you watch the latest 
blockbuster from the comfort of 
your sofa.

And therein lies the challenge 
of reviewing an iPad Pro: what’s 
this thing actually for? The Smart 
Keyboard, the cover Apple is pushing, 
would hint at a laptop replacement. 
Then again, you can also pick up the 
are-you-sure-this-isn’t-a-spoof? Apple 
Pencil, which is a hugely powerful 
stylus for creatives, artists and the 
more tappily minded to use.

But before we properly dig into 
that debate, let’s check out the 
display. Boy, that 12.9-inch screen is 
huge! Seriously, it’s hard to convey 
how big it really is until you hold it in 
your hands. The weight of 713g is on 
the limit, too – it’s possible to hold the 
iPad Pro in one hand for a while, but 
it’s much more comfortable to use 
two palms or cradle it with your arm.

That’s not to say it’s cumbersome – 
the Pro is well balanced, and the 

expansive screen will draw you in with 
the sheer amount of content available. 
Whether it’s watching a movie (an 
immense experience thanks to the 
four discreet speakers shooting rich 
audio from each corner) or using the 
split-screen mode to take notes while 
browsing the Web, everything just fi ts. 
The iOS 9 double-app mode didn’t 
make sense when it launched, but now 
we get why. The interface is identical 
to the smaller iPads, though, which 
in turn is very similar to that found 
on the iPhone. This isn’t a substitute 
for the Mac’s El Capitan, it just adds 
new tricks to what’s already there.

PENCILLER OR ’BOARDER?
Try to forget that it’s called the 
Apple Pencil; this new stylus is rather

SPECIFICATIONS
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BIG-SCREEN BONANZA
The 12.9-inch display has a 
cleverly arranged pixel count 
that lets you run full-screen 
iPad Air apps side by side

PRICE `67,900 URL www.apple.com/in 
RESOLUTION 2,732 x 2,048 WEIGHT 713g DIMENSIONS 
(H x W x D) 305.7 x 220.6 x 6.9mm CHIPSET A9X 
STORAGE 32GB/128GB CAMERA 8MP rear, 1.2MP front
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SLOW-MO BLOW
Annoyingly, while the iSight 

camera is capable and the power 
huge, there’s only 120fps slow-mo 

video on offer, and no 4K 

SUPER SOUNDS
All four corners
of the iPad Pro have 
a powerful speaker, 
so music and movies 
really pack a punch

HEAVY HITTER
Weighing three 
quarters of a kilo, 
this tablet is 
well balanced but 
heavy – you’ll need 
two hands on it

PENCIL IT IN
Apple’s new stylus has many 

layers of sensitivity, 
plus other sensors to 
let you get in touch 

with your artistic side

If it’s a multimedia 
experience you’re 
after, there’s a lot 
to love with the Pro
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well thought out and actually a 
very capable thing to have around. 
Annoyingly still only available as 
a separate purchase (the iPad Pro 
would have been a much more 
compelling proposition with it in the 
box), the levels of sensitivity make it 
easy to start sketching or jotting stuff  
down using the in-built Notes app.
The level of precision is startling 
– where before, our eff orts have been 
equivalent to a drunk toddler using 
his least-favourite crayon, now we can 
shade, highlight and sign our name 
with accuracy. Even the latency (the 
speed with which the ‘ink’ appears 
on the page after you touch it with 

used to. The accuracy is great after 
some practice, but if you’re coming 
from a laptop you’ll yearn for a little 
more depth with each key press. 

The good news is that third 
parties are already sprinting to 
get something exactly like that 
wrapped around your new tablet – 
Logitech, for example, has already 
created a Mac-like keyboard that 
feels much more like the ‘real 
thing’.

PRO BY DAY, IPAD BY 
NIGHT
In day-to-day use, the iPad Pro is 
a weird one. We’ve found that we 
defi nitely use it more as a big iPad, 
gravitating instantly to the media, 
Web browsing and gaming that 
already make Apple’s tablets so 
compelling. That sounds obvious, 
but we were expecting to be

The alternatives
SONY XPERIA Z4 
TABLET

 Sony’s underrated 
tablet is actually well 
worth a look, simply 
because it pairs 
Android with a decent 
keyboard. There’s also a 

brilliant Bravia-powered screen, and the 
whole thing is waterproof too!
approx. ̀ 49,900, www.sonymobile.com

iPAD AIR 2
 The smaller 

iPad still packs a 
punch, with a slimline 
chassis, a high-res 
screen and access 
to those millions of 
apps. It’s more 

portable than the iPad Pro, too, which will be 
a big win for many Apple fans.
`35,900, www.apple.com

MICROSOFT 
SURFACE PRO 4

 The Surface Pro 4 
is the big hitter in 
the laptop hybrid 
world, with a 
massively functional 
pen, a large and 

vibrant screen, and a really great keyboard 
that clips into the tablet. It’s hard to beat.
`67,999 (expected), www.microsoft.com

the Pencil) is impressive. It’s a lot 
more like putting pen to paper than 
smearing plastic on glass. OK, the 
Pencil lacks the tactility of using an 
actual pencil, but short of making the 
screen mottled, there’s little Apple 
could have done here. The Pencil 
is an incredibly sensitive tool, and 
will defi nitely impress your friends 
the fi rst time they pick it up and 
(inevitably) use it to draw a phallus 
on your smart new purchase. Some 
will even look rather artistic. When 
you start to add in things like Adobe’s 
Photoshop fi x, unleashing the power 
of the iPad Pro’s A9X chip onto image 
processing, the eff ects are startlingly 
good. And the great thing is that 
this is only going to get better as 
more developers get their creative 
little fi ngers on the Apple Pencil’s 
capabilities.

The Smart Keyboard is an 
odd accessory, and will defi nitely 
give some pause on fi rst use. It’s 
essentially a fabric-covered set of 
keys, which feels alien the fi rst time 
you pick it up and start tapping away. 
In fact, there’ll be little sound coming 
from your attempts to create the next 
War And Peace – the travel on these 
keys is low and takes a lot of getting 

ABOVE The iPad 
Pro is the 
most powerful 
tablet ever 
from Apple, 
smashing all 
benchmarks in 
its wake

Photoshop is a cinch thanks to the 
raw grunt of the A9X chip, making it 
easy to remove blemishes

The new split-screen mode works superbly well here, 
thanks to the extra pixels

The super-po  
chipset and huge screen

iOS isn’t a competitor 
to Windows 10

It’s hard to hold 
for long in one hand 
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 Select
iPAD PRO

instantly watching the laptop 
gathering dust in the corner as we 
started doing reams of business on 
the Pro with gay abandon.

That’s not to say you can’t do 
loads with this device. The keyboard 
is great for bashing out text using 
apps like Apple’s Pages (available as 
a free download, along with Excel 
and PowerPoint rivals from the 
Apple stable) or Google’s Docs app, 
which is again free. In fact, you can 
even use Microsoft’s Offi  ce Suite on 
here, which is more fully featured if 
it’s a decent word processor you’re 
after – although you’ll maddeningly 
need an Offi  ce 365 subscription to 
create and edit documents.

The keyboard is really slick, 
for a couple of reasons: the Smart 
Connector on the side of the Pro 
uses three magnetic dots to clip into 
accessories and instantly supply 
power and data, meaning you don’t 
need to worry about pairing or 
batteries in the typing add-ons. They 
also double as great stands and can 
be used to instantly open apps using 
the same shortcuts as you’ll fi nd on 
the MacBook keyboard.

The thing is, iOS isn’t El Capitan 
or Windows 10. This is a glorifi ed 
phone operating system, albeit 
one that’s supremely well set up for 
dashing in and out of apps or having 
them running side by side. Real 
creatives that depend on the tablet 

larger-than-life iPad is media handling. 
Playing music or movies through its 
impressive speakers. Learning to 
sketch with the millions of apps that 
will appear soon. Playing insanely 
powerful games with a wireless 
controller, thanks to the level of grunt 
inside; all of these are amazing on 
Apple’s new big fella.

If you’re looking for a laptop 
replacement that can still merrily 
munch through any task you throw 
at it, you’ll likely be disappointed 
by the iPad Pro – despite its claims. 
But this 12.9-inch device is a power 
tablet, the superhero of the iPad 
range. If you’ve looked at, and been 
tempted by, an Apple tablet in the 
past, loved the idea of the apps and 
media experience but felt it wasn’t 
quite enough for you, the iPad Pro 
should put paid to all those qualms. 

T3 RATES The massive screen, 
awesome power and accessories
T3 SLATES iOS isn’t good for 
laptops. The camera isn’t great
T3 SAYS The iPad Pro is billed 
as a laptop replacement, but it’s 
not. However, it is a brilliantly 
powerful iPad that makes all 
apps work like a dream

for their livelihood will probably 
see this as an accessory rather than 
a dedicated replacement for their 
home set-up – at least until the apps 
off er the same level of power and 
functionality.

WHAT LIES BENEATH
So what about the Microsoft-
branded elephant that’s sitting 
nursing a drink in the corner? 
There will always be comparisons 
to Microsoft’s Surface Pro 4, given 
that both have a large 12-inch+ 
screen, a stylus and plenty of power, 
but in reality they’re not really 
rivals. The Surface Pro 4 is a laptop 
replacement, off ering the same 
operating system with a higher level 
of power than that Lenovo computer 
you’ve been eyeing at PC World.

The iPad Pro can, largely, match 
it stride for stride in terms of what 
you can make it do, but you’ll need 
to work hard to set it up in the right 
way, and know exactly which apps 
you’ll need to make it functional. 
For this reason, it’s better to think 
of the Pro as a brilliant multimedia 
device that’s hugely capable 
of letting you do some writing, 
spreadsheeting or presentation-
making on the go. In other words, a 
decent alternative when you’re not 
going to be hunkered over your desk 
all day.

But the real selling point for this 

Th e keyboard is 
slick and accurate, 
but takes some 
getting used to

PROPER ‘BOARDER
The Smart Keyboard cover has 
a fabric mesh to keep things 
lightweight, but still allows 
for fast, accurate typing

ABOVE The iPad 
Pro’s keyboard 
magnetically 
snaps into 
place. Neat
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he Indian smartphone 
market is crowded with 
multiple options for 
consumers to choose 

from. While the entry-level segment 
has been the crowd-puller for many 
companies, especially Indian and 
Chinese ones, the next battle seems to 
be brewing in the mid-range segment. 
And this time, it’s not about what 
hardware a particular phone boasts, 
but how well its been designed.

We reviewed the OnePlus X last 
month; this month we take a look at 
its competitor, the Lenovo VIBE S1. 

IT’S A LOOKER
The fi rst thing you’ll notice with the 
VIBE S1 is how beautiful its design is. 
It has a non-removable curved back 

Lenovo VIBE S1 
A STUNNING-LOOKING MID-RANGE PHONE

T

with glass and protected with 
Corning’s Gorilla Glass against 
scratches and accidental drops. The 
side, on the other hand, is carved out 
of metal with slots for dual-SIM/
microSD card hybrid slot, power and 
volume buttons on the sides, a 3.5mm 
headphone jack on the top, and 
microUSB port and a loudspeaker 
grille a the bottom.

The VIBE S1 sells in two colours, 
blue and white, and although both 
the colours are fi ngerprint magnets, it 
is more evident in the blue variant. 
However, Lenovo also bundles a clear 
plastic case with the sales package 
that allows you to fl aunt the design 
sans fi ngerprint marks.

DECENT PERFORMANCE
The VIBE S1 sports a decent display 
that measures 5-inches in size and 
has a Full HD resolution support. The 
display is good enough with text and 
images appearing crisp with a good 
viewing angle.

As far as processing performance 
goes, the phone is powered by 
MediaTek’s MT6752 1.7GHz octa-core 
processor and 3GB RAM. The result is 

that it off ers a smooth performance 
with even the Vibe UI showing no 
signs of a slowdown or a lag.

The 32GB integrated memory 
off ers ample storage and comes with 
a slot to expand storage up to 128GB. 
The microSD slot, however, is not 
usable if you’re using a second SIM, 
as it uses the same slot for the 
microSD.

Apart from looks, Lenovo is 
marketing Vibe S1 for its unique 
camera. Although the back has a 13 
megapixel camera with dual-colour 
fl ash that takes some really good 
pictures, it’s the front side that 
garners all the attention. The front is 
equipped with two camera sensors, 
an 8MP and a 2MP one.

The higher-resolution sensor is 
used to take pictures but the 2MP 
secondary sensor is used to analyse 
the depth of fi eld. In simple words, the 
second camera calculates the 
distance between the subject and the 
background that allows to do some 
interesting things like create a bokeh 
(background defocus) eff ect right in 
the smartphone. VIBE S1 also allows 
the user to cut out the subject and 

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE RS. 15,999 URL www.lenovo.
com/in DIMENSIONS 143.3 x 70.8 x 
7.8 mm WEIGHT 132g SCREEN SIZE 
5-inch RESOLUTION 1920 x 1080 OS 
Android Lollipop OS PROCESSOR 
MediaTek MT6752 RAM 3GB CAMERA 
13MP (rear), 8MP+2MP (front) 
MEMORY 32GB BATTERY 2420mAh

Words: Kunal Gangar

REVIEW

GORILLA GLASS
Front and the back is 
protected by Gorilla 
Glass 3
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LENOVO VIBE S1

paste to diff erent backgrounds. For 
instance, you can take a selfi e in your 
home right now and paste it front of 
Taj Mahal or even the pyramids. The 
built-in tools are easy to use that also 
makes it easier and faster.

The VIBE S1 runs Android 5.0 
Lollipop and it seems to be a 
deliberate move from Lenovo, the 
reason being the dual cameras. 
Lenovo plans to skip the Android 5.1 
and move directly to Android 6 
Marshmallow later this year.

The phone has a 2420mAh 
non-removable battery that gave us 
about 8-9 hours of battery life, which 
we feel is on the lower side.

If looks are of paramount 
importance, VIBE S1 is clearly one of 
the best-looking smartphones in the 
mid-range segment. Add to it, the 
cheaper price tag, dual front-facing 
cameras and the ability to play with 
the images, VIBE S1 is actually a 
compelling buy compared to its 
closest competitor, the OnePlus X.

T3 SAYS Amazing design 
complemented with good 
performance
T3 RATES Design, Camera
T3 SLATES Battery Life

DUAL CAMERAS
Two cameras on the front 

lets you take selfies 
and edit it on-the-fly

FINGERPRINT MAGNET
White colour masks it but 
the S1 is a fingerprint 

magnet  

SLIM CHASSIS
VIBE S1 is just 7.8mm 
thick
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martphones today have 
consolidated a lot of 
devices we used to carry, a 
music player being just one 

of them. That consolidation, however, 
comes at the expense of audio quality 
and battery life. This month, we take a 
look at FiiO’s M3 music player that 
solves both these issues.

The M3 is a really compact audio 
player. Weighing in about 40g, the M3 
has an unibody construction and dual 
colour colour for a minimalistic design, 
The matte coating applied on the 
player also ensures a good grip on the 
player despite the small size. As far as 
placement goes, power and hold 
buttons are placed on the side, 3.5mm 
headphone jack, microUSB and 

FiiO M3 
COMPACT MUSIC PLAYER THAT PLAYS HI-RES AUDIO WITH EASE

S

microSD card slot on the bottom. 
There’s also a 2-inch non-touch display 
on the front.

The interesting thing about the 
design, though, is the six hard buttons 
for navigation instead of the touch-
sensitive ones we’re used to these days. 

The user interface on M3 needs an 
overhaul, simply for the fact that it’s not 
user-friendly. While we appreciate the 
physical buttons, the navigation is 
rather poor and needs to be improved. 
There’s a small learning curve as to 
which button executes which 
command, making it essential to 
glimpse through the quick guide the 
fi rst time around. In terms of UI 
customisation, you can style it with 
diff erent themes. 

The sales package includes a 
microUSB cable for charging, 
earphones and the player. The 
earphones is a standard aff air but it’s a 
non-issue since high-res audio is best 
enjoyed with a pair of earphones or 
headphones that can fully exploit the 
source fi le’s potential.

The M3 comes with 8GB of internal 
storage with room for expansion 

through the microSD card supporting 
up to 64GB. 

When we talk about the quality, M3 
off ers top-notch audio quality with 
support for formats like APE, FLAC and 
WAV at up to 96kHz/24bit. The 
fi ve-band equalizer off ers seven 
diff erent modes, including a custom 
mode to enhance the audio quality. 

FiiO rates M3’s battery life at 24 
hours and we got close to 22 hours 
during our time with the player, which is 
quite impressive. 

The biggest gripe we have with the 
M3 is its user interface, which is actually 
disappointing because anyone looking 
for a cheap high-res audio player won’t 
be disappointed with this off ering. 

SPECIFICATIONS
PRICE 4̀,499 URL www.fiio.net 
DIMENSIONS 74 x 39.7 x 9.1 mm 
WEIGHT 40g SCREEN SIZE 2-inch 
EQUALIZER 5-band DRIVE ABILITY 
16~100 Ohms SNR ≥95 dB LOSSLESS 
FORMATS APE(Fast/Normal/High), 
FLAC, WAV LOSSY FORMATS MP3/WMA/
OGG/M4A BATTERY LIFE Up to 24 hours

Words: Kunal Gangar

REVIEW

COMPACT PLAYER
The player is smaller 
than a credit card

T3 SAYS Compact player with 
good audio quality
T3 RATES: Audio quality, 
battery life
T3 SLATES: User interface



aving started reading 
extensively on the Kindle 
Paperwhite 3G for the 
last two months, I have 
been looking into 

subscribing to Kindle Unlimited. This 
month I bit the bullet to see if it’s 
worth the asking price.  

For the uninitiated, for a monthly/
half-yearly/yearly (depending on the 
plan) fee, Kindle Unlimited gives 
access to number of books without 
having to purchase them 
individually. Amazon claims the 
Unlimited library spans over a million 
books and the user gets access to 
the whole library during the active 
subscription of the Kindle Unlimited. 
There are a lot of good books 
available in the library and the fact 
that I can download any book, start 
reading and even stop midway if I 
dislike it, is good freedom to have. 
However, as a reader who manages 
a book a month or two, I found the 
subscription a bit overwhelming. Not 
to forget, it’s a recurring expense, 
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LONG-TERM TESTS

H

Amazon Kindle 
Paperwhite 3G
FINAL MONTH WITH THE DEVICE TO SEE IF IT’S WORTH THE JUMP

M O N T H  3  O F  3

Built-in light is nifty 
and the fact that it 
can hold thousands of 
books in a small device 
makes it a defi nite buy 
for book-lovers.

which means it’s an expensive aff air 
if you don’t buy books or read 
regularly. 

Subscription service aside, my 
experience with the Kindle 
Paperwhite 3G has been positive. 
The built-in light is an indispensable 
feature, and makes it a remarkable 
achievement on Amazon’s part to 
have managed to keep its battery 
life similar to that of the regular 
Kindle, despite the added burden 
on the Paperwhite. 

Download

T3 India

App Now



DRIVE

Words: Jim Gorde   

aint the town red!’ That 
phrase gets new meaning 
when you get what is 
essentially a 1:1 scale fully 

functional model of the car pretty 
much every kid would draw, given the 
freedom to go wild with the pencils 
and pastels. It also fi ts the 
description of the car that kids — 
once they grow up slightly — would 
grab by the roof and take for a spin, 
mouthing almost-V8 sounds and 
ensuring it aces every terrain it 
encounters, from the fl oor to the 
dining table and the rocks in the 
garden too.

That is essentially what the 
Cayenne is. It’s a luxury SUV that does 
its fair share of off -road and all-road 
activity and still packs enough genes 
from the badge it wears to keep that 
smile plastered on you face when on 
the open road. Corners, straights and 
esses, all taken in its stride,  
particularly with this one, the GTS, 
made for the purists if Porsche is to be 
believed.

Externally, there are a few changes, 

Porsche Cayenne GTS
PORSCHE’S LUXURY SUV GOES FOR THE PERFORMANCE

P
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like the optional LED headlamps in the 
Porsche Dynamic Lighting System 
(PDLS+) specifi cation have a 
signature that stands out like landing 
gear on ET’s future spaceship. The 
grille and air-dam are from the 
Cayenne Turbo that are large and 
accentuate the sporty appeal of this 
2.1-tonne behemoth. The gloss black 
fi nish on the side mouldings and, of 
course, the badging and name tags on 
the side skirts clearly mark this one 
out as a GTS.

Inside, the Cayenne GTS packs in 
everything we’ve come to expect 
from Porsche and then some. The 
black interior with red contrast 
stitching stands out along with the 
leather and Alcantara upholstery that 
fi nds its way into the seat insets and 
on the arm-rest. One of the highlights, 
however, is the steering wheel, is 
designed to mimic the 918 Spyder’s. 
It’s fl anked by a number of controls 
and smooth aluminium gear-shift 
paddles which come into their own 
when using the choice of Sport modes 
on off er.

Under the hood, the biggest 
change is the new engine. Gone is the 
4.8-litre big-natural V8 and in comes a 
twin-blown V6 with 20 more horses 
and 85 more twists — 440 PS and 
600 Nm — with an improved 
effi  ciency. Yes, the numbers are up 
and the engine has been downsized 
by 25 per cent in terms of 
displacement and cylinders, but it still 
delivers the thrills just as one would 
expect from a GTS. The V6 may not 
sound like a V8, the Cayenne GTS has 
got the numbers to back. The 
eight-speed automatic transmission, 
especially in Comfort mode, shifts 
early and, thus, can leave you fi nding 
a bit of lag lower down the rev range. 
However, this is a GTS, and once you 
have the Sport mode on, down-shift 
and a blip of the throttle later, the GTS 
rockets forward.

You’re past 100 kmph before you 
know it and, as it closes in on the 
double barely a few seconds later, the 
blurring scenery makes you aware of 
how deceptively quick it is. Given the 
room and de-restricted space, it will 
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PORSCHE CAYENNE GTS
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VISUAL DIFFERENCES
changes on the 

f t, incl di
a intake s

EASILY ACCESSIBLE 
MODES
Within a reach to 
quickly change drive 
modes

PREMIUM CABIN
Impeccable build 
quality and choice 
of materials in the 
cabin

TWIN-BLOWN V6
Looks large and 
delivers the numbers

hit 262 kmph. It turns in tight and sure, 
although the steering wheel feels 
quite small, and, in Comfort mode at 
least, rather light for a car of this size. 
It still does a great job and doesn’t 
feel like it doesn’t belong there. It is, 
needless to say, at its stiff est in Sport 
Plus, so bumpy roads can lead to 
microseconds of anxiety, especially on 
the bends; but they’re gone before 
you know it.

The ride quality, cabin sound 
insulation and confi dence-inspiring 
performance all make for a 
comfortable ride with peace of mind. 
The rear, too, is not a bad place to be 
in. The seats are fi rm but they off er 
phenomenal support. You’re kept in 
place, especially when those red seat 
belts reel you in. Then there’s the 
fi ve-level air suspension. The Cayenne 
GTS gets a lever selector for lowering 
or raising the car depending on the 
driving situation. This is done 
automatically as well, but having a 
manual option is so much better. The 
maximum ride height selectable and 
the go-to height for Off  Road mode is 
236mm, while in Sport Plus — and also 
when loading — it can hunker down to 
as low as 155mm. 

The advanced roll-control 
techniques employed surely work 
and the GTS stays planted and feels 
every bit as agile as Porsche make it 
out to be. 

Porsche is known to have quite a 
few options and this one is no 
diff erent. Thankfully, it sports most of 
the kit from the faster and more 
powerful Cayenne Turbo. It costs 
`1.38 crore (ex-showroom, Mumbai) 
and increases as more boxes are 
ticked on the options and 
personalisation sheets. Porsche claim 
a sub-fi ve-second sprint from 0 to 100 
kmph, and also better economy; 
claimed fi gures point to just about 
10km to the litre highway.

Those are all insignifi cant numbers, 
however; things confi ned to paper. 
What those papers fail to mention is 
the exhilaration per corner and 
smile-widening experiences per 
kilometre. That’s where the Cayenne 
GTS excels. It is the life-size version of 
the car from most children’s 
imaginations, built to meet and 
exceed every expectation. Whatever 
your age, whatever the time, it’s one 
of the easiest ways to paint the 
town red. 
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SUPER SIX

PHILIPS FIDELIO NC1
`18,999, www.philips.co.in

BEATS STUDIO WIRELESS
`19,999 www.beatsbydre.com

 The NC1s are the cheapest cans here and 
feel basic, but that’s not entirely a bad thing: 
the controls are fuss-free and there’s no wireless 
to worry about. They’re seriously portable, and 
their space-saving on-ear design is comfortable. 
All these things point to a pair of headphones 
that are more interested in performing – and in 
some areas they do perform well. Noise-
cancelling is decent (though not the best in this 
test), and in isolation they sound good, with a 
controlled low end. However, the rest of the 
spectrum is a bit fl at and they lack dynamism in 
more complex tracks.

 These Beats look great on paper, but in the 
fl esh they lack fi nesse, with cheap build quality 
and a smudge-tastic piano-black fi nish. On the 
plus side, comfort is good, with the over-ear 
cans fi tting nicely. On the whole, they sound 
good, too – more balanced than Beats of old 
– though in some tracks they lack sparkle, 
while in others the sound can be too intense. 
Noise-cancelling is decent, though a little 
fuzziness remains in background ambient 
noises. The controls are simple and effi  cient, 
while connecting them via Bluetooth is 
fuss-free and you’ll get 12 hours of battery life.

ilence is golden, so the 
saying goes, and nowhere 
is this proverb more 
applicable than when 

you’re listening to your favourite 
tunes in public. 
When you don a pair of cans in the big, 
wide world, your music is competing 
with a huge variety of ambient sounds, 
whether it’s a buzzing air-conditioner, 
people chatting or a vibrating train. It’s 
a less than ideal scenario for audio 
lovers to enjoy their tracks. Sure, you 
could whack up the volume and risk 
permanent hearing loss, but the 
smarter choice would be to buy 
yourself the only pair of headphones 
you’ll ever really need: noise-cancelling 
ones. Not only will they rid your ears 
of the majority of unwanted external 
noise, they’ll make your music sound 
better than ever. 

01 ONE FOR BUDGET SILENCE 02 ONE FOR FANS OF HIP BRANDS

BOSE QUIETCOMFORT 25 
`25,200, www.boseindia.com

  What a package: the QC 25s have a 
reassuring fi nish, with a solid build, smooth 
hinges and a simple on/off  switch. They look 
nicely understated and are dead comfortable 
to boot. Audio-wise, they’re the most balanced 
cans here, with a bright, detailed sound that 
really brings out the vocals; ultra-wide stereo 
separation and fl awless noise-cancelling. The 
case is clever, too, with various accessory slots 
– and it even shows you how to fold your 
headphones. There’s no wireless and they’re 
the only pair here powered by an AA battery, 
but otherwise these are exceptional cans.

03 ONE FOR DISCERNING TASTES

 The art of 
no noise

Words: Nick Odantzis

LISTEN TO YOUR MUSIC IN 
PEACEFUL BLISS, EVEN IN THE 
LOUDEST OF PLACES, WITH THE 
BEST NOISE-CANCELLING 
HEADPHONES YOU CAN BUY
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 Select 
NOISE-CANCELLING HEADPHONES

B&O BEOPLAY H8
`39,975, www.beoplay.com

AKG N60 NC
`22,999, www.akg.com

SENNHEISER MOMENTUM 
WIRELESS 
`37,999, www.sennheiser.com

B&O has taken Beats’ title of ‘most banging 
cans’ with its H8s; they’ll really thump your 
drums, though it can be a bit much in 
bass-heavy tracks. These aren’t just bangers, 
though – they’re extraordinarily bright-
sounding and realistic in the mid-high 
spectrum, with great stereo separation. They’re 
not the most balanced, but you’ll feel truly 
connected to your music, and noise-cancelling 
is fi rst-rate. The H8s are the most expensive, 
but they look and feel incredible. The goatskin 
on-ear pads are comfy for hours, the controls 
are intuitive and wireless lasts 14 hours.

 Like the Philips Fidelio NC1s, the AKGs are 
big on portability. They’re even easier to pack 
than the NC1s, and you get better audio 
performance. The sound is bright and wide, 
and they’re especially good with music played 
by real instruments, so if you favour guitar riff s 
to bleeps, look no further. The noise-cancelling 
dealt with background sounds easily, but more 
voices got through than we would’ve liked. The 
AKGs are probably the least comfortable of 
the three pairs of on-ear headphones here, and 
the build quality feels rather basic – even more 
so than the NC1s’.

 We were expecting big things from these, 
and weren’t disappointed. They sound 
incredible, boasting the balance of the Boses 
and the thump of the B&Os. But unlike the H8s, 
they’re not overbearing; they just sound like a 
big hi-fi . Stereo separation is top-notch, and all 
the details are accurately replayed. You also get 
good noise- cancelling and wireless, with an 
unbeatable 22 hours of battery life. They’re 
comfortable, too. Just a couple of gripes: the 
controls are a little fi ddly, and they don’t feel 
special enough. 

04 ONE FOR AUDIO OPULENCE 05 ONE FOR TRAVELLING ROCKERS 06 ONE FOR SUBLIME SOUND



an you imagine a world 
where everything (well, 
majority of the things) 
is combustible and you 

have complete leeway to do 
whatever you want, however you 
want? That’s the premise of the 
Just Cause series. Sure, there’s a 
story to justify the over-the-top 
explosions, but then, you’re not 
playing Just Cause for the story. 

The third iteration continues 
with Rico Rodriguez, aka Dictator 
Removal Specialist, who, after 
removing Panay in the second 
instalment, reaches his hometown 
Medici to find it being ruled by a 
dictator, Di Ravello. Needless to 
say, the oppressed need to be 
freed and thus begins the journey 
of chain explosions and liberating 
the towns and military bases.

True to its nature, the game 
starts off with a bang, and is Rico’s 
cue to start exploding things 
around Medici. He is equipped with 
an improved grappling hook and a 
parachute for soft landings. 
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THE THIRD INSTALMENT OF JUST CAUSE GETS BIGGER AND MORE EXPLOSIVE

TOP Explosion 
in the backdrop 
perfectly 
explains Rico’s 
job

Prices vary, PC, PS4, Xbox One

G A M E  O F  T H E  M O N T H !

C

Just Cause 3

GAMES

However, given how big the world 
in Just Cause 3 is, this time around, 
Rico also has a wing suit at his 
disposal that he can use to fly 
around the beautiful landscape of 
Medici. 

While the parachute and 
grappling hook are easy to use, 
getting used to wing suit could 
take some time. However, once 
you’re past the learning curve, 
there’s no going back, because the 
wing suit is the fastest and best 
way to reach anywhere in Medici. 

But if trying out vehicles is your 
thing, you can drive a car, ride a 
bike, fly a chopper or a jet and even 
sail in a boat. The possibilities are 
endless, given that Just Cause 3  
offers a wide variety of vehicles to 
select. However, we felt physics of 
some of the vehicles were off. For 
instance, some cars seem to 
oversteer whereas some 
helicopters manoeuvred as if 
you’re flying a remote-controlled 
toy car.  

The world spans in an area of 

roughly around 1,000sq km (400 
sq miles), which is really big to 
explore and roam around for an 
open world game. Set in the 
Mediterranean, Medici offers a mix 
of civilisation, mountains, water 
and plain grasslands. In short, 
roaming around in Just Cause 3  is  
a visual treat and thanks to the 
amazing draw distance, you can 
see and reach far away 
destinations easily. 

The basic premise of this 
instalment is that as a rebel, you 
have to liberate towns and military 
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T3 RATES Fun gameplay with a 
huge map to explore around
T3 SLATES Missions can feel 
repetitive and lags sometimes
T3 SAYS Just Cause 3 is 
endless hours of fun if you 
love exploding things in the 
visually appealing Medici 

TOP Reel-in or 
shoot mid-air, 
choice is yours

ABOVE LEFT Get 
on top of the 
car to open a 
parachute or use 
a wingsuit

ABOVE RIGHT 
There’s no 
waiting at the 
airport for Rico

OPEN YOUR 
WORLD
Play these open world 
games as you like

B E ST GA M E S FOR ...
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WITCHER 3
 You’re a monster hunter who goes 

on a long journey in the Northern 

Kingdoms that’s way bigger than the 

previous Witcher and allows to explore 

the kingdom at your own pace and 

solve side missions or concentrate on 

the main story. Choice is yours!

Prices vary; PC, PS4, Xbox One

JUST CAUSE 2
 Play as Rico to blow things in a fictional 

island and overthrowing a dictator. 
Prices vary; PC, PS3, Xbox 360,  
Xbox One

FAR CRY 4
 Set foot in the beautiful Himalayan 

region to explore the serenity, hunt species 

to craft items to further your cause as a 

rebel to fight against a violent king 

Prices vary; PC, PS3, PS4, Xbox 360, 
Xbox One

GTA V
 Travel around San Andreas, blow 

some cars, commit some petty crimes 

or simple play the single-player 

campaign. It totally depends on how you 

want to play the game.

Prices vary; PC, PS3, PS4, Xbox 360, 
Xbox One

bases that will effectively loosen Di 
Ravello’s grip. How, you ask? Every 
base or town has a list of tasks 
(mostly which involve blowing 
things up) that needs to be 
completed for liberation. While 
liberating towns is easy and can be 
done quickly, taking over military 
bases can take some time 
considering the heavy presence of 
the enemy. 

Liberating different regions 
gives access to side missions, 
which can be completed to unlock 
various upgrades like enhanced 
grappling hook, wing suit, etc.

The Just Cause series has never 
been about how invested you get 
in the story, something that holds 
true with this edition as well. 
However, while still weak, the story 
has more depth than Just Cause 2, 
with funny dialogues and mindless 
explosions making up for a 
less-than-gripping plot line. 

Here’s the flip side though: when 
it comes to the performance, it’s 
not all hunky dory. We tested the 
game on a PS4 and though it was 
not as bad as PC, we did notice a 
drop in frame rate during a huge 
explosion. The loading time needs 
optimisation as well. At one point, 
we waited for over 5 minutes for 
the game to load. Another gripe we 
have with the game is the 
requirement to be online all the 

time. Just Cause 3  is a single-
player game but has an online 
community leaderboard that tracks 
the players’ progress and 
achievements. Although you can 
select to play the game offline, 
hitting the trackpad on the PS4 will 
automatically try to reconnect to 
the server, which is frustrating. 
Avalanche Studios has promised to 
release a patch in the future to 
address these issues but there’s no 
word on to when can we expect it. 

Just Cause 3  is a game that 
does not take itself seriously, which 
is why you never run out of things 
to do and things to trigger a chain 
reaction of explosions. However, 
the only thing that needs fixing is 
the performance that is keeping us 
to enjoy the game to the fullest. 
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GAMES

T3 RATES Freestyle Guitar Solos.
T3 SLATES There’s no video 
recording or practice mode.
T3 SAYS With superb gameplay 
tweaks like freestyle soloing, and 
support for existing instruments 
and thousands of legacy DLC 
tracks, this is the new benchmark 
for rhythm-action gaming.

TOP The gameplay is similar to 
previous versions, but with some 
cool new twists 

ABOVE Freestyling solos are an 
excellent addition to the game. 
Let’s rawk! 

ive years have passed 
since the last Rock Band 
launched, and in that time 
the rhythm-action genre 
has seen a dip in 

popularity, leading to piles of unloved 
plastic peripherals gathering dust 
across the land. Now, Harmonix and 
Mad Catz are getting the band back 
together, and, far from being a sad 
greatest-hits tour performed by tired 
old rockers, this is a resounding return 
to the game’s former glory.

Rock Band, at its heart, takes 
offi  cially licensed music tracks, 
and breaks them down into guitar, 
bass, drum and vocal parts. By 
matching the on-screen prompts, you 
keep your chosen section of 
the song playing; and by teaming 
up with friends, you can feel like 
you’re actually performing the music 
together. This core experience is 
as strong as ever, but additional, 
unique features have made a real 
diff erence to how it feels to play.

The most important change is the 
addition of Freestyle Guitar Solos, 
which let you create impressive solos 
on the fl y by following a set 
of simple prompts; so regardless 
of which diffi  culty you play on, 
you can easily noodle away like the 
gifted yet improbable off spring of 
Jimi Hendrix and Eddie Van Halen. It’s 
truly revolutionary and, by 

Rock Band 4
GET THE (PLASTIC) BAND BACK TOGETHER FOR THIS REUNION TOUR

experimenting with diff erent 
combinations of button presses and 
strumming techniques, you’re able 
to produce a varied performance 
every time you play a song.

Thankfully, Freestyle Guitar 
Solos are only included in tracks 
that already contain a relevant solo 
section, so you won’t be asked to 
inappropriately shred over the top 
of Van Morrison’s Brown Eyed Girl – 
songs that feature them are clearly 
labelled on the selection screen.

This spirit of improvisation and 
fl uidity extends to the drums and 
vocals. Dynamic Drum Fills are taken 
from a large pool of pre-made beats, 
and are a big improvement on the 
chaotic ‘play whatever you like’ 
sections of previous instalments, 
so that even if you’re not an aspiring 
Keith Moon, you can follow the 
prompts and sound like you have 
a world tour under your belt. Singers 
get their own variation, with Freestyle 
Vocals enabling you to sing your own 

lyrics as long as they’re in the same 
key as the original track. 

Choose to Go On Tour, and you can 
create your own band to hit the road 
with. If you’re struggling for a moniker, 
the random band-name generator will 
help you – and you still have the 
standard Quickplay mode if you just 
want to jump in and play some songs 
without any extra bells and whistles. 
Sixty-fi ve tracks are included, ranging 
from classics by Van Halen and 
Soundgarden, to songs by modern 
artists including Mark Ronson and St 
Vincent. If you want to expand your 
library, look no further than the Music 
Store. What’s more, any items that 
you bought previously can be added 
to your new version for free. 

The good news for those 
aforementioned dusty instruments 
is that any wireless peripherals you 
own will still work within the same 
group of systems – simply plug your 
PS3 receiver dongles into your PS4, or 
attach the legacy adapter to your 
Xbox One, and your existing guitars 
and drums will integrate seamlessly.

BELOW 
“Kumbaya, 
my Lord, 
Kumbaya…”

`13,990; PS4, Xbox One 

F
TOP Long hair 
and ill-
fitting shirt 
obligatory



We’re 
Hiring

We are a leading magazine publishing Company and have 
vacancies at our Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore and Chennai 
offices for talented executives for placement in our
Editorial 
Marketing  and  

Circulation 

departments.

Candidates should 
be bright go getters 
with a good command 
over English and local 
languages. A minimum 
qualification would be 
graduation.  Please 
e-mail your detailed 
CV indicating location 
preference to:
ho@nextgenpublishing.net
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APPS

S E V EN HOT A PP S FOR …

DANCE TO 
THE MUSIC

Wynk has a library of over 1.8m songs across 
various genres. Stream the library for free or 
download it with a monthly plan.
Free; App Store, Google Play

Apple Music’s library is 30m-strong that gets 
better with handpicked recommendations 
from music experts. It supports Beats 1 
radio for streaming, family sharing to share 
amongst other family members and more.
Free; App Store, Google Play

This stream-only app focuses on discovery 
with set playlists for study, yoga, workout or 
mood. The app is ad-free and even integrates 
YouTube and SoundCloud.
Free; App Store, Google Play

Australian-based music streaming service 
has a growing user base in India with free 
streaming option. Paid subscription will 
remove any ads and enable offl ine music.
Free; App Store, Google Play

It’s another desi competitor that focuses 
on Indian music with a good choice of 
international artists, playlist support and 
curated playlist by experts.
Free; App Store, Google Play

Gaana has a library of over 10m songs with 
playlists created by experts and users, radio 
and lyrics support allowing you to sing along. 
Free; App Store, Google Play

The app tries to adapt to your taste and offers 
personalised mixes based on your artist and 
song choice. The premium version will enhance 
the audio quality and allow offl ine downloading.
Free; App Store, Google Play

 01
AIRTEL WYNK

 02 
APPLE MUSIC 

 03 
8TRACKS PLAYLIST RADIO

 04
GUVERA MUSIC 

 05
SAAVN

 06 
GAANA

 07 
DEEZER MUSIC

Download or stream from 
a choice of music apps

ABOVE The app 
allows you to 
transfer heaps 
of data without 
consuming any 
data

TRANSFER ANYTHING ACROSS DIFFERENT 
PLATFORMS QUICKLY

SHAREit

How many times has it happened that 
you want to send a large fi le to your 
friend but couldn’t because Bluetooth 
transfers are slow? Here’s an app that 
solves that problem and even allows to 
send variety of fi les without any 
limitations. 

SHAREit is a free app available on 
Android, iOS, Windows Phone, 
Windows and Mac that enables users to 
send music, videos, photos, apps, PDF 
to other users within the same range. 
Two good things about the app: it can 
send a fi le, irrespective of the size and 
secondly, it does not require any data 
connection to transfer.

The app basically makes the 
sender’s phone act as a Wi-Fi 
hotspot, which the recipient’s 
phone connects to and initiates the 
transfer at up to 10MB/s, making it 
considerably faster than done 
through Bluetooth. 

Other nifty features include 
group sharing that allows to send a 
fi le quickly to multiple people at 
once and can even be used to 
control a powerpoint presentation 
on a PC from a smartphone. 

Free; App Store, Google Play

Free; App Store, Google Play, Windows

Nights out on the town 
with a load of mates 
are a fun idea in theory, 
but it can soon feel like 
you’re trying to herd cats 

when you can’t all agree on where you 
want to go and what you want to do. 
Enter Tossup. A slick new app 
from Microsoft (it’s also available 
for Android and iOS devices), it’s 
designed to take the pain out of 

planning group activities. All you 
have to do is invite your buddies over 
email or SMS, and then the group 
can make those crucial decisions 
before you actually meet.
But this isn’t just a bog-standard 
chat app – it works on a fun voting 
principle. So, you or one of your pals 
suggests a restaurant or pub, then 
everyone gets a vote on whether or 
not they want to eat or drink there. 
Voila – a quick count of the votes and 
your night out is sorted. It’s 
a novel idea, and one that’s made 
even more enjoyable by the fact 
it has a simple, intuitive interface.
Right, time to paint the town red!

IF YOU AND YOUR BUDDIES CAN’T DECIDE 
WHERE TO SPEND THE EVENING, THERE’S 
A SIMPLE SOLUTION – VOTE ON IT

TOSSUP

A P P  O F  T H E  M O N T H !
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T3 India as a magazine/ezine 
rightly focuses on products 
that are new and under 
development. This, of course, 
does not suggest or imply that 
everything old is bad and 
outdated. The pace at which 
technology moves, demands 
that we cover all product 
developments for our readers. 
In few cases, this means going 
back to the past. Look at the 

worldwide revival of 
turntables. Only 15 years 
ago, the turntable was 
consigned to the dustbin. 
Today, pressing plants are 
hard pressed to meet the 
demand. The area where retro 
is most in demand is music – 
both Western and Indian, 
and T3 India seeks to address 
this gap. We hope you enjoy 
this section.

Inside
100 Stevie Wonder

101 A working man’s tale  

102 The Magic of Helen!

104 Snippets
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Retro STEVIE WONDER
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If you have not heard Stevie 
Wonder’s music, you really don’t 
know how much you have missed 

out on the musical front.  

Stevie Wonder was born in 1950 
and was give the name Stevland 
Hardaway Morris. He was born six 
weeks premature which resulted in  
a condition in which the growth of  
his eyes was aborted; he became 
blind soon after he was born. Wonder 
took to music at a very early age 
playing a variety of instruments 
himself  including the piano, 
harmonica and drums. He started 
singing from the age of 11 and never 
looked back thereafter. 

Signed by Motown Records, Stevie 
Wonder started delivering hit after 
hit from the late 60s and his music 
achieved cult dimensions. His 
classical period started in 1970 after 
his marriage to song writer Syreeta.  
Over the years, Stevie Wonder has 
broken a number of records and 
has been a winner of 25 Grammy 
Awards. His No. 1 album was the 
double album, Songs in the Key of 
Life released in 1976. It debuted 
strong at No 1 in the Billboard chart 
where it remained No 1 for 14 weeks.  
This album contained his iconic 
song, Isn’t She Lovely?, which he  
had written for his new-born 
daughter, Aisha.

Stevie Wonder has also been at the 
forefront of all charitable drives from 
famous western singers. He featured 
with Bruce Sprincesteen in the single 
‘We are the world’. In India, Stevie 
Wonder’s most popular number has 
been the iconic track I Just Want To  
Say I Love You from the film The 
Women in Red.

Stevie Wonder’s influence on the 
music world is legendary. Even now, 
he continues to perform to full houses.  
Interestingly, Stevie Wonder turned 
vegetarian a long time ago and has 
now switched to veganism. Wonder 
ranks among the top 10 artists of 
all time and according to Billboard 
magazine, is ranked at No. 6.

His top 10 tracks:
1. Sir Duke
2. Living for the City
3. Isn’t she lovely?
4. Signed, sealed, delivered
5. I Just Called To Say I Loved You
6. Happy Birthday
7. Jammin’
8. Ebony and Ivory
9. My Cherie Amour
10. Superstition

STEVIE 
WONDER

Words :    H. S. Billimoria
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regory Peck’s character in the fi lm (Tom) does not 
want to become a grey-suited ‘yes man’. Tom is 
content working in a job that allows him to spend 
quality time with his family and in working his way 

up gradually, especially in view of his responsibilities and since 
he is the lone breadwinner. But his wife wants him to take up a 
better paying job so that they can move to a bigger house and his 
measured approach is considered cowardly by his wife.

Th ere are some interesting scenes in the fi lm. Firstly when 
asked to write an autobiography, ‘the most signifi cant thing 
about me’, during the interview process for a PR job, he refuses 
in view of memories of how his friend died because of him. 
Secondly, in a poignant scene, tormented by guilt he admits his 
wartime affair to Betsy. In the former case he may not get the job 
he is applying for and in the latter his wife may leave him forever. 
But he is fi rm in his conviction. Similarly seeing how Ralph’s 
workaholic ways have destroyed his family life, Tom gives up his 
job so that he can give his family the time they deserve.

Wholesome performances by all involved embellish the 
entire viewing experience, making it seem as if one were 
watching someone’s life being played out in front of them. In 
fact, this is one of those rare movies where all the actors are well 
etched out: Gregory Peck as the simple, principled man; Fredric 
March as the workaholic boss, Jennifer Jones as the wife (who 
magnanimously suggests setting up a trust fund for Tom’s Italian 
son) and Marisa Pavan as Tom’s sweet-natured wartime lover.

Th e thought-provoking 1950s fi lm, based on Sloan Wilson’s 
novel, about a working man’s attempts to balance his personal 
and professional life, continues to hold signifi cance even today.

Movie  synopsis
Tom (Gregory Peck) lives in a ramshackle house with his family consisting of Betsy 
(Jennifer Jones) and three small kids. After returning from World War II, Tom is 
haunted by fl ashbacks when as a soldier he killed many enemy soldiers and his friend 
by mistake and also had a child born out of wedlock with Maria (Marisa Pavan), a 
young Italian girl. In the present, he has a low-paying job and at his wife’s urging gets 
a better paying public relations (PR) job. Tom’s idealism, as compared to other 
politicking yes-men in the offi  ce reminds the top man in the fi rm, Ralph (Fredric 
March), of his son who died during the war. Tom’s Italian lover asks for monetary 
support and he admits to Betsy about his affair. Tom and Betsy reconcile and he gives 
up his job, refusing to let money ruin his family life.

WHAT MAKES THE 1950S FLICK ‘THE MAN IN THE
GREY FLANNEL SUIT’ RELEVANT EVEN TODAY...

Words :    R Srinivasan 

A working man’s tale
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Retro HELEN

Song and dance have been all important 
in Hindi cinema of the 50s to the 80s.  
Films used to run, not because of their 
intrinsic content, but because of the 
songs and dances that they featured. 
Also every producer wanted at least 
one dance with Helen, who was the 
favourite of both the front and back 
benchers.  Helen arrived at a time that 
was just right – Hindi cinema was 
moving to colour, music was assuming 
great importance and the masses wanted 
light, frothy entertainment.  Helen was 
half Burmese and half French and had a 
complexion and figure that was the envy 
of the heroines of that time. And boy, 
could she dance! No wonder she is an 
icon even today.

Helen’s songs have been rendered on 
film by a variety of singers with Asha 
Bhosle being almost a regular.  However, 
others like Lata Mangeshkar, Usha 
Mangeshkar and Sharda have also given  
playback to Helen’s songs and dances.  
Here is our pick of her best 20.

THE MAGIC OF HELEN!

Tu Mungada, 
Mungada 
from Inkaar 
(1977)
One would 
have thought 
that a 

Westernised disco number 
would be Helen’s most 
popular hit.  Surprise, 
surprise.  A Marathi lavni 
number from Raj Sippy’s 
Inkaar takes the honours.  The 
song was rendered by Usha 
Mangeshkar and composed 
by Rajesh Roshan.  The 
picturisation, in a dance bar, 
on Helen and Amjad Khan is 
also good.

 Aa Jaane Jaan 
from Inteqam 
(1969)
Inteqam was 
produced by 
Sadhana, who 

was also the heroine of the 
film. The best track in the film, 
however, was this club  
number beautifully composed 
by Laxmikant  Pyarelal and 
rendered by Lata Mangeshkar.

 Piya Tu from 
Caravan (1971)
Caravan had 
some fantastic 
music from R D 
Burman.  Helen’s 

Words :    H. S. Billimoria
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disco number, however, was 
clearly the best.  Piya Tu also 
sees Asha Bhosle at her 
seductive best.  One of  RD 
Burman’s best compositions.

 Huzurewala 
from Yeh Raat 
Phir Na Aayegi 
(1966)
This Biswajeet-

Sharmila Tagore film was a 
surprise hit. OP Nayyar’s 
music was a big plus.  
Huzurewala was rendered by 
Asha Bhosle and Usha 
Mangeshkar and has been 
picturised on Helen, 
Madhumati and Manohar 
Deepak.

 O, Tumko Diya, 
Dil Diya from 
Shikari (1963)
An F C Mehra 
film, Shikari saw 
music director 

GS Kohli at his best. This song 
was rendered by Lata 
Mangeshkar and Usha 
Mangeshkar and was 
picturised on Helen and 
Ragini.

 Mera Naam 
Chin Chin Chu 
from Howrah 
Bridge (1958)
One of Helen’s 
earlier 
numbers, this 

song rendered by Geeta Dutt 
and composed by OP Nayyar 
took advantage of Helen’s 
slightly oriental features and 
became a big hit.

 Yeh Mera Dil 
from Don 
(1978)
This Helen 
number sung 
by Asha 
Bhosle and 

composed by Kalyanji 
Anandji has become almost 
an iconic number having been 
repeated in Shah Rukh Khan’s 
Don as well.  Helen’s dance in 
this number amply 

demonstrates why she was 
the number one choice for 
vampish, seductive numbers.

 Baat Zara Hai 
Aapas Ki from 
Jahan Pyar 
Miley (1970)
This cabaret 
number got 

Sharda her first Filmfare 
award. Shankar Jaikishan 
were the music directors of 
this Shashi Kapoor-Hema 
Malini starrer.

 O Haseena from 
Teesri Manzil 
(1966)
Helen and 
Shammi Kapoor 

formed a great dancing pair 
and this song is living proof of 
that.  Asha Bhosle and Rafi 
provided the playback and RD 
Burman composed this 
scintillating tune.

 Ho Raasa Sayang 
Re from 
Singapore 
(1960)
This FC Mehra 
film had some 

memorable music from 
Shankar Jaikishan.  Helen and 
Shammi Kapoor performed 
this number on screen. Rafi 
and Lata provided the 
playback. Raasa Sayang is a 
Malay term indicating a 
‘feeling of love’.

 Is Duniya Mein 
from Gumnaam 
(1965)
Helen had a stellar 
role in Gumnaam 
and was even 

nominated for a Filmfare 
award.  This Lata number was 
beautifully picturised on Helen 
and Pran.  Music was by 
Shankar Jaikishan.

 Chhodkar Tere 
from Woh Kaun 
Thi (1964)
One of the best  
suspense films 

from Bollywood, Woh Kaun 
Thi also had some brilliant 
compositions by Madan 
Mohan.  This duet on Helen 
and Manoj Kumar was 
rendered by Lata and 
Mahendra Kapoor.

 Ooi Ma from 
Parasmani 
(1963)
This was 
Laxmikant 

Pyarelal’s first film and had 
some memorable music.  This 
dance number has been sung 
by Lata Mangeshkar.

 Haay Mere Pass 
Tu Aa from 
Shikar (1968)
Helen had two 

dance numbers in Shikar, the 
other one being Mein Albeli.  
Both were rendered by Asha 
Bhosle.  Take your pick.

 Aaj  Ki Raat 
from Anamika 
(1973)
Starting with 
the credits of 
the film, this 

seductive cabaret number 
sung by Asha Bhosle to RD 
Burman’s music featured 
Helen, Sanjeev Kumar and 
Jaya Bhaduri.

 Ae Dil Tu Gaaye 
Jaa from Bhai 
Bahen (1969)
Sunil Dutt and 
Helen feature in 
this seductive 
song rendered 

by Sharda to music provided 
by Shankar Jaikishan.

 Karle Pyar Karle 
from Talash 
(1969)
OP Ralhan’s 
magnum opus, 

may have sunk at the box 
office; however, SD Burman’s 
music did not disappoint.  
Asha Bhosle sang this number 
picturised on Helen and 
Rajendra Kumar.

Baithe Hai Kya 
from Jewel Thief 
(1967)
Jewel Thief’s music 
by SD Burman was 

a winner.  This Asha number did 
not see the success it deserved 
because the other songs were 
bigger hits!

 Zara Bachke from 
Yakeen (1969)
One more sizzling 
dance number 
from Helen in a 

Dharmendra – Sharmila Tagore 
film with music by Shankar 
Jaikishan.  Asha Bhosle 
provided the playback.

 Jaane Anjaane 
from Jaane 
Anjaane (1971)
A sizzling dance 
number, this song 

had Sharda providing the 
vocals for Helen and Vinod 
Khanna playing the victim.  
Music was by Shankar 
Jaikishan.

Of course, there were several 
other songs e.g. Kahan Chala 
Re from Hare Kaanch Ki 
Chooriyan, Aao Na from Mere 
Jeevan Saathi, Khilta Hai 
Shabab from Aaj Ki Taaza 
Khabar, Husnowale Ke Panje 
from Yaar Mera and the title 
song from Ek Se Badhkar Ek 
that could feature in this list. 
Also, the female duet from Eent 
Ka Jawab Patthar, Ajanta Ki 
Moorat sung by Preeti Sagar 
and Dilraj Kaur could feature in 
this selection. Interestingly, this 
song also had Premnath lend 
his voice. Since he died before 
the movie could be completed, 
the song could not be included 
in the final cut of the film but 
was there in the music album. 
Make your own selection.  
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combination of looks and 
talent that Helen had.  In the 
s60s and early 70s, no fi lm 
was complete without a 
dance by Helen.

Helen was also an 
accomplished actress.  

However, her dancing 
prowess proved to be a 
hindrance.  Everyone wanted 
Helen to dance and never 
thought of giving her roles to 
perform.  Helen, therefore, 
had to start with lead roles in 
B-grade fi lms like Aaya 
Toofan (with Dara Singh) and 
Cha Cha Cha (with 
Chandrasekhar).  This 
ultimately led to some 
powerful supporting roles in 
fi lms like Gumnaam and Lahu 
Ke Do Rang.

As far as dancing was 
concerned, Helen paired 

best with Shammi Kapoor.  
China Town, Junglee, Pagal 
Kahin Ka and Teesri Manzil are 
good examples.

Helen faced competition 
from dancers like 

Madhumati, Bela Bose, Laxmi 
Chhaya and others but no one 
came close.  Madhumati had 
the advantage of also looking 
a bit like Helen. There were 
others like Shashikala and 
Bindu, but they were 
essentially typecast as vamps 
and were not great dancers.

Helen has also danced 
when the hero has sung.  

Such songs, howsoever 
popular they may have been, 
have not been included as 
there was no female playback.  
Examples are Aai Aai Aa Suku 

One may wonder why we 
have covered Helen, who 

is not a singer, in our retro 
music section.  The reason is 
that songs composed for 
Helen and enacted by her 
followed a certain style 
whereby they could be 
immediately identifi ed as a 
Helen number.  It did not 
matter whether the music 
director was Shankar 
Jaikishan, Kalyanji Anandji or 
RD Burman.

Playback for Helen’s songs 
was performed by a 

number of singers.  One would 
have thought that Asha 
Bhosle’s voice matched 
Helen’s the most. However, a 
number of Helen’s hit songs 
and dances have been 
rendered by Lata Mangeshkar, 
Usha Mangeshkar and Sharda.

Helen was not the fi rst 
dancer to take the Hindi 

fi lm industry by storm.  That 
privilege belonged to Cuckoo 
Moray, an Anglo-Indian 
dancer who ruled the world of 
Hindi Films in the 40s and 50s.

Being French Burmese in 
origin, Helen was very fair 

and slightly oriental in 
appearance. This suited post- 
independence Hindi fi lms that 
were looking for ‘the vamp 
with the golden heart’.

Helen’s popularity crossed 
all segments – front 

benchers to back benchers.  
To her credit, she was pretty, 
graceful and never vulgar.  
This made for immediate 
success.  There were plenty of 
imitators but none had the 

Snippets

Suku from 
Junglee, Taali Ho 
from  China Town, 
Mehbooba from 
Sholay and Hum 
Kalle Hai from 
Gumnaam.

Today, Helen is 77 
and leading a 

comfortable retired 
life. Blessings of her 
countless  fans who 
have enjoyed her 
performances have no 
doubt helped her. 

Words :    H. S. Billimoria
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HatchbacksBikes{600-1000cc}
 T H E S U PE R S I XT H E S U PE R S I X

HYUNDAI I20 ELITE
www.hyundai.com/in
PRICE: `6,50,000 onwards
Hyundai has raised the bar in this 
segment with the new Elite i20, which not 
only looks good but also boasts of ample 
space and good ride quality.
T3 INDIA SAYS Best choice in this segment, 

if you can afford it.

HYUNDAI GRAND I10
www.hyundai.com/in
PRICE: `5,50,000 onwards
Good build quality, good handling, good 
interior space and lots of equipment make the 
package offered by the Grand i10 very 
attractive – and a substantial improvement over 
its predecessor.
T3 INDIA SAYS Apart from the one piece seat in the front, 

there is very little to dislike in this Hyundai.

MARUTI SUZUKI CELERIO
www.marutisuzuki.com
PRICE:  `4,50,000 onwards
Maruti’s new small car comes as usual with an 
attractive price, low running costs and a class 
leading automatic manual transmission.
T3 INDIA SAYS This little car lives up to Suzuki’s reputation 

of producing some of the best small cars in the world.

HONDA JAZZ
www.hondacarindia.com
PRICE: `5,30,000 onwards
The new Jazz has just been launched and has all 
the usual Honda attributes – practicality, ample 
internal cabin space and decent equipment. 
A diesel engine is an added bonus.
T3 INDIA SAYS It’s a Honda!

MARUTI SUZUKI BALENO
www.marutisuzuki.com
PRICE: `5,06,000 onwards
Maruti’s most contemporary hatchback puts the focus 
on style and safety, while packing modern 
connectivity features and a number of effi cient 
engines, even offering an automatic variant.
T3 INDIA SAYS New Baleno gets a makeover, good enough to 

compete with the competition.

RENAULT KWID
www.renault.co.in
PRICE: `2,50,000 onwards
 KWID has beeen launched after a lot of research
and seems to tick all the right boxes. Renault’s limited 
dealerships can be the Achilles’ heel.
T3 INDIA SAYS Nice little car from Renault to shake up the 

micro market.

TRIUMPH DAYTONA 675
www.triumphmotorcycles.in
PRICE: `12,38,000
Triumph Daytona 675 is one of the ultimate 
motorcycles that you can buy in India. Powered by a 
675 cc, in-line three cylinder engine, the Daytona has 
enough power for an intoxicating riding experience.
T3 INDIA SAYS The Daytona is an extremely easy-to-ride 

motorcycle thanks to its compact size.

DUCATI MONSTER 821
www.ducati.co.in
PRICE: `9,00,000
Ducati’s Monster series is its oldest model in 
continuous production. The latest Monster 821 takes 
the game to another level with a new liquid-cooled 
821cc L-Twin motor, making it the most rider-friendly 
Monster yet. 
T3 INDIA SAYS With superb ergonomics and a powerful 112 

PS motor, the Monster 821 is a demon you can easily tame.

DUCATI 899 PANIGALE
www.ducati.co.in 
PRICE: `13,02,000
The gorgeous-looking 899 Panigale from Ducati is the 
ultimate track tool. Its 898cc L-Twin motor produces 
148 PS, enough to set any racetrack on fi re. 
T3 INDIA SAYS The 899 Panigale surely sets a new 

benchmark in the sportsbikes category.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON STREET 750
www.harley-davidson.in
PRICE: `4,32,500
H-D’s easy-to-ride cruiser with a liquid-cooled 749 cc 
V-Twin motor and superb pricing is an enticingly 
irresistible motorcycle under `5 lakh. It also won the 
Indian Motorcycle of the Year award.
T3 INDIA SAYS An American cruiser that echoes H-D’s rich 

heritage and tradition available at a superb value.

DSK BENELLI TNT 899
www.dskbenelli.com
PRICE: `10,80,000
One of the best products by the Italian bike-makers in 
India, Benelli’s TnT 899 is standing proof of superior 
Italian design. It features a powerful 898cc in-line three 
motor that gels perfectly with is elegant styling. 
T3 INDIA SAYS If you are looking for an exotic style statement 

then the TnT 899 is surely the bike for you.

YAMAHA YZF-R3
www.yamaha-motor-india.com
PRICE: `3,25,000
A cutting-edge twin-cylinder super sport motorcycle 
that’s been a long time coming. Fabulous motor, good 
kit and not-so-committed make it a great bike for road 
and track alike.
T3 INDIA SAYS Powerful, sporty and carries a good price tag
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Luxury Sedans 
T H E S U PE R S I X T H E S U PE R S I X

TOYOTA COROLLA ALTIS 
www.toyotabharat.com 
PRICE: `15,00,000 onwards
The Corolla has been the world’s top-selling sedan for 
years. The reasons are obvious. Whilst it is not the best 
in any specific field, it is above average in all and this 
makes for an irresistible package.
T3 INDIA SAYS Most reliable car in this segment. If you want a 

trouble free vehicle, this is your best option. 

 

HONDA CITY 
www.hondacarindia.com 
PRICE: `8,50,000 onwards
In its category, the Honda City has become  
a one-horse race. Good engines, high fuel  
efficiency and above-average reliability  
have endeared the City to Indian customers.
T3 INDIA SAYS If you want a small saloon,  

go for the City. 

 

 
AUDI A3 
www.audi.in 
PRICE: `24,00,000 onwards
This one can almost be considered as a luxury car. The 
combination of refinement, performance, ride and 
handling that the A3 offers is unique in this segment.
T3 INDIA SAYS If your budget stretches more than  `20 lakh, 

the A3 should definitely be on your shortlist. 

   

HYUNDAI VERNA
www.hyundai.com/in 
PRICE: `8,50,000 onwards
At the moment, the Verna is probably the prettiest 
saloon in the market and offers high levels of trim and 
equipment. Apart from that, it is also very good value  
for money. 
T3 INDIA SAYS Good combination of aesthetics  

and value for money. 

 

 

FORD ASPIRE 
www.india.ford.com 
PRICE: `6,00,000 onwards
Ford’s new Aspire hits the right buttons as far as  
space, safety and efficiency are concerned.  
The 1.5 litre petrol with an automatic gearbox  
seems the best option.  
T3 INDIA SAYS Ford is finally beginning to make a difference  

in the compact sedan market. 

 

NISSAN SUNNY/RENAULT SCALA 
www.nissan.in 
PRICE: `9,50,000 onwards 
The most underrated car in this segment, the Sunny 
offers good interiors, space, good ride quality and  
fuel efficiency. 
T3 INDIA SAYS The Sunny deserves more success  

in the Indian market.

MERCEDES-BENZ S CLASS 
www.mercedes-benz.co.in 
PRICE: `1,30,00,000 onwards 
Elegant looks with top-of-the-line luxury features make  
it the world’s top luxury car. If you can afford it, it’s safe  
to say you will not be worried about the cost of spares  
and service.
T3 INDIA SAYS If you want to make a statement,  

this is the car to make it in. 

 

AUDI A6 MATRIX 
www.audi.in 
PRICE: `50,00,000 onwards 
The Audi A6 gets an upgrade with the intelligent Matrix 
headlights. It continues to set the benchmark in its 
segment with its refinement, plush interiors, superior 
ride quality and NVH levels. 
T3 INDIA SAYS At `50 lakh, the Audi A6 Matrix deserves a very 

close look. 

 

 
MERCEDES-BENZ E CLASS 
www.mercedes-benz.co.in 
PRICE: `55,00,000 onwards 
The new E Class from luxury car-maker Mercedes-Benz 
is much improved and forms an excellent alternative  
to the Audi A6. Additionally, in India, it also offers its 
owner added status.
T3 INDIA SAYS  Good solid choice in its segment. 

 

BMW 520D 
www.bmw.in 
PRICE: `45,00,000 onwards 
The Beamer is top choice for sheer performance and 
driving pleasure. However, it is not as spacious as  
the competition and unless specified, comes with 
run-flat tyres.
T3 INDIA SAYS If you are the driver, the 520D should  

be your choice. 

 

 

TOYOTA CAMRY HYBRID 
www.toyotabharat.com 
PRICE: `35,00,000 onwards 
The Toyota Camry Hybrid has it all – good looks,  
great comfort and it is also more planted than many 
other so-called, luxury cars. The only thing missing  
on it is the Lexus badge.
T3 INDIA SAYS If you are not brand conscious & value 

reliability, this is the one to go for. 

 

 

VOLVO S80 
www.volvocars.com/in 
PRICE: `57,00,000 onwards 
All Volvos promise high levels of build quality and  
safety and the S80 is no different. However, the badge 
is not as strong as some of the other luxury cars.  
T3 INDIA SAYS A good-looking, solidly built luxury car  

from the Swedish company.
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SONY A7R II  
www.sony.co.in
PRICE: `2,39,990
40 per cent faster than the original the A7R, the  
A7R II comes with a 42.4MP back-illuminated 
full-frame Exmor R CMOS sensor, 4K video  
shooting in a compact body. 
T3 INDIA SAYS Expensive but packs in a lot of bells  

and whistles. 

OLYMPUS OM-D EM-5 MARK II 
www.olympus.imaging.co.in 
PRICE: `68,000 onwards*
Olympus continues to surprise with substantial
improvements in each new model and the EM5 Mark II 
is no different. It promises a very attractive high 
resolution mode at 40MP.  All the other Olympus 
features are there as well.
T3 INDIA SAYS The best offering from Olympus to date. 

 

PANASONIC LUMIX GH4 
www.panasonic.com/in 
PRICE: `1,00,000 onwards*
This is the flagship Lumix from the Panasonic stable 
and is equipped with Venus engine that improves 
picture quality while reducing noise. In short, it offers 
the best combination of still and video shooting in  
the market. 
T3 INDIA SAYS If video is important, choose the GH4. 

 

OLYMPUS OMD-EM1 
www.olympus.imaging.co.in 
PRICE: `95,000 onwards* 
The original flagship from Olympus continues to  
be popular among customers and sells well. It definitely 
deserves a look if you want the Micro Four Thirds 
standard.
T3 INDIA SAYS A solid workhorse from Olympus. 

 

 

SONY A7 II
www.sony.co.in 
PRICE: `134,990*
The camera boasts an in-body 5-axis image stabilization 
and rearrangement of controls. Superior noise-control, 
117 point AF system make it all the more exciting.
T3 INDIA SAYS If you are looking for a general purpose 

full-frame mirrorless, your search ends here. 

 

PANASONIC LUMIX GM5 
www.panasonic.com/in 
PRICE: `50,000 onwards*
The GM5 is currently the smallest mirrorless camera in 
the market. A magnesium alloy body and a pancake 
lens make this camera  pocketable. 

T3 INDIA SAYS Easy to carry around and very good handling.

* Body only

 T H E S U PE R S I XT H E S U PE R S I X

CANON EOS 5DS 
www.canon.co.in 
PRICE: `252,995 (Body Only)
The Canon 5Ds is, without doubts, one of the top D-SLRs in 
the market. With a 50.6 MP sensor, it is currently the world’s 
highest resolution camera in 35mm-format. This lets you 
capture 30.5 and 19.6 MP images even at 1.3x (APS-H) and 
1.6x (APS-C) crop modes. 
T3 INDIA SAYS: Currently the pinnacle in D-SLR space.

NIKON D810 
www.nikon.co.in 
PRICE: `1,80,000 onwards* 
This 36.3 MP semi-professional DSLR from Nikon is the 
camera to own. Given its high build quality and 
performance, this camera is hardly likely to let you 
down. 
T3 INDIA SAYS If you are a professional or hardcore enthusiast, 

look no further. 

 

CANON EOS 5D MARK III 
www.canon.co.in 
PRICE: `1,87,000 onwards* 
Canon’s 5D series form the core of its semi professional 
customer base. Magnesium alloy body ensures 
excellent durability and both still and video are of high 
quality and the 22.3 MP sensor produces excellent 
pictures. 
T3 INDIA SAYS The best from Canon! 

 

NIKON D750 
www.nikon.co.in 
PRICE: `1,25,000 onwards* 
If you cannot afford the the D810, the Nikon D750 is  
an excellent option with a 24.3 MP full-frame sensor.   
Pricing is also very competitive and Nikon offers  
excellent deals for kits with the camera body.  
T3 INDIA SAYS The best value for money full-frame  

camera in the market. 

 

CANON EOS 7D MARK II 
www.canon.co.in 
PRICE: `1,15,000 onwards* 
The Mark II version of the 7D from Canon brings in much 
faster autofocus and 10 frames per sec shooting. With a 
20.2 MP sensor, this is Canon’s best APS-C DSLR.  
T3 INDIA SAYS If you want an APS-C DSLR with the  

Canon brand, this is the one to go for. 

NIKON D5500 
www.nikon.co.in 
PRICE: `49,000 onwards* 
If you are just getting serious about photography, then 
opt for the Nikon D5500. It’s the best beginners’ 
camera and comes with a 24MP APS-C sensor as well 
as a tilt and swivel LCD.
T3 INDIA SAYS  If you are a beginner, this is the Nikon to go for. 
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SAMSUNG GALAXY S6 EDGE
www.samsung.com/in 
PRICE:  `44,900 onwards
As well as that gorgeous ‘infi nity pool’ build, 
the Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge packs a brilliant 
camera and a pin-sharp QHD display. It’s pricey, 
though. 
T3 INDIA SAYS A stylish glass-and-metal design, 

a stunning screen and a great camera.  

APPLE iPHONE 6S                                    
www.apple.com/in
PRICE: `56,000 onwards
Looks same as the iPhone 6 but now comes with 
improved performance, 3D Touch Display and better 
camera along with Live Photos, slow-motion video 
recording and 4K video. 
T3 INDIA SAYS iPhone 6 lookalike but considerable 

improvements under the hood.

HTC ONE A9
www.htc.com/in
PRICE:  `29,999
HTC’s latest One is town is competitively priced with 
some decent hardware and beautiful looks. The 
phone also runs on Android’s latest version with HTC 
Sense and has a 13MP camera, Full HD display 
and more.
T3 INDIA SAYS One A9 impresses on looks and performance

LG G4
www.lg.com/in 
PRICE:  `35,599 
The G4 is a whole lot of features in a fairly 
compact space. It has a powerful screen, a faster 
processor and a much better camera – plus it’s 
encased in leather. 
T3 SAYS The G4 offers a lot for a decent price, but the leather 

is an acquired taste.

MOTOROLA MOTO X PLAY
www.google.com/nexus/6
PRICE:  `18,499 onwards 
Motorola’s latest Moto X device that packs in a huge 
up to 30 hour battery life, large 21MP camera and an 
affordable price tag. 
T3 INDIA SAYS An affordable mid-range phone with good 

camera and battery life. 

HUAWEI NEXUS 6P
www.huaweidevice.co.in
PRICE:  `39,999

Made by Huawei, Nexus 6p is the latest Nexus device 
with a metal unibody and offers top notch performance 
with latest stock Android OS, AMOLED QHD display, 
powerful camera, LTE and full day battery life.

T3 INDIA SAYS The best Nexus device you can buy right now

iPAD AIR 2
www.apple.com/in
PRICE:  `35,900 onwards
The Air 2 is the fastest, best-looking and most 
feature-packed iPad yet. It’s expensive sure, since 
you’ll want more storage, but it’s defi nitely worth 
every penny.
T3 INDIA SAYS Sleek, solid and a spectacular display – the 

Air 2 is a pleasure to use.

SAMSUNG TAB S2 
www.samsung.com/in
PRICE:  `39,400 onwards
Razor-thin at 5.6mm and lightweight at 392g, the Tab 
S2 is Samsung’s latest fl agship tablet that also features 
a 9.7-inch Super AMOLED display, 32GB of memory, 
oodles of interesting features and lots of power.
T3 INDIA SAYS Ultra-portable and packed with the 

best tech you can imagine.

MI PAD
www.mi.com
PRICE:  `11,999 
After breaking into the smartphone market, Xiaomi is also 
trying to break into the tablet market with its Mi Pad tablet. 
The tablet features Nvidia Tegra processor, a high-resolution 
display that you’d generally fi nd on a high-end tablet.
T3 INDIA SAYS: The Mi Pad fi ts the bill perfectly if you’re 

looking for a value-for-money Android tablet.

GOOGLE NEXUS 9
www.google.com/nexus/9
PRICE:  `19,990 
An Android tablet without the manufacturer bloat, 
the Nexus 9 performs well and comes with 
some really premium touches. One of those, 
a 4:3-aspect screen, gives you more headroom 
on websites.
T3 INDIA SAYS The Nexus 9 is a top all-rounder.

LENOVO YOGA TABLET 2 PRO
www.lenovo.com/in/en/
PRICE:  `49,500 
Yoga Tablet 2 Pro’s multimode feature makes it easy 
to use but its USP is the built-in projector; with a 
touch of a button, it can project a 50-inch image.
T3 INDIA SAYS: A tablet with a built-in projector but on the 

expensive side.

IBALL SLIDE I701
www.iball.co.in/ 
PRICE:  `4,700
If you’re looking for a highly affordable Windows tablet, 
take a look at iBall Slide i701. It offers a full Windows 8.1 
experience running on Intel processor and freebies like MS 
Offi ce, OneDrive storage and upgradeable to Windows 10.
T3 INDIA SAYS: Not a performer but if you want basic usage, 

connect it to an external monitor and you get a full-fl edged PC.

T H E S U PE R S I X T H E S U PE R S I X

SMARTPHONES / TABLETS
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SAMSUNG UE55JS9000
www.samsung.com/in
PRICE: `3,14,900
Capable of a stunning picture, with amazing 
design and clear sound. It needs its settings 
tweaked to get the best picture, though, and 
standard def looks horrid.
T3 INDIA SAYS This 55-inch is amazing in Ultra HD, 

but also brilliant in regular HD.

SONY BRAVIA KDL-50W800B
www.sony.co.in
PRICE: `1,12,900
This 50-inch boasts superb HD image quality, 
fabulous motion handling and a top discovery 
engine for online content, but there are limited 
catch-up channels.
T3 INDIA SAYS Polished 1080p pictures and smarter 

features, all for a reasonable price.

SAMSUNG 55HU8500
www.samsung.com/in 
PRICE: `2,41,500
Brilliant picture quality, and a pleasingly 
presented Smart TV hub with a gazillion apps. 
The screen also integrates well with other multi-
media devices.
T3 INDIA SAYS This 55-inch offers great picture quality 

and excellent smart features.

LG 55EC930T
www.lg.com/in 
PRICE: `3,34,900
This 55-inch offers amazing picture quality, a host 
of brilliant smart features and dazzling looks. 
However, there’s no 4K and it’s quite expensive 
compared to others.
T3 INDIA SAYS Looking for smart features and eye-popping 

images? This won’t disappoint. 

LG 55EC930T
www.lg.com/in
PRICE: `2,69,900
The Curved OLED TV gives a life-like visual 
experience with amazing video quality while the 
WebOS handling the smarts with visually appealing 
interface and apps.
T3 INDIA SAYS A 55-inch TV with great picture quality and 

state-of-the-art features.

PANASONIC TH-65AX800D
www.panasonic.co.in
PRICE: `3,29,000

Panasonic’s larger-than-life TH-65AX800D offers 
UHD resolution, good picture quality and all the 
Smart TV features. It also comes equipped with 
Swipe and Share.
T3 INDIA SAYS Makes sure you have a big room to keep it!
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DELL XPS 13
www.dell.co.in
PRICE: `70,990 
Brilliantly designed and outperforms its competition 
under the hood. Infi nity Display gives you the 
expanse of a 13.3-inch screen on an 11.9-inch 
laptop.
T3 INDIA SAYS Fantastic performance and build. It will serve 

you well for years to come.

MACBOOK PRO 13-INCH
www.apple.com/in
PRICE: `82,000
Lightweight, with improved performance and very 
good battery life – the 13-inch Macbook Pro will 
delight road warriors and coffee-shop loungers 
alike.
T3 INDIA SAYS A reliable, powerful and practical 

MacBook, this is Apple’s best laptop.

DELL 13 7000
www.dell.co.in
PRICE: `53,790 onwards
Dell’s 13-inch 2-in-1 works great as a laptop 
as well as a tablet that is complemented with latest 
Intel Core processor, 8GB RAM, 500GB HDD,1080p 
screen. It comes with a stylus as well to take notes 
and draw sketches.
T3 INDIA SAYS Stylish, powerful and a decent battery life.

ASUS UX305
www.asus.com/in
PRICE: `52,750
Thin, light and attractive, with excellent build 
quality, the Zenbook UX305 offers a great balance 
of components, a perfect 1080p screen and an 
alluring price tag.
T3 INDIA SAYS One of the best and most affordable 

Ultrabooks available.

LENOVO IDEAPAD YOGA 3 PRO
www.thedostore.com
PRICE: `1,15,990
One laptop that comes close to Lenovo’s design is the 
Macbook Air. The beautifully designed Yoga 3 Pro is a 
perfect combination of beauty with brains. The 
watchband-inspired hinge enhances durability of the 
laptop, making it easy to use as a tablet.
T3 INDIA SAYS Good performance and exemplary looks.

ASUS EEEBOOK X205
www.asus.com/in 
PRICE: `15,490
Asus Eeebook series makes a comeback with the new 
11.6-inch notebook. It is targeted at consumers who 
want a full Windows experience at an affordable price.
T3 INDIA SAYS A good affordable compact notebook for casual 

users with a good battery life.
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Mi Band
www.mi.com
PRICE: `999
A highly affordable fi tness tracker that tracks how 
active you are and works with both Android and iOS. 
The rechargeable battery lasts for up to 30 days, 
which means you don’t have to keep it plugged 
every few days like a smartwatch.
T3 INDIA SAYS Cheap and reliable, with accurate tracking.

GOQII
www.goqii.com
PRICE: `2,399 onwards
Goqii is a fi tness tracker with a twist that does 
the usual fi tness and sleep tracking but assists 
the users with coaches to achieve the 
fi tness goal.
T3 INDIA SAYS A realistic approach to fi tness 

tracking with coaches and experts helping the users.

SONY SMARTBAND TALK
www.sony.co.in
PRICE: `9,999
Sony’s take on the fi tness tracking that integrates an 
e-ink display for better battery life and even comes with 
a mic and a speaker to take on the occasional call or 
use a voice command.
T3 INDIA SAYS Good improvement over SmartBand’s successor 

but needs a bit catch up to do with the competition.

TOMTOM MULTI-SPORT 
GPS WATCH
www.sports.tomtom.com
PRICE: `15,499 
A watch for fi tness users that can check the pulse rate 
and track accurate real-time information with the 
integrated GPS.
T3 INDIA SAYS A serious watch built for fi tness afi cionados.

FITBIT CHARGE HR
www.fi tbit.com
PRICE: `12,990
Futuristic-looking yet discreet, the Charge HR gives 
you lots of info for your travels and even comes with 
continuous heart-rate recording. Features a long 
battery life.
T3 INDIA SAYS  In-depth fi tness and sleep tracking, without 

shouting about it.

GARMIN VIVOSMART
www.garmin.co.in
PRICE: `9,990
The Vivosmart is one of the packed fi tness bands that 
shows smart notifi cations of incoming messages or 
calls and even has a heartrate sensor. It also nudges 
to walk for a few minutes after a period of inactivity.
T3 INDIA SAYS A power-packed fi tness band with some 

unique features to separate from the crowd.

LG Watch Urbane
www.lg.com/in
PRICE: `24,990
The best-looking smartwatch in the market with an 
elegant metal body, stitched leather strap and colour 
options of gold and silver. It also comes with the 
latest version of Android Wear that brings always-on 
apps and improved battery life.
T3 INDIA SAYS A good combination of looks and smartness.

PEBBLE STEEL
www.getpebble.com
PRICE: `19,900
The always-on, monochrome E-paper screen 
might not be for everyone, but it works great, and 
you get up to seven days’ battery. Loads of apps 
and easy to use, too.
T3 INDIA SAYS Low on techy extras, but bags of charm 

and great ease of use.

MOTO 360
www.motorola.in
PRICE: `13,999
Motorola has totally nailed the smartwatch looks 
with the 360 – it’s both futuristic and very stylish, and 
is sure to impress. Add to that, there’s a funky 
wireless charger, too.
T3 INDIA SAYS Not quite perfect in this game, but the 360 is 

certainly a thing of beauty.

APPLE WATCH
www.apple.com/in
PRICE: `30,900 
Apple’s wearable is packed with features and offers a 
wide range of customisation options to give you some 
individuality. The only real downside is the limited 
battery life.
T3 INDIA SAYS The wearable that properly kickstarted the 

smartwatch revolution.

SONY SMARTWATCH 3
www.sony.co.in
PRICE: `17,990
Beats its closest competitors thanks to a built-in 
GPS, for accurate activity tracking. It won’t win 
any fans for its looks, but performance and 
battery life are good.
T3 INDIA SAYS A great wearable for fi tness, though it’s 

not for fashionistas.

PEBBLE
www.getpebble.com
PRICE: `10,200
The cheaper, plastic alternative to the Pebble Steel. 
Not as fancy as an Android Wear watch but works 
well with good battery life.
T3 INDIA SAYS Pebble gets most of the things right, 

if not all in a smartwatch.
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AUDIO-TECHNICA 
ATH-M50x
www.audio-technica.com
PRICE: `9,500
Looking for an all-round performance on a budget? 
M50x is the one to go for that offers balanced sound, 
tight bass and excellent build quality. 
T3 INDIA SAYS Great pair of cans that provide amazing 

performance at a competitive price.

SHURE SRH1540
www.shure.com
PRICE: `41,000
With a fl at audio signature, their sound is clean 
and lush, doing justice to any source. Bass isn’t 
lacking, it’s just crisp and subtle. They’re also 
extremely comfy. 
T3 INDIA SAYS  These stylish headphones will please 

even the pickiest audiophile.

AUDIO-TECHNICA ATH-M70X
www.audio-technica.com
PRICE: `22,999
Successor to the value for money ATH-M50x that are 
comfortable enough for prolonged use and features 
improved build quality. Extended low and high 
frequencies with great sound isolation.
T3 INDIA SAYS Discernible improvement in the performance 

over the M50x but at double the asking price.  

KINGSTON HYPERX 
CLOUD II
www.hyperxgaming.com 
PRICE: `8,500 
A gaming headset that is equally good when used for 
music. It has an easy 7.1 virtual surround sound toggle, 
improved design, noise cancellation & a detachable mic.
T3 INDIA SAYS Premium headphones with good performance, 

durability and 8 hour battery life.

RHA T10I
www.rha-audio.com
PRICE: `13,999
The RHA T10I noise-isolating headphones 
offer amazing sound, tuneable audio and 
stunning build quality that focuses on looks 
as well as comfort.
T3 INDIA SAYS The T10Is are premium earphones with 

incredible sound and style.

JAYBIRD X2
www.jaybirdsport.com
PRICE: `15,999
Jaybird’s X2 are Bluetooth-enabled but offer top notch 
audio quality and are built to last. Moreover, the 
earphones are sweat resistant making it a perfect fi t for 
users with an active lifestyle.
T3 INDIA SAYS Premium headphones with good performance.
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ARCAM FMJ A19/A29 
www.arcam.com
PRICE: `4.2 to 4.5 lakhs
Better with: Arcam CDS 27 CD player-cum-streamer  
and Q Acoustics Concept 40 fl oor standing speakers

T3 INDIA SAYS: This is one of the best separates system that 

you can put together. Sound quality is high and so is build 

quality and reliability

MARANTZ PM6005
www.marantz.com
PRICE: `1.50 to 2 lakhs
Better with: Marantz CD6005 CD player and Dali 
Zensor 3 stand mounted speakers

T3INDIA SAYS: Marantz has always produced attractive 

budget and mid priced separates and this combination is 

the best of the lot.  

DENON PMA 720 AE
www.denon.com
PRICE: `1.30 to 1.75 lakhs
Better with: Stereo amplifi er, Denon DCD 720 AE CD 
player and Wharfedale Diamond 220 stand mounted 
speakers

T3 INDIA SAYS: A quality budget system from the 

Denon brand

DENON D-M40
www.denon.com
PRICE: approx. `45,000
Better with: Q Acoustics 220i stand mounted 
speakers

T3 INDIA SAYS:  If you want an all-in-one system and still 

want near true hi-fi delity, this Denon system is a perfect 

match.

CYRUS 8A AMPLIFIER
www.cyrusaudio.com
PRICE: `4.5 lakhs to 5 lakhs
Better with: Cyrus CD 8SE2 CD player and
B&W 685 S2 stand mounted speakers

T3 INDIA SAYS: The Cyrus brand is known for its high sound 

quality especially with classical music; B&W speakers

compliment the Cyrus amplifi er and CD player very well.  

PIONEER A10
www.pioneerelectronics.com
PRICE: `1.5 to 2 lakhs
Better with: Stereo amplifi er Pioneer PD10 SACD player 
and Monitor Audio Silver RX 2
T3 INDIA SAYS:  Pioneer’s home audio division now vests with 

Onkyo but these products are before the takeover and they 

shine when combined with the Monitor Audio speakers.
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IF THERE’S A MORE DESIRABLE OWNERSHIP PROSPECT 
FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS THAN A LEICA, THEN T3 HASN’T 
SEEN IT. NEW MODEL THE LEICA SL IS PROMISING TO 
TAKE THINGS TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL

FRAME 
CHANGER

HALL OF MIRRORS
The Leica SL is the firm’s first 
mirrorless full-framer, and the 

gorgeous, solid-aluminium body flaunts 
a design that’s part retro chic, part 
modernist marvel. We promise you’ll 
want one the moment you’ve held it

THE MODEL
The SL has a touchscreen LCD  

back panel and a 4.4MP electronic 
viewfinder. Built-in Wi-Fi and an  

app enable you to control it  
with your phone 

COMPUTER LOVE
Leica says the 24MP CMOS 
sensor and Maestro II 
processor offer class-leading 
image quality and performance 
– the SL can shoot 11 frames 
per second (fps)

NUMBERS
You’ll need to part with 
`5,05,000 to own this German 
precision-engineered imaging 
goodness. Full details are at 
www.leica-camera.com

MOVIES NON-STOP
The SL captures video in what Leica 

describes, with some justification, as 
cinematic resolution. Budding directors 
can shoot Cine4K at 24fps, 4K at 30fps 

or full HD at 120fps

METAL ON METAL
The SL launches with a new zoom lens – the 
hefty, metal-constructed Vario-Elmarit-SL 
24-90mm f/2.8-4 ASPH, but Leica says pretty 

much every lens it’s ever made is compatible. 
Further lenses and accessories will follow

KRAFTWERK
 Leica’s rich heritage and 

premium price tags are based 
on a design and engineering 
philosophy that few can 
match. Each camera is still 
handmade at the firm’s HQ in 
Wetzlar, Germany. Only the 
finest materials are used and 

painstakingly assembled by experienced engineers. 
Leica lenses undergo the same rigorous process and 
are generally regarded as the best optics available. 
And you wondered where clichés about Teutonic 
manufacturing prowess came from...
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